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PRICES
Nerd Highway Sought TOBACCO
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COUNTY NEWS BYWAY WEEK
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Young Business
Men's Club Send
Telegrams
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Calling attention to the fact
that Calloway county does not
"have a foot of federal highway",
the Yotmg Business Men's Club of
Murray today petitioned Lytter
Donaldson and Thomas H. Cutler
that the highway from Mayfield
through
Murray toward Dover,
Tenn,, be designated a federal
highway.
Telegrams sent to the Highway
Department at Frankfort asserled
that a new super federal highway
was being planned from Cairo,
to Mayfield and that the proposed southeast road through Murray would be a logical extension
or prong of such highway.
The telegram sent was as follows:
"The Young Business Men's Club
of Murray respectfully petitions
that the highway leading southeast from Mayfield through Murray and southeast toward Dover,
Tenn., across the Scott-Fitzhughs
bridge be designated a federal
highway. It is our understanding
that a new super-highway is planned from Cairo, Ill., to Mayfield,
thereby making the suggested extension a logical step. Calloway
county to date does not have a
foot of federal highway and except for a campus highway does
not have a foot of concrete paving;
"The above route would be
logical for treffic from St. Louis,
through Mayfield, to Nashville. It
would tie up with the National
Park at Fort Donelson near Dover,
with our state college at Murray,
and the TVA development in this
area.
"A movement is also under way
here to secure a state and national
park' in honor of the inventor of
radio, affording an added reason
for a federal highway. Mr. Wootton has already given this project
his tentative endorsement."
"Respectively submitted
-Highway tommittr.
Young Business Men's Club,
Murray, Ky,"
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Tap Dancer for
Campus Lights

Miss Martha Belle Hood
Above is pictured Miss Martha
Belle Hood who will have an important part in "Campus Lights",
college musicale to be presented
in the college auditorium February 23. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood:

WILLIAM F. BURT
SUCCUMBS FRIDAY

William F. -Burt, 68, one of Calloway's most prominent and highly
respected citizens, died Friday. February 9, at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Burie Camp, near Lynn
Grove.
Mr. Burt is survived by ta.., one
daughter, Mrs. Camp. and kis one
son, Luck Burt, of Hendeise,n, K.
and three grandchildren'. Handed
and Roger Burt, acid Mrs. Gene Rogers, and by one great grandson,
Max Gene Rogers.
Funeral services were conducted
in the Beech Grove Presbyterian
Church of which Mr. Burt was a
member. at 12 noon, Saturday,
February 10. with the Rev. W. 0.
Parr and Lester B. Eason in charge.
Burial was in the Story's Chapel
cemetery, with the J. H. Churchill
funeral home officiating.
All-Star Basketball Game Played
Pall bearers were Gordon Crouch,
Here Pushes Fund Over
Burie Miller, Fred Paschall, Galon
*e Top
West, Joe Paschall, and Bun
Swann.
The proceeds from the Calloway
County All-Star basketball game
amounted to $42 25, which was
turned over to the Infantile Paralysie Fund by Preston Holland
who served as chairman of the
cornmittee on arrangements for the
game. This amount was suffiicent
When a person goes to school
to push the net receipts of this for a semester without missing a
year's campaign over the quota of day, he deserves mention.
$300.00, which had been fixed for
Miss aiersie Trousdale, fourth
Calloway county, with the proceeds from the Birthday cards grade teacher of the Trainini
mailed to President Roosevelt by School, reports nine who achieved
individuals throughout the county this record. They are Lola Gray
Buchanan. 'aerie Dowdy, George
as yet unreported.
According to unofficial returns, Dunn, Marie Yarbrough, Joe ThomCalloway county will probably as Rogers, James Trevathan, Phil
lead all counties in the First pis- Crawford, Wilmoth York, and
triet-. in this year's campaign, and Myles Tune.
rank among the first 10 caunties
Honorable mention goes to Bobof the state, regardless of size or
by Denham who missed one day
population.
A. H. Kopperud, who served as and to Jimrhie Frank Richardcounty chairman of the drive, ex- son who was absent the last two
pressed his appreciation for the days because of a death in the
efforts of all who assisted in the family.
success of the campaign which was
conducted under the most adverse
weather conditions in years.

POLIO CAMPAIGN
SUCCESSFUL HERE

Fourth Graders Have
Attendance Record
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78
89
15
61
20
86
21
51
84
53

Staff is Grateful

SOIL IMPROVEMENT
WILL BE DISCUSSED
Evening School for Farmers to
Have Session Monday,
February 19

IRE

Soil improvement will be discusged at the next meeting of the
Evening School for Farmers Monday night. February 19, at, 7:30,
Prof. W. H. Brooks, instructor in
vocational agriculture at Murray
State and sponsor of the evening
school, told the Ledger & Times
today.
The meeting will be held in the
vocational ag room on the third
floor of the Training School. This
Instruction is free to the farmers of
this section. Mr. Brooks said.
Some of the problems for discussion will be suppling of nitrogen, liming, phosphate; maintaining the organic supply, production,
rare, and use of manure: fertilizing of tobacco, and related topics.
"Regardless of the tape of farming you follow." Mr. Brooks explained. "the basic foundation is
the soil." & Hence he feels that a
discussion'tf soil improvement will
affect all the farmers of the
county.
Mrs. T. D. Ladd of Amarillo,
Tex., visited her sister. Mrs L. L.
Beale. and Mr. Beale several days
the past Week.

The continued response to
our special subscription offer, two years for a $1.00 in Calloway and. adjoining counties, is
indeed gratifying to the staff
of the
Murray
Ledger and
Times, for it causes us to think
that you appreciate our effort
to give you -the best weekly
newspaper possible.
Someone has said that the
acid test of the worth of a
newspaper, magazine, or periodical is "whether or not the
readers are willing to pay for
it."
We are inclined to believe that this is a real test
for we know that It would be
folly to expect the general public to pay hard earned cash for
a publication it considered of
little or no value. As we applied this test to the Ledger
and Times our chest swelled
slightly for we find that our
large subscription list is rapidly being paid up to one, two,
and even three years in advance.
We sincerely hope that by
the time this special offer expires, Fourth Monday in March,
that every home in the county
will have a paid up in advance,
"'subscription to the Ledger and
Times, YOUR PROGESSIVE
HOME NEWSPAPER FOR
OVER A HALF CENTURY. So,
to new and renewal subscribers
take advantage - of our special
offer and be assured of our sincere thanks and appreciation.

FIRST tEAMS
Murray
THURSDAY. 7 P. M.
Concord

BAD ROADS HINDER
DELIVERY OF CROP

L. Grove
THURSDAY. 4 P. M.
Almo

Tobacco for this week averaged
the highest of-any week this year
with a 3-day average of $9.19, according to a report issued last
night.
Although bad roads hindered the
delivery of tobacco to the floors.
the quality was good and the season excellent, tobacco men reported.
The total for the year 1940, including Wednesday, February 14,
was as follows: 1,513,740 pounds,
$128,558.10, for an average of $8.49.
The sales by floors for Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday of this
week were as follows:
Farris Floor
Date
Pounds
Money
Avg.
Mon.
24,96.5
$2,448.51 $ 9.81
Tues.
17,780 - 1.973.64
11.10
12,240
7.44
Wed.
910.60
Growers Floor
Mon.
3,856
3,367.22
8.73.
Tues.
12.795
1,294.07
10.11
7.98n
Wed.
759.70
9.52
Association Floor
Mon.
36.555
3.487.50
9.54
Tues.
20,200
1.561.97
7.73
528.23
6.710
7.87
Wed.
Totals
Mon.
1.000.80
9.303.23
9 30
9.51
Tues.
50:775
4.829.88
2.196.53
8.16
Wed.
26.930
Total

177,785

$16.331.44

$ 9.19

American Legion
To Meet Thursday
Due to impassable roads the
American Legion meeting which
was , to have been held at Pine
Bluff, will be deferred and Legionnaires will meet will meet at
the Court House at 7:30 Thursday
-sight.

MRS. BEMF HART
IS VICTIM SUNDAY
Cerebral Hemorege-e Ta F-tal to
Murray Worn ; Interment
Here Tuesdzy

FILIIDAY, 7 P. M.

Kirksey
THURSDAY, 3 P. M.
Faxon
FRIDAY, I P. M.
Hazel
THURSDAY, 8 P. M.
T. School

for February 22

I

SECOND.TEAMS
Kirksey
FRIDAY, 1 P. M.
T. School
SATURDAY, 10 A. M. I
Murray
FRIDAY,
_ I P. N.
Hazel

1
SAT., 7:30 P. M.
(FINALS)

L. Grove
FRIDAY, 3 P. M.
Concord
SATURDAY, 11 A. U.
Faxon
FRIDAY, 4 P.
Almo

Vol. CVIII; No.7

NEW MEMBER HAS WIDE
EXPERIENCE, TRAINING
SAT., 8:30 P. 111.(FINALS)

U.

•
Calloway county's annual basket- day afternoon at 1 o'clock and
ball tournament will open play continue straight through until
Thursday afternoon, February 22; the first round has been comat 3 o'clock in the Murray High pleted. Semi-finals will be playgymnasium. according to Ed Fit- ed Saterday morning at 10 and 11
beck, tournament manager, here o'clock, with its finals acting as
this morning.
curtain-raiser for the first teams
Both first and second teams at 7:30 Saturday night.
from each of the eight county , James Deweese and Acree Austin
high' schools wilt again participate Were chosen by the county coaches
in this all-important local event to' officiate all first team games
which is annually played before and Pat Covington will call the
slecond team affairs. Ed Freeman
a "fun house".
In the upper bracket for first was named scorer for first team
team play. Murray and Concord play and Ralph Wear was selectas timer for the same rounds.
hold the 1 and 2 spot with Lynn
Mr. Fillbeck stated this mornGrove and AIM° taking 3 and 4,
g that trophies will be awarded
Kirksey and Faxon drawing 5 and
inners and runners-up in the
6 and Hazel and Training Sete*
receiving 7 and 8 potations, Me rat team division.
spectively. According to Manager
The tourney, according to obEd Filbeck, the Murray-Concord
rvers in the county, will prove
was
changed
to
playing
time
be the moat unpredictable ever
Kirksey-Faxon's hour in the first
yed. The brackets hold a wealth
ream' only for the benefit of
'power. In the'upper
players and fans. However, Mur- Lynn Grove and Almo will prove
ray and Concord will take their to be a thriller as each team has
original spot in the second round hit a spurt in late season. In the
of play.
lower bracket the Hazel-Training
In the eye-opener Thursday School affairs will be a hearto'clock, (first breaker with either team 'having
at 3
efternoon
feams). Kirksey and Faxon will a chance to come out on top.
start the tourney off and will be
Any way yOu figure it out, the
followed at 4 o'clock by Lynn fillets will find two good teams
Grove and Almo. At 7 o'clock. ready for action.
Thursday evening. Murray High
The results in county net play
will meet New Concord and the
for the past 10 years are as folfinal game of the evening will see
lows:
Hazel and Training School -meet- 1939—ICirksey 22, Lynn Grove 12
ing for honors.
1938—.L. Grove 23, Hazel 20
On Friday, February 23, first 1937—Kirksey 54, Concord 20
team semi-final play will be seen 1936—Kirksey 27, Lynn Grove 21
in night session only. At 7 o'clock 1935—Kirksey 42, Murray 15
the winner of the Murray-Con- 1934—Concord 41, Kirksey 28
cord game will compete with the 1933—L. Grove 33, Concord 26
winner of Lynn Grove-Almo af- 1932—L. Grove 28, Almo 27
fair and at 8 o'clock the victors 1931—Kirksey 24, T. School 20
of the Faxon-Kirksey melee will 1930—Concord 29, Kirksey 10
tackle the "best" in the Training ' It was also found that Kirksey's
First team Eagles held a wide margin over 13
School-Hazel round.
finals will be' played Saturday years of play by either winning
night, February 24 at 8:30.
or being the runner-up in 8 out of
Second team play will open Fri- 13 years of tournament play.

Mrs a3ettie Hart. 87m mie of
Murray's most highly respected
and prominent women, died Sunday evening at 9:40. February 11.
from a cerebral hemorrhage, after
being ill a short time.
She died at the home of her
daughter. Mrs. J. H. Coleman. on
OtheraavrWest Main Street.
vivors include two other &fighters, Mrs. Fannie Stanfield of Los
Angeles, Calif., and Miss Rubye
Hart. and Dr. P. A. Hart, local
druggist, a son; one brother, J.
F. Thompson, of near Hazel, and
several grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
Her husband, one of the pioneers
in the medical fraternity, of this
community, Dr. Glenn Hart, died
several years ago.
She was a very active member
of the First Christian Church of
this city, and very devoted in her
church work. She never missed
a church service when it was poseible for her to attend. She was
generous and kind to all who tame
her way.
Funeral serivces were held last
Tuesday morning, February 13, at
10 a. m. at the First Christian
Church with Rev. A. V. Havens in
charge.
Honorary pallbearers were E. B.
Holland, W. W. McElrath. H. P.
Wear, J. D. Sexton, W. E. Mars
berry, E. J. Beale, W. H. Mason.
M. D. Holton, Con Frazier, and F.
H. Graham. Active pallbearers included K. C. Frazee. R. P. Holland, V. C. Stubblefield, Preston
From the New York Herala-TriHolland, Vernon Hale, Ed Diuguid,
Jr., Marvin Fulton, and Dr. Hugh bone: "First class combinatain of
biography, drama and good show."
M. McElrath.
From the New York American:
Interment was in the city ceme"Stately and eloguent tragedy—a
tery.
beautiful play. 'ere was a romantic ovation."
From the New York Evening
Post: "Here is not only the best
historical drama that has been written by an American, but a script
Wray Training—School which brings the full, flooding
FFA chapter was called to order beauty of the English language
February 9 by Ralph Gingles, pres- back to a theatre in which its beauties are but seldom heard."
ident.
The New York Sun's quotation:
The first topic for discussion
Anderson has once more
"Maxwell
was our Father and Son banquet
Members discussed the question clothed English history in the rich
whethgr the home economics girls fabric which a poet can weave
should prepare the food. After from the English language. His
a pro and con discussion on this to prove the right of a queen to
important question. we decided to love ten thousand brave men clashed on the field of honor."
give them the job.
Such is the theme of "Mary of
We have
practically
all the
paraphernalia at the present time. Scotland," by Maxwell Anderson.
ColThis includes the owl, plow, rising which will be produced in the
sun, ear of corn, picture of Wash- lege auditorium M/arch 22.
and
Sock
It
has
been
of
the aim
-ington, charter, and purposes of
Buskin Dramatic Club to give the
the FFA'Cliiifter.
public varied types of plays.
We appreciate the contributions
"Mary of Scotland" marks the
that have been made toward buy- first historical play, but the- secing a radio. This will be installed ond play of Maxwell Anderson.
in the room at an early date.
Last year the club presented "WinWe are going to have a call terset."
meeting February 16, at 10:00 a. tn.
The following statements are
This meeting is for the purpose of from excerpts of reviews of the
discussing
FFA claylo be held play.
at Sharpe High School on March
From the New -York.World-Tele28
.
gram: "It is a play in- the grand
by Herman IC. Wicker
• •
tradition, a play with swinging

College Club to Present Drama March
22nd

Training School
FFA Reports

speeches and sweeping gestures.
"Mary of Scotland" is a singing
drama, warmly beautiful in its
speech—Mr. Anderson's writing—
has the clarity and beauty of the
best of today's speech It has the
texture of true poetry."

COTTON GROUP TO
IMPROVE PRODUCT
C. C. Lovett Is Elected President of
New Association
To improve the quality and quantity of cotton grown in this locality,
the Calloway County Cotton Improvement Association was organized Monday in the office of County Agent John Cochran. with C. C.
Lovett, route 8, as president.
Other officers elected were T. J.
Massey, Knight, vice president; and
Marvin Houston, Dexter, route 1.
secretary. Committee members included S. W. Askew, Murray; C. E.
Richie, Farmington, route 2; StanD
ley Duncan, Dexter, route
Concord; Milburn
iley, New
Holland. Dexter. route 1.
Manager Spalding. of the Murray
Cotton Gin, was also present at
the meeting. along with several of
the cotton farmers.
The type of cotton selected by the
group for planting is the variety
No.
known as Delta-Pine-Land
11 A.
The purpose of the association is
to consider ways and means of improving the amount and the quality
of cotton grown in the area.

SUPERVISORS MEET
ON ASSESSMENTS

CHARLES MILLER TO
EDIT NEWSPAPER

Kentucky Quartet
to Broadcast Over
WHOP Feb. 18th

JOE CARNELL DIES
NEAR KIRKS RIDGE

Thanks To You

Mrs. Trevathan
Dies in Nashville

Sportsman's Group
to Meet Tuesday

.1;,..1311,

•

COPY FADED

1

GORDON, 16, LOSES
EYE IN EXPLOSION

41.

4.

To Be Honor
Guests

Dr. G. T. Hicks, head of the
education department of Murray
State College, announced today the
college would again sponsor "Citizenship Day" on February 22, at
which time -all students of the col• lege who have reached the age, of
21 would be officially inducted into citizenship.
Inaugurated a year ago under
Dr. Hicks' sponsorship, "Citizenship Day" will become an annual
event at Murray State. The Rev.
L. K. Bishop, pastor of the First
Christian Church of Peducab, will
deliver the principal address thia
year. The Rev. Howell M. Forgy,
pastor of the Presbyterian Church
at Murray, will give the invocae
tion and benediction.
President James H. Richmond
will welcome the honor guests, introduce the speaker, and preside
over the induction ceremony. The
pledge of citizenship, written last
year by Miss Geraldine Ham• mack, Sturgis, Ky., senior, will be
DR. G. T. HICKS- '
taken by the 200 or more students who have reached the age
of 21 since August, 1939, or who
will reach that age prior to August, 1940.
The college band, directed by
Prof. W. *H. Fox will -provide
music for the occasion. The MurReal and Personal Property Lists ray Scout troop wall give the salute
and oath as a Part of the pre:
:
Will Be Examined
gram. The audience will sing
The Calloway County Board of "America".
Monday,
Guests of honor will include the
convened
Supervisors
February '11. for the annual in- American Legion posts of Murray
spection of tax assessments e the and surrounding towns, the Scouts,
real and personal property of Mur- the School Boy Patrol, present
ray and Calloway county citizens. and former regents, city and counThe purpose being to make ad- ty officers, city bank presidents,
justments in assessments necessary the postmaster, editors of the loto bring in sufficient revenue to cal papers, and members of the
meet the county's budget.
men's and women's clubs of the
Last year the total assessment city and county.
wasn't sufficient to meet the necThe program
will take place
essary expenditures of the county, Thursday. February 22, at 10 a.
and the State Tax Commissioner m. in the college auditorium durand his board placed a 10 per cent ing the chapel period. The exerblanket raise on Calloway taxpay- cises will supplant the regular
er!.
chapel usually held on Wednesday
The board representing the mag- of _that week.
latestal.districhtis composed of the
'
following persons: T. 0. Turner,
chairman. Murray: Johnnie Dunn.
vice president, New Concord; Sherwood Potts, Brinkley; Nix Harris,
Swann; I. B. Jones. Wadesboro,
Hardy Curd, Hazel; Louis Donelson. Liberty.
The board will be in session 25 Student in Training School Is
days, adjourn for a week, and then
Seriously Injured While
come back into session to hear
Conducting Experiment
complaints.
In an interview with Senator
Wallace Gordon, 16. student of
Turner, the board chairman, rePopular Murray College Student garding assessments, he made -the the Murray Training School, was
injured in an explosion
seriously
Weekly
Organizes New
following statement:
February 8 while condutaing an
Newspaper
t,
"What can they do? The State
experiment in the science laboraTax Commission raised the assessCharles C. Miller. one of Murray's ment 10 per cent last year, which tory.
Dr. E. L. Garrett. surgeon and
most popular young men, is tak- amounted to one million dollars
ing over the responsible post of The new assessment only raised physician. said young Gordon had
lost
.one eye but would be taken
Dyer
editorship
of
the
managing
eight thousand dollars, and it takes
County Herald, a new weekly.neWss 'the full 10 per cent to meet the to Memphis today (Thursday) in
paper to be published and circulat- county budget. So, shall the board an effort to save the other which
ed in Dyer and surrounding coun- make the raise or leave it to the was seriously affected.
Principal Carmon Graham said,
ties. Bert Hodge, Bolivar attor- state board? No, that places - a
ney and publisher of the Hardeman hardship on those giving a good the youth was, mixing red phosassociated
be
Times,'
will
County
assessment to allow the state to phorus and potassium chlorate and
with Mr. Miller in the new ven- place a 10 per cent blanket raise." that the resulting explosion hurled_
ture, as publisher.
flying glass into the face and eyes'
of the boy.
Mr. Miller is the son of Mr,"and
Maurice Evans, fellow student
Mrs. Gregg Miller of Murray, is a
and Boy Scout, administered first
graduate of Murray State College
aid and assisted in reducing the
where he was an honor student, beflow of the blood before Gordon
sides serving as news reporter and
was taken to the hospital.
College
assistant editor of The
Dr. Garrett reported that the
News. In addition to his scholastic
general condition of the patient
and journalistic work. Charles was
The Kentucky Quartet, coached was much improved. Wallace is
an accomplished music student,
participating in practically every and managed by Barbee Edwards, the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
composed of Chester Marine. T. Gordon. - Mr. Gordon is rural
end
musical activity on the campus, including the quartet, glee clubs, and Rudolph Howard, Orie Key, and mail carirer of near Golden Pond,
mixed chorus. He was also a mem- Jess Key, and Modell Taylor at the Ky.
ber of the Phi Mu Alpha Music piano, will broadcast a thirty-minute program from 9:00 to 9;30 Sunfraternity.
day morning. February 18, over
Charles
graduation,
Since college
station WHOP, Hopkinsvillea. Ky.
has been employed at the Dale &
Let's put the quartet over the
Store here, top!
Drug
Stubblefield
where he has demonstrated a keen
aptitude for courteous public dealing. The Ledger & Times joins
Funeral Services Were Held at
Mr. Miller's many friends in MurLynn Grove Last
ray and Calloway county in wishSaturday
We find the ,desire in our
ing for him real success in the
weekly
hearts to express thanks and
publication of his new
• Funeral services were held Satappreciation for the overwhelmnewspaper.
urday at Elm Grove for Joe Caring and seemingly tiffaTrimous
The following story appeared in
nell, 69, who died at his home near
the Commercial-Appeal last Friday, approval of our editorial posiKirk's Ridge schoolhouse in this
February 9:
tion as stated last week regardcounty Friday afternoon. Eldet L.
Dyersburg, Tenn., Feb. 9.—The
ing the running of liquor and
F. Pogue was in charge of the fufirst issue of a new weekly newsthe
beer
advertisements in
neral services.
paper, the Dyer County Herald, will
Ledger & Times.
Mr. Carnell, a member of the
be circulated here next Thursday,
The many compliments reChurch of the Latter Day Saints,
it was announced today by Charles ceived by the editor, indicates as survived by his widow. Mrs. Jane
C. Miller, managing editor.
that this policy is widely, if
Carnell; two sons. Johnnie, of this
Bert Hodge, Bolivar attorney and
not unanimously endorsed by
county, and Gardie, of Indianapolis.
publisher of the Hardeman County
the people of Murray and CalInd.; a sister, Mrs. Mary Colson;
Times, is the publisher.
loway county. We believed. and two grandchildren..
According to Mr. Miller. the first' however, that you would join
several editions of the paper will
us in this position, knowing, as
be printed at Bolivar and distributwe have for a groat while. your
ed here until arrangements for pubattitude toward alcoholic beverDyersburg
are
lishing facilities at
ages. And with this knowlcompleted.
edge. even if this policy had
Pneumonia, coupled with comnot been in keening 'With our
plications, was fatal to Mrs. Cecil
own personal opinion, (which
Nashville. Tenn..
Trevathan of
It is) still, we could not have
Tuesday, February 13.
found it in our desire to offend
Mrs. Trevathan was Miss Lara
your sense of right and wrong
Eley of Benton before her marby accepting these ads for a
The Calloway County Conservariage to Cecil Trevathan. who is
tion Club will meet at 7:30 p. m., personal financial gain.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Although, doing the right
Tuesday, February 20, inllthe City
Trevathan formerly of Murray.
thing is its own reward and reHall.
The purpose of the meeting is to
quires no compliment or praise,' who resides in Paducah at, present.
Funeral services will be conductplan the program the club expects
yet, we are human, and must
ed in Benton, Thursday. February
to carry on during the Aar
admit that we DO appreciate
15.
persons interested are cordially idyour complirrients and expressMrs. Nat .Ryan, Murray. is the
vited and urged to be present, along
ions of approval.
sister
of Cecil Trevathan. members.
with all enrolled
The Ledger & Times is happy
to announce that Mrs. Martha
Kelly Gardner has accepted a staff
position with fins newspaper and
will commence her duties here
Monday.
She is at present residing in
Jacksonville, N. C., where her
husband, Errett Gardner, is employed on the high school faculty.
By reason of her training in the
business world and as a student
an doffice assistant at Murray
State -College, Mrs. -Gardner is
well-qualified for the position she
has accepted. While a member of
the administrative staff of Murray
State, Mrs. Gardner took a leading part in the journalistic affairs
of the campus.
She has had
courses in News Reporting, News
Editing,
Editorial and
Feature
Writing, and has served as editorin-chief of the College News.
Hr aptitude in newspaper work
has been attested to by ,the fact
that she was elected"' vice-president of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association, an organization of the colleges and universities of the state.
She served for a number of
years as secretary and stenographer for Prof. E. H. Smith, head
of the 'extension department of
the college. During this time she
had an opportunity to acquaint
herself not only with the college,
but with the entire district.
At various times since then, she
held positions with various business concerns. including .the Bank
of Murray. She is an excellent
stenographer,
bookkeeper, a n d
typist, as well as writer. As an
example of .her versatility, he
served as sports editor of the College News, where she proved to
be the equal of others in her profession.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner have one
daughter, Anne Kelly, age ' Mr.
Gardner 'formerly was on the
faculty of Almo High School. Mrs.
Gardner, born in Cadiz, is the
niece of Atty. and Mrs. John King
of that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner, West
Main street, are the parents of
Errett.

and Buskin WiIIJ
Give'Mary of Scotland'

sock

$1 qn
nn

MRS. GARDNER TO Citizenship Day Planned
BE ON STAFF OF
LEDGER & TIMES at Murray State College
Talented Journalist Accepts
T County Officers
Position With This
Sponsors Program
Newspaper

To Be Played at Murray High Gym February 22, 23, 24

Weed Average for Three
Days On All Floors
Is $9.19

--

Funeral Services Were Held in
Beech Grove Church
Saturday

Bracket Drawings for the Calloway
County Basketball Tournament

$1.
00 a year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere In
•
the State of Kentucky.
t9
a year to any address
1.'"•*`-"" other than above.
•
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Byrd's Creek Chatter
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DR. ELLIOTT WILL
COME TO MURRAY

Letter. to Editor

Ten Years Ago This Week

of their truck gardens that were
ruined by the freeze. Pepper and
tomato plants being hurt worst
I clOntt think I mentioned Florida's
beautiful flowers. They
really
have them, while many were hurt
by the freeze and frost. Mang
fernerys were fired all night during the coldeet nights. I often
wish for some of the old people
Minn home and especially the
rheumatic sufferers. This cold
winter has been hard on them.
Many people are here for their
health.
When it snowed at Jacksonville,
Fla., some of it was brought into
DeLand by truck and people rushed out to see it that had never
seen snow. Business places even
had it brought into their places
for people to see and people marveled atsits beauty. One man in
Jaoksonville wired his brother in
DeLand that it was snowing there
and for him to come. The brother left immediately.
Well, anyway, Florida has it
when it comeS to being called the
"Land 0' Sidishine".
If you have space and care to
print this, o. k.
Yours respectively,
Lola B. Jones

Here we are in "sunny" Tennesie Calloway Times, and The see and I mean -Sunny TennesConsolidation of The Murray Ledger,. ill
From Our Files
De Land, Fla.
Times-Kerald, October 20. 11128
see" for in spite of gloomy weathFeb. 12, 1940
Publiabed by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
er and snow yesterday, the sun
Dear Editor:
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
services
were
Funeral
conducted
Seeretieny of Chran
robetlecY 14. 1030
came right out and gave the mow Former
Although I am enjoying the
Tuesday morning at Antioch
Aniodathen is Conduct
Publishers a shoo-minty, Mots as I had beR. R. lateloan- and Waylon Rayburn
Earlie Mayer, one of the bast church for J. H. Flanery. 80, who Florida sunshine I am always eager
alleetings
Mere
Advertising Manager gun to think Mr. Groundhog was
John S. Neal
known men o/ the south part of died at the home of his son, C to get the Murray Ledger & Times
right 'in predicting 40 more days
the county died Tuesday morning, E. Flattery, near Lynn Grove Mon- for through it we get practically
Arthur
J.
"Dad"
Dr.
Elliott.
exThe
rain
was
bad
weather
Entered at the Postoffice. Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter. of
February 6. at the home of his day afternoon, after a prolonged all the home news.
,
- ecutive secretary, Cotnauttee on brother, D. T. Mayer, after a long
appreciated through here. wpm
I have been in DeLand. Fla.,
illness of paralysis.
Evangelism
Among illness of complications.
Subscription Mallen-In First Coagreadosial Nutria and Henry and ially by fanners who had tobacco Christian
A picture of the home and the since 17th of November, and dotYouth. Inc., and former secretary
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.30; Elsewhere stet. to strip.
M. 0. Writhes', principal of Hazel "First Radio School" in the world, ing that time there has been only
of the National Student Young
As usual 'lied" is no good news
schools, was unanimously agreed which is merely the old home of one day that I didn't see the sunChristian Association, will
repartee although. I Wahl to thank Men's
upon for superintendent of schools Nathan Stubbbetieid, will appear in shine some time during the day.
conduct a series of "youth con- of Calloway county at the regutar
MEMBER
Mr. Rayburn for the privilege to
Although I understand the northferences" on the campus of Mur- meeting of the county board of a future issue of the Ledger &
continue chattering. Guess I could
Times. Mr. Stubblefield's little ern newspapers- have made the
ray
State
College
February
27,
28,
education hare Monday in the of- daughter is holding a wreath-ded- weather here very bad, and it is
-...
write things ot more interest if I
had leisure time to read more, not 29-March 1, Dean John W. Carr fices of Supt. R. E. Broach.
icatory of his idea.
of course unusually cold for Flor'''
V.7.1
announced
today.
'r .11•.'
that I sin so work brittle, howida. It hasn't been so bad while
meeting
will
be
first
held
in
The
ever. I have been very busy crosome of the fruit was damaged due
applique a regular chapel session, Tuesday.
cheting
and
making
an
to the frost and freeze of January
0.
butterfly quilt. Just wonder if February 27. The other meetings
27. It is nice here now. It was
lovely on the beach Sunday.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market Miss Mary Shipley still knits those will be held at the same hew-le
to 11 o'clock-but the attendance
lovely dresaes?
I have met quite a few people
furnished upon application.
The
Agricultural
Conservation
optional. Or, Carr anWe reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor,
from Kentucky since I've been
No new cases of whooping cough will be
program,
the
outlook
for
farminterest
best
the
or Public Voice items. which in our opinion is not for
On Saturday, March 9, the 33rd
over here on this side of the nounced.
ing, soil conservation; the war here, the closest being from Hopof our readers.
kinsville end, too, there was a
The decision to have "Dad" El- Annual Mule and Trade Day will and agriculture, dairying, land
reek, although, there are several
.---use,
be
held
in Lowes. This day is
cases of measles around Model. liott On the campus for a series
stockraising and
other subjects commercial man here in the hotel
not
only
famous
for
the
town of will be discussed
last night that works Murray, Ky.
Hope we escape those, as our wee of religious meetings was Made at
at the annual
While it's nice here in the win.
one is just now getting over the a conference of the Murray pas- Lowes, but for all of western meeting of the farmers at the
Kentucky.
A,nyone
that
has
student
ever
leaders,
ter
I don't think I'd care for it
tors,
and
!Kathy
lumping cough.
Western
Kentucky
Experiment
attended the mule and trade day
in the._ summer. Alttough people
C. D. Vinson had a vary pain- members here February 12.
Substation
at
Princeton
February
tell r16 that it itn't so hot here in
last Sunday. He fell
"Dad" Elliott was graduated there remembers well what a live- 28-29.
It sounds like exaggeration -indeed to say that American vice- ful
the sununiv that there is always
out of his hay house breaking his from Northwestern University in ly affair and event that it was.
Speakers
will
include
tionists spend S5.000.000.000 in cash annually for gas and oil, amuse0.
M.
Far- a cool breeze.
The citizens of Lowes lay claim
arm in two places. He was rushed 1902.
He became the religious
rington,
state
executive
officer
of
to
the
record
of
having had this
ments., and food, and lodging on the road, yet, the undistillthd record o the Clinic to get his arm set. work director of the Brooklyn
We wish to express our heartI have visited several places of
trading event for a longer the Agricultural Adjustment Adfelt thanks to our many friends
proven conclusively that this is an absolute fact The record also re- We are in hopes he will soon be Central YMCA. a position he held annual
ministration; Howard
Gramlleh, 'interest. I like St. Augustine for and neighbors for their many experiod
of
time
than
any
other
for five years. Then he became
veals that Kntucky. the beautiful Bluegrass State, gets of this enor- o k.
secretary of the American Short- there you see the Fountain of pressions of kindness both in
word
Mr. Mosier's baby, who was se- one of the secretaries of the Na- town in this section.
horn Breeders' Aes.ociatiom•C- W. Youth and Indian Burial Ground, and deed during the
mous tourist business, the trifle pittance of only $58.000.000.
Mule
buyers
from
several
states
sickness and
verely burned recently, has been tional Student Young Men's ChrisBailey, president of the First Na- the Oldest School House at City death-of our dear
will
be
there
on
that
day,
besides
the
father.
We
also
taking treatments at Mason's hos- tian Association movement.
Gates, Priceless Relies, Port MaThe curious individual will naturally inquire why Kentucky,
all the other local buyers that have tional - bank, Clarksville. Tenn.;
wish to thank Rev. C. L. Francis
tel and is almost well again.
state se wonderfully blessed with scenic beauty. and natural attracIn 1918, he was ordained tie a learned from the past years' ex- and Dean Thomas P. Cooper, Pres- nun, Ostrich aad Alligator farms, and Rev. Pogue and also
the
Clifton
Barrett
and
M.
D.
Carr
iniesests
the -Presbyterian perience that Lowes is an ideal ident Frank le McVey, Prof. and many other points of
tions, should receive Such a sniall crumb of the *rim tourist trade. We .delivered .their burley tobacco to minigtel sin
The old sugar mill at DeLon singers and the Gilbert Funeral
by
of
the
USA
the
Church
George
ChicaRoberts,
Dr.
H.
B.
Price,
place to either buy or sell mules
Hume; also, Dr. Hale and the ones
believe the answer lies in the small effort being exerted to publicise McConnell's burley floor in Hopthe
Presbytery. He holds
go
Prof.
Fordyce Ely and
Bruce Spring, which is just six miles of
Kentucky's natural attractions, parks, and the traditional hospitality Of insville last week. Both got $24.50 honorary degree, Doctor of Divin- or horses. Cash awards will be Poundsturie of the University of DeLand, is the home of the Stet- who sent beautiful flowers. When
given
there
this
Mule
and
Trade
such an hour itomes to each of
her people. Fifty years ago, in the horse and- buga days, the State or high price and $14.00 per hun- ity, from Park College, ParkyLlle, Day for the best team of mules, Kentucky College of Agriculture. -pYri- University. Sanford is a nice you. may God bless
and keep you
dred for low. It would be fine if
little town on the St. John's rivLestaiat are- appropriated $20,000 es advertise the Steam' And even now, dark tobacco would sell like that, Mo.
The meetings will begin at 9:
the best team of horses, the best
ers It 'is known as the "celery is our prayer.-Children of J. A.
C. d. Lerd. Kansas City, has said saddle horse, and also for the a. m. each morning and continue city" and do they grow it there. Anderson,
a half century later, in the day of streamlined automobiles, we stall have r burley would weigh heavy like
of Mr. Elliott: -The records show ugliest man. Numerous other at- through the early afternoon. Farm Near Sanford there is a giant cyponly $20.000 to advertise the bounties of the Blueggegn Mate. The &m- ark tobacco.
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy, CaldSay Julia, received you letter that during the past 36 years. Mr. tractions will also be there on men and women from 20 to 25 ress. It is 125 feet high and 47
ere fund budget as submitted by GCV Keen Joluteon and passed by
last week and laughed good and Elliott shared in some 3/.000 per- this day to help in making it western counties of Kentucky, and feet around at the base, with a well celerity. hae bought a foundathe-Lemelature recently contained no increase in the amount appro- hard about the hot water bottles sonal interviews".
one of the biggest days ever to also from Indiana, Illinois and diameter of l7i feet. Its age is tion Mak of 16 registerld sheep.
be held in -GrrnerVarrnty. This Tennessee, attend these winter estimated at over 3.500 years. There
priated for the division of publicity in the Cor.servatian Department.
being put to bed with pigs. Hope
. -.
big day in Lowes is sponsored by meetings.
•
__- is known in North America to be
'As Governor Johnson, spoke favorably of such things in cam- 11 10 pigs are still living.
the Lowes Commercial -Club. and
County agents in all counting 'only one older tree, and that is in
H. F. Russell is sonic better
paign speeches we do hot believe that this was an oversight but hope since his son carried him to Dr.
after a recent meeting of the di- have programs and full informa- Mexico-American Forests, Dayrectors of that organiaztion, the tion about the'meetings. Arrange- lima Beach is beautiful and is
that other satisfactory means can be found for accomplishing these pur- Crow at Dover for medical treatIt's another hello to everybody!
that Mule ments are being rnade-16-iiCeilii; 'neted for automobile races. New
nt.
Here's Kentucky Bill to he with announcement is made
poses without infringement upon the general-fund budget. Possibly it
•
Two young men from this side you again and it is her wish that and Trade Day this year will sur- modate a large attendance.
&Myrna Beach is on the headcam be arranged to finance an adequate national publicity campaign
far.
other
by
pass
all
re on the air recently. They everyone will be feeling fine.
waters of the famed Indian River.
oui,"Zif the State Highway ffind. as thls fund would certainly profit by were Rudolph Bailey and Roscoe
The town of- Lowes asks that
It is 115 miles south of JacksonMiss Berline Wisehart, who spent
additional
is
done,
If
the
job
9th
and
in
traffic
in
the
State
there
on
March
an.increase in tourist
ii•vti of Model. They make fine the past week by the bedside of you be
ville, 252 miles north of Miami.
It is an excellent place for fishing.
Mrs. George' Freeland, returned return they promise to show you
hands mast be found. for =0,000 just won't begin to finance an ad- music.
trade
day
real
mule
and
yhat
a
A bunch of youngsters were here to her home Saturday.
vertising program in magazines and other periodicals of national
Mrs. - Lula
Lee
visited Mrs. Shuffleboard isa great game in
yesterday and enjoyed snow
Clyde Mitchell of Detroit ar- they really have.
a
Myrtle Williams Saturday after- Florida, both young and old encirculation.
ream, and a real snowball bat- rived Monday in Macedonia to be
joy it. Most every town and tour: 1938 CHEVROLET SEDAN with
noon.
ist camp has the game.
In 1942, Kentucky will celebrate her sesquicentennial. 130 years tle. "Red" didn't take any hand with home folks and friends for
Heater and Radio
Hardie Williams Is on the sick
Five arid one half miles east of
of state-hood, and it seems to us that the State should lunch an im- in the battle, although she did a while.
list at this time.
help Conrad roll two large snowOcala are the marvelous silver 1933 CHEVROLET COACH with
Jesse McClure and Mitten LewBurial services for Walt McNew Tires.
mediate "build-up' for a statewide home-coming which would -inciden- balls, and eat cake and cream.
Mrs. Jennie Hopkins has been springs.
Murray
This natural wonder
Is delivered tobacco in
resident of tonfined to her bed for several
Gehee, 70, former
tally influence thousands of people other than former Kentuckians to, Would like to hear the play, Monday.
flows 500.000,000 gallons of water 1932 -CHEVROLET-Good for Its
Tenn., who died days suffering with illness.
Model.
'Grand Pa's Twin Sister" .at Conwhich flows away as Silver river.
Johnnie Simmons and son. E. it. Henry county,
pay. us a visit
,
cord. Ant sure my nephew. Boyd spent Tuesday with Henry Ellis in Monday at his home in Alton, Ill.,
Mrs. Hester Kendall's father, J. From glass bottom boats one is 1931 CHINTZ
- 11517.ET-Fall of Good
Cemetery
were held at Paschall
.
If sufficient funds were made available, think how easy .it would Champion. will do his part well. helping him strip tobacco.
at his able to peer through 80 feet of
Service.
Survivals H. Miller. died Tuesday
afternoon.
be to interest people everywhere in coming .to see Mandrioth Cave in Don't seem many years since I
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell were Sun- Wednesday
near Five Points.
crystal clear water seeing fish and 1929 FORD
home
'
•-A-''.3COAC111- Guaranare two sons, john of Oregon
Mrs. Pat Ross visited Mrs. Ben turtles than seem only a yard
Edmonson County. Lincoln Birthplace Memorial in Larue County, Jef- went to serial at Concord, although day night visitors of Mrs. Fan- Springs and Gilmer of Taylorsteed to Start and Stop.
it
has
recently.
been
around
19
Wisehart,
one
afternoon
years.
So
nie
Childress
away.
ferson Davis, Birthplace Memorial in Todd County. Curaberland'Falls in
Ill.; two sisters, Mn. Lena
you see Red is- -no -spring_ chick.
The .people in the farming secMrs.. Aylen McClure. who has vine,
Mrs. Lucy Fennel spent last week
Mrs. Belle Nash;
McCreary County. Pioneer Memorial at Harrodsburg. Federal Hilt near
Will write about living
daughter, Mrs. Maylon tion now are busy peplantin, some
three been very ill for the past few daye, Douglass and
IvieGehtes with her
brother,
lock
and
one
Bardstown. Natural Bridge in Powell County. Kentucky River Palisades, Years in Idaho next time.
•
is much improved.
.
.
several grandchildren.
So long, Red.
Willie Tatum spenthone day Iasi
IfFs. George Freeland was tAttiti and
levering cliffs of rare scenic beauty, mid Gilbertsville Dam 'under, con.
Mrs. Lona Nance and daughter week with his sister, Mrs. Myrtie
with
evening
Monday
suddenly
ill
*ruction in Marshall County. These constitSte only a few of the
of last week with Mr.
-a heart attack. She is greaCy im- spent part
McDaniel.
and Mrs. Commodore Orr and
hundreds of interesting, scenic, and historic spots .in the State having
A TRIBUTE TO THE
proved at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee of
famly.
the Old Rowan Homestead where Stephen Collins Foster composed
Genneth Wisehart, who has been
near Mayfield were dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall and first Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
very 111 for the past few days, is
*Sly Old Kentucky Home."
OF MRaL i. G. MART
Jack
and
Mrs.
Mr.
visited
son
showing improvement. .
Willie Lee and were afternoon
We believe that Lovernor Johnson and his administration will
night
Mrs. Wiley Hatfield, who has Latnpkins Monday
callers of Mr. and Mrs, Bradley
In the quiet passing of Mrs. J.
Pauline and Wilma PanMisses
find an effective method of meeting this problem.
Iish
her
bed
Overhey.
.
G. Hart last Sunday night Murray been confined to
Arlin
with
hearri chen visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie Jones and
WINDSTORM
has lost one of her oldest and very twenty-two weeks
Thursday
and family
Pasc-hall
seriously
ill
reported
were
Sunday afteris
son,
Jimmie.
trouble,
e
INSUR
best citizens. As the wife of the
night_
and
Mrs.
Olive
callers
of
Mr.
this
writing.
noon
at
WIND
late Dr_ J. G Hart she was wideMiss Dorothy Orr spent the Towery.
were
Jets
Dick
and
Mrs.
Mr.
INS('
ly known and honored. Her home
week-end with Mrs. Rebecca Pas4SIC
Miss Lunell Brooks spent Thurswas a haven for any one who were Sunday guests of their daughter, chall and family.
ANC
day afternoon with Miss Ruby
sick in body or in mind, and many Mrs. Aylon McClure, and Mr. 34NOSTOVir
WI
Mrs. Herbert Orr visited
Mr.
and
Lewis,
Sc R ANCW
Barring unfors.een devekipinenis no the contrary. the seition re- were those who shared her good Clure,
Noah Holley and
I D STORM
Mrs. Ada Ellis. who spent the Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Adams spent one night
ferred to as College Addition will, at the April term of Circuit Court ''wishes and prayer outside henown past week with her raughter, Mrs. family Sunday;
Mn,
Milhis
sister,
recently
with
family circle. She delighted to
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
betome a part of the corporate city Of Murray. Plans for the annexahelp the poor both black and Rowdy Stall, and Mr. Stall and visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr burn Holland,
Mrs. Rule Burkeen spent Monday
tion of this area are practically completedsand final'consuihmanen needs white, and no one in need ever children. Murray, returned home Sunday.
of last week with Mrs.. Myrtie
Saturday afternoon
only the order of tint Court in regular session.
left her door empty heeded.
spent Monday McDaniel.
Nance
Mildred
Mrs. Henry Ellis and Miss AnAs a friend and neighbor she
Mrs. Guy
night with Mr. and
We repeat the statement we have made before on this page, that
Prentiee Holland spent Wedneswas unexcelled. She was thorough- nie Willis spent Monday after- Nance and family.
annexation is the real' and logical solution to the pribialems of this plot
day night with Ralph and Rudell
ly unselfish and generous to a noon by the bedside of Mrs. Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, Mr. Bogard.-Blue Eyes.
as regards fire protecuish. police regulation, and street improvement. fault. She always saw the good Hatfield.
and Mrs. Othel Paschall and son
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons, Mr.
. - Expanding the city limit to include this section will raise-numer- in people rather than the bad.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Pasand
Elrnus
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
ous problems. however, the proper solution of which, will require pa- And she herself was asbzbz bzab daughter. Mary, Miss Pat Weath- chall Saday afternoon. Cratic is
a child.
slOwly improving from an injury
tience ana reasonableness on the part of the people monism in and goodFor several years, since her fail- erspoon. and Mr. and Mess Eunice at this writing.
Onagment and fairness on the part of those in charge .of the eity's affairs. ing health forced her to give up Williams are on the sick list this
Tobacco stripping is taking the
Mr. and Mrs: Mildred Johnson.
The agreement of those directing the -federal Census this year to her own household duties, she had week.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Gallimeirc and day in this community.
Johnnie Simmons Wa• in Hazel
made
her
home
with
her
daughter,
The roads in this community are
family visited Me. and. Mrs. Albert
arrange the coutit,in Murray in such a way as to include the new ad Mrs. J. H. Coleman, and no one in and Murray :Wednesday.
indeed bad, and school has sheen
Gallirnore Sunday.
anion. after it is legally a part of the city, is a•concessien much appre- that home was cherished more
Bob Allbritten and sister. Mrs.
Aneil Wicker spent the week- dismissed.
INSURANCE AGENTS
the federal fondly than she. 'Even now not Buddy 'Hendon were in Hazel
ciated for this. will raise Murray's stanaing considerably
in,
.Ralph McClain of Centralia, 4111.,
_,...
end with „Vernon Paschall'.
,
afternoon:
Wednesday
orily her children. but her grandFire
Casualty
record.
:
:
Bonding
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lampkins and Robbie Lee Jackson of this
Jeff Stubblefield, Pete Wiseffait, visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nance route, were married kebruary 0 in
children and great grandchildren
,
Phone 331
Henry Elsa, Clay and Jesse Mc- Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. One Kuy- St. Clara. Mo.
Gatlin Bldg.
,
call her blessed.
s
were in New Concord kendall were afternoon guests i
Her devotion to her church was Clure
, Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jack4ThoSe people wh,0 have been wishing for an old fashion, old time
"It Does Make a Difference Who
not shown only by her faithful at- ThUteday.
_
son are visiting here father and
learner with are'abundance of snoneand ice and zero temperatures are tendance but also by her financial " 'Miss Mary Lucille Simmons and the Nance home.
Writes Your Insurance"
The neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. sisters.
Freeland's
certainly getting tnat desire 'generously fulfilled
support. She contributed to mis- brother, E. H., were at
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Merrell,
Elmer Paschall have been helpafternoon.
Wednesday
store
— sions at home and abroad, and was
ing them strip tobacco. 'Those as- Mr. and Mrs. Lester McDaniel,and
Mr. and Mrs. Ecicr LoVins and sisting them were Mr. and Mrs. also Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McClain
willing te deny herself' ln order to
S have more to give. She was not sons, Mrs. Otis Lovini and chilArlin Paschall, Mildred Paschall, of Centralia, Ill., were week-end
conformed to this world hut was dren, Mrs. Guy Lovins and mother, Dock Paschall, Leonard Paschall, guests of their parents, Mr. and
I
transformed by the spirit of the Mrs. Ethel Blalock, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Dona Paschall, Mrs. Ellen Mrs. W. A.,Jackson.
indwelling Christ. Surely a moth.* Porter McCuiston, Mrs. Jetta All- Cook, Mrs. Loris Nance, Mr. and
Dorothy Jackson spent Friday
braten, Mrs. Erma Nance and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. night with Brenda Mae Clayton.
er in Israel_ hath fallen this day.
daughter.
Mr.
and
'Mrs.
Clay
Mc"Who can find a virtuous woman
Bill Jackson is visithat relatives
Jack Key. and Rudolph Key. Mr.
for her price is fai5 above rubies-. Clure, Mrs. Gaulle L.assiter, Mrs. Paschall has a bone-fellon on his in Centralia. Ill., this-week.
"Favour is deceitful; beauty is Kelly Smith and Genneth Wise- right _hand and hasn't been able
Sunday evening guests of Annie
vain: buts a woman that feareth' hart were Thursday dinner guests to do any thing for two months Laura and Jessie Bee Boyd were
the Lord she shall be praised": of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland but is improving at this writing. John Parker, Robert Barnhill,
"Let her own works parise her". of New Concord. ,They reported,a
Dorothy Jackson and Rupert May—Happy Jack
-By an old-time friend and good dinner and a nice time.
Feb. 12-38,560 lbs., $3,367.22,-Average $8.73.
nard.
MP. and Mrs. Lloyd 'Spiceland.
neighbor. Mrs. F. N. McElrath
Monroe county's higheift tobaccor" Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell were
Cbncord. moved Monday • back yield reported
Feb.' 13-12,795 lbs., $1,294.07—Average $10.11.
to date: 4,200 *unday guests of Mrs. Wilson,
Feb. 12-24,965 lbs.—$2,448.51—Average $9.81
across the river where they will
Mrs. Nina Boyd's baby is ill
pounds grown on 2:4 acres by R. D.
Feb. 14-7,980 lbs., $759.70—Average $9.52.
again 'make their home.
Feb. 13-17,780 lbs.—$1„973.64—Average $11.10
with a severe cold.-Whipperwill.
Holder.
Several of the men around here
Feb. 14-12,240 lbs.—$911D.60—Average $7.44.
Monday afternoon,,,atthe
We are indeed grateful to our gethered
Wiley
home
of
Hatfield
and
aeTHIS
WEEK'S AVERAGE
$9.70
courneighbors
for
friends, and
SEASON'S AVERAGE STILL GAINING!
tesies extended us during the re- sisted Mr. Hatfield in stripping
out
his
tobacco
crop.
cent illness and death of our
I want to say -hello" to my
motiftr. Alice Adams Ellis. Also,
Begins Today, Will Continue Through February
for the beautiful floral offering, cousin. Mrs. Fannie Clark, of Murwe are appreciative and thankful ray Route 4. Kentuck3C. Bell is
GET READY FOR VALENTINE PARTIES AND
Yonr kind and considerate atten- not yet able to come. I call and
EASTER NOW!
tion during this sad event for us, receive word from you most jerywas a real 'source of 'strength and day. Glad to :hear that you are
Our Regular $5.00 MAGHINELESS WAVE' $3.0t)
cducage: and will' linger long in feeling better.
Pete Wisehart . and Cleve Lax
our memories..
NOW
and
son
stripped
tobaccp
Tuesday.
May the blessings of kind Prov"MURRAY'S LEADING FLOOR"
Johnnie Simmons and son, E.
idence rest and, abide with sits
Regular $3.50 MACHINE WAVE
Our
Hs Jim Simmons. and Truman
f
r is our sinaere prayer.-The
Croquignole
Oil
Oliver
were
among
the,
number
The Pioneer Loose Floor in Murray
Ellis,
Dr.
A.
N.
B.
children: Dr.
J, L. Ellis, Mrs., Ermine at New Providence Saturday.
H. El
We Believe Our years- of Eaperience• la, Handling Tobacco
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This
is the Season for
WINDSTORMS
and
TORNADOES
•
Are YOU
Fully .
PROTECTED?
•
The Cost is
NOMINAL

BS

Puryear Route One

Frazee & Melugin

BEST PRICES FOR YOUR
TOBACCO HERE

BEST TOBACCO PRICES .
. IN YEARS
•
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Farris Leads the Market in Western
District This Week

'Card of Thanks

Our Season's Average is $9.01

PERMANENT WAVE SPECIAL

Bring Your Tobacco In Now

56 Baskets This Week Sold From
$13.00 to $19.75

Growers Loose Leaf Floor

FOR BETTER PRICES
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Bring Your Tobacco Now To The

I

. n—Big Warehouse On
New Locailo
2
- Cast'Highway

.A bank barn 60 by 543 feet. with
A Lee county farmer, tilt Rev,
a full basement. and one side
open, has been built by Sanders 3. H. Hierenymouss has a vineBassets McLean .
couniy. toi! how*. yard with 375 grape vines'oi which
100 are almost at full bearing a
r ge:
COWS.

r- •

,JACK FARMER, Mgr,'

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

P.HONE .475

a-

Jean Weeks Beauty Salon

South Fifth Street—Just South of Court Square

Bunnlie Farris, Mgr.—Cecil Farris

Rear of People* Bank Bldg. on West Main-Phone 114

PHONE 337
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The snow which fell so swiftly
and silently ,'Saturday has disapIt is still with sadness I again
peared just as rapidly, leaving the
write. This time on account of
roads even more nearly impasspassing. on February 6, of a
able than before. Last week the the
dear sister•in-law. Mrs. Alice Elchildren af this vicinity
were lis. Her three daughters of Calforced to walk three miles to
county, Mrs. Bub Doran,
catch the school bus or else miss loway
Murray. Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Route
school., With good roads being
4. and Mrs. Ermine Hayes at whose
built all around why can't we have
died, also her three sons,
school routes that can be traveled home she
Dr. N. Ellis. Wilson. Ark., Dr.
over in bad weather.
Ellis.
Providence, Ky., and
Atlia
Last week, too, marked the pass- Justus Ellis of Thompkinsville.
ing of two of our neighbors and Ky., were with her when the end
in each instance the undertaker came.
After
attending
their
had to be pulled in with a team. mother's funeral Wednesday at
Funeral services for Van West South Pleasant Grove and, visitwere held last Thursday at the ing for a short while in their
Lynnville Church of Christ with childhood home, each of the sons
interment in the Seay Cemetery. returned to their respective homes.
Rev. Elmer
Motheral was in Mrs. Ellis had been a widow since
charge. Our deepest sympathy is the passing of our dear brother,
extended to the bereaved parents. Hazel Ellis, December, 1927. It is
Funeral services for Mr. Will seldom one has the honor of their
Burt were held at Story's Chapel last rites being said by a strand
Saturday. Rev. Parr and Rev. nephew lasisted by Rev. K. G.
Eason were in charge. Mr. Burt Dunn, Hazel, and J. Mac Jenkins,
died at the home of his daughter, Murray) but such was the coinciMrs. Burie Camp, Friday.
Mr. dence as Bro. Cloys Lawrence, her
Burt had resided in this commun- pastor at Sinking Spring Baptist
ity for many years and was high- church, officiated. Mrs. Ellis was
ly respected and well liked by all. a daughter of the late Abe and
He always had a kind word and Nancy Furchess Adams. Thus, as
pleasant smile for every one, and one who remembered her Creator
was one of the most devoted fath- in the days of her youth, she has
ers it has been my privilege to gone to her heavenly home:
see.
Dr. C. R. Ellis and son, Clemet.
Thelma Stone has been confined came Wednesday for the Ellis
to her room with tonsilitis but is funeral returning to their home
some better at present.
in Lexington, Ky.. Thursday and
Joan Guthrie, Jim
Dunaway, her only living sisters. Mrs. Belle
and Harlan Black have also been Story, Edgehill, and only brhther,
on the sick list.
Dave Adams. of Dover, Tenn., reVester Todd, who is attending turned to their homes after ata business college at Paducah. visit- „tending their Sister's funeral.
Mrs. Odell Orr, of near Hazel,
ed his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Todd, over the week-end. He and other relatives were last week
reported that Mrs. Ada Jones, who called to the bedside of their
is spending the winter with her brother, Leo Caraway,.who is redaughter, Mrs. John Jackson, is ported to have made some improvement this Monday.
slightly.. ill.
Because of the terrible condiHafford West returned to his
home in Detroit Friday, after tions of the roads, rural carriers
attending the 'funeral of his broth- and others are having to exercise
patience but the Bible says in'
ye your
Luck Burt of Henderson was your patience possess
called home last week to be at the souls.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
bedside of his father, Will Burt.
Mrs. Burt was unable to come be- Tom Wilkerson, of South Howard,
whose 30 Rhode Island Red hens
cause. of the illness of their baby.
Last week I noticed an account in January averaged 17 eggs per
She did not turn them out
fowl.
of the pitiable plight of a family
in a community not far away. The in the cold.
Recently we attended Sunday
mother and father are deaf mutes
and there are four children. The School and church services at
article, in a local paper, listed Sinking Spring and it was intertheir sole posessions. as one half esting to notice how _little chilgallon of lard, one half - gallon dren as well as older ones, carmeal, one cover for three beds, and ried their Testaments and Bibles.
some home made carpeting. Re- This church for several months
cently the smaller childrensevsere "has sent out a truck to bring to
at a neighbor's near here, asking the services those who had no
for food, which was given. Last way to attend the services.
The Rev. K. G. Dunn will fill
summer the ladies gave them a
shower of clothing, bed clothing his regular appointment at Pleasand other necessities. In the sum- ant Grove next Sunday at al a.
mer, the father and oldest son, m.
about 14. earn their living by
Mrs. Bessie Thomas under went
cutting cord wood.
an appendectomy last week. She
When we are inclinets to feel is a daughter of Mrs. Minnie Radsorry for oUrselves, we .should ford Smotherman of South Pleaslook about es, and consider those ant Grove. May we not hope
who are evsn- more unfortunate for a speedy recovery.
"
-dieorge Windsor Is quite ill
than we.—Olive- Oyl.
.at his home near South Howard.
Sid Windsor, a brother, Mrs. Hall,
a sister of near Lynn Grave, and
his daughters, Mrs. Bruce Mayfield, Mrs. Edna Bird, and Mrs.
' The following patients were ad- Floyd Taylor have been at his
mitted to the Clinic Hospital this bedside.
week:
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Jeff Hughes, Murray; Wilds,
Cope. Murray; Roy Starks, Murray;
Sunday, February 18, 1940
Mrs. G. B. Pennebaker. Murray;
The pastor and board of stewMrs. Raymond Story. Almo; Baby ards are grateful to the memberMartha Clark Story; Mrs. A. L. ship for their cooperation which
Bailey. Murray; Baby Melita Lee made it possible for the church to
Bailey. Murray; Mrs. Conley Wal- report "Out in Full” on all items
lace, Golden Pond: Baby Linda at the first quarterly conference
Jane Wallace, Golden Pond; J. 0. on Wednesday, February 14.
Mrs. Laverne
Reeves,' Murray;
Thus our congregation maintains
Outland, Murray; Mrs. Rudolph its good reputation of paying as
Thurman, Murray; Ruth Edwards, we go.
colored, Murray; Mrs. Hall Hicks,
At the morning worship hour,
Murray.
now 10:50 o'clock, the pastor will
Those dismissed this week are preach on "Four Quests of Life".
es follows:
These four quests have been deMrs. Raymond Parks, Murray fined as follows: 1st, A Job; 2nd,
Rpute 4; Hugh Arent, Kirksey; Friendship; 3rd, A Life Mate; and
Wildy Cope. Murray: Ruth Ed- 4th, A Philosophy of Life. Parwards, colored. Murray; Jeff ticular stress will be laid on the
Hughes, Murray; Mrs. Hall Hicks, last for every man, whether" he
Murray.
will, it or not, has some sort of
-"
philosophy of life. It is importIt pays to read our Classifieds.
ant that that :philosophy can meet
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PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR BABY CHICKS NOW
This
We Are Hatching
Season
and Selling

SEXED CHICKS

All Pullets or All Roosters As You Wish
CUSTOM HATCHING—Bring Us Your Eggs

Murray Hatchery
Opposite Flour Mill on South Fourth Street

Phone 336.J—We Deliver
R. E. KELLEY, Prop.

4-

High School

The lower eight grades have
been dismissed this week because
of the bad roads.
The high school has just fininshed another six weeks' test.
Three of our boys, Alton, Cochran and Dunn placed in the allstar game at Murray High School
Monday night. The teams were
composed of boys from the north
and South side schools. The South
won by a single point, the scorc
being 18-17.
The Hazel Lions were defeated
again Friday night by Binningham by a score of 27-29, after a
hard fought game. The Hazel boys
led all the way through until the
last four minutes when Birmingham tied the score at 27-27. They
played one extra period and Birmingham scored two points on foul
shots. Both teams played good
ball, Juett, MSC, was the referee.
Hazel's second team won by a
score of 26-23. We play the, last
regularly scheduled game of the
season Friday, February 16, with
Almo here. Almo is congidered
one of the strongest teams in the
county, so we aer expecting a
good game. The game will start
at 7:15.

Aurora High School
News
Practice is coming along nicely
on the junior play "Hobgoblin
House," to be presented Saturday
night, February 17. This
breath-taking mystery keeps each
and everyone filled with suspense
and wondering what will happen
next. Cast of characters are as
follows:
Dorius Krupp, chretaker of Hobgoblin .FatiseS James Murrel York;
Miss Priscilla Carter, the present
owner, Ruth
McDaniel. Marion
Carter, her niece, Marilyn Ross;
Jill Carter, Marion's younger sister, Pauline Houston; Frank Harlow, Marion's fiance, . Marshall
Gregory; Jack Loring, Jill's fiance,
Niles Brows; Susan Larkins, the
'Hinglish 'ouskeeper, Eura Nell
Jones; Henry Goober, the darky
gardner, Everette Smith; Delilah
Warts, the darky cook, Virginia
Wallace; Bluebleard Brounson, an
escaped maniac. Thaniel Sheppard; Bill Wilkins. his keeper,
Hugh Mathis; The Headless Phantom, Ruth W. York.
The play will start at 7;30
o'clock. A small admission will
be charged. Be sure and come—
you'll really enjoy yourself.
We are indeed glad to have several of the pupils back with us,
who have been absent because of
illness.
The basketball team met Faxon Friday afternoon at Faxon.
Aurora won by a score of 35-21.
The Aurora 'debate squad is
composed of Barbara Johnston and
Marshall Gregory of the negative team, and Marilyn Ross and
Ruth McDaniel of the affirmative
team. The negative group met the.
Benton team in a non-decision debate Monday afternoon. The entire squad will go to Faxon Tuesday afternoon, February 13, for a
debate.

Dexter News
Harold and Hilda Pritchett have
had severe cases of measles but
are much improved at this writing.
Mrs. Edith Edwards and son
Euing, and Mrs. Bell Jackson
were visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Mathis' home, Monday afternoon.
Miss Mary Gardner and Mrs.
Henry Putman of Hardin, were in
Dexter Monday evening.
Judson Stroop of the CCC Camp
at Henderson. Ky.. spent the week
end at home visiting his sister,
Eula Mae. who has been very ill
with flu but is now improving.
Mrs. Arnold Sills is now visiting
in Paducah with friends and relatives.
Mrs. Lucy Miller of Brookport,
Ill., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Miller.
Mrs. Carrie Reeves is visiting
her mother in Mayfield for two
weeks.
Mrs, Willie_ Cream of Bluford.
Ill„ is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Will Egman and her sister, -Mrs. Everett Cleaver who has
been ill for some time.
Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell spent Tuesday with her daughter, Miss Olene
Caldwell.
Mr. Dallas Elkins of Neeley.
Tenn., spent Monday night with
Wavel Pritchett. Her brother, Edison Hayes, returned home with
her Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Roberson,
Misses Inch l and Lois Walston
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis.
Mrs. Grace Curd spent Monday
in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Miller
spent the week-end in Paducah.
-Billie
Pritchett is -sick with
measles.—C. A.
the needs of living.
At the evening hour, 7:30 o'clock,
the pastor, continuing the series of
sermons on the Lord's Prayer, will
use as a text: "But deliver us
from evil". It is no trouble to
understand that petition and how
many millions are now lifting up
that petition in the war cursed
areas of this old world.
The Sunday-school at 9:30 is
the "school of religion" for those
of all ages in life. Every one
needs it. Bro. C. A. Hale will do
his best to see` that you are properly placed both for instruction
and for worship.
Our young people, meeting at
6:45 sin iwo groups, will welcome
your boys and girls to their meetings, and they might find inspiration and information in these
meetings.
All visitors and strangers are assured of a kind and brotherly
welcome at all of our services.
J. Mac Jenkins, pastor

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A. V. Havens, Minister
- "That Ye Might Have Life," Will
be the sermon subject of A. V.
Havens, minister of the
First
Christian Church, at the morning
worship service. next Sunday.
"There is no doubt," said Mr.
Havens. "that some people are
more alive than others; not that
they merely have more buoyancy of spirit but that they are
more,responsive to their surroundings. They seem to have a greater
degree of awareness, realization
and consciousness. They get more
out of life and they give more to
life. Jesus," he continued. "indicated that there is a difference in
life when, though speaking to live
human beings. he nevertheless
said, 'I came that ye might have
life.' This sermon," Mr. Havens
stated. "will Seek to set fprth this
difference between, ordinary life
and More abundant life and how
the latter may be attained."
The service will begin at 10:50
with the beautiful organ prelude.
Special responses and the anthem
will be presented by the trained
chorus choir, directed by Prof. L.
R. Putnam.
The Sunday night church service
will be in observance of Youth
Week. The Young People's society
of Christian Endeavor will have
charge of the service. E. B. Morgan is the president.
The Sunday
School, led by
Superintendent R. L. Wade, will
meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
The Church Worker's Rally being held jointly by the Methodist
and Christian Churches, of the Purchase District, will begin with the
first session at 2:30 Sunday afternoon at the Methodist Church in
Mayfield. Sessions will be held
each week-day night, at 7 p. m.
Miss Florence Carmichael, national
children's worker of the Christian
Church will offer a course entitled. "Using The Bible With
Children." Rev. C. N. Jolly, superintendent of the Paris District of
the Methodist Church, will teach a
course op "Youth and Worship."
Rev, Wilbur C. Parry, national
adult educator of the Christian
Church. will offer, "Methods and
Materials in Educating Adults."
Dr. R E. Womack, president Lambuth College. will teach, "Guidance in Christian Home Making."
The concluding session will be
held 'next Friday night, February
23.
The young people will have a
semi-formal
dinner
Wednesday
evening, at 6:30, in the church dining room. This will be a part of
the observance of Youth Week.
All young people of high school
and college age are invited.
The Christian Fellowship League,
the men's organization, will have
a dinner meeting and fellowship
program. Thursday night at 6:30
in the church dining room. This
organization, which formerly met
Once a month, is now meeting
twice a month. Tickets may be
obtained from Ed Frank Kirk and
Henry Holton. All men, members
and friends of the church, are Invited.
FIRST

BAPTIST
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IN TRIBUTE
One more mother has gone to
live with Jesus in the form sf
Alice Adams Ellis. widow of the
late Hazel Ellis, who preceded her
in death some thirteen years ago.
They were the parents of seven
children, a little baby oirl dying
in infancy. She leaves three boy,
and three girls which are Dr. N.
R. Fills. of Wileon. Ark: Dr. A 14
Ellk of Providence, Ky.. and J.
L. Ellis, county agent of Monroe
county. Ky: Mrs. Ermine Hayes
Mrs. A. F. Doran. and Mrs. Dennis
Ftovd of this county: eleven grandchildren, one sister. Mrs. Pelle
Story. and one brother. Davy
Adams. of Dover. Tenn., besides a
host of other relatives to grieve
over the departure of this mother,
grandmother and sister.
Her children were sacred to her,
it seemed that all down the way
of life that nothing she did or
sacrificed for her children was
anything but a pleasure and by
this, with the combined efforts of
father, they were successful in
rearing Wand educating six fine
women and men who have been
in torts so considerate of Mother
and have .taken such beautiful care
of her in later life, and tried so
hard in every way to fill the
vacancy brought about by the loss
of, husband and father.
"Let's picture the meeting," life
hasn't held the charm for her that
it once had. The soul of her affection has gone on; death to
tnother didn't mean what it would
to you for beckoning hands are
outstretched.
Heaven's gates are open. Life
has just begun, there's no more
pain for she put her trust in Jesus
when young and united 'with the
church at Sinking Spring and
lived a beautiful Christian life.
To each son and daughter, try
to emulate mother in her kindness
and constancy. 'Tis true home is
forever broken up but heaven is
near for mother and father are
there.
By Mrs. Hortense--t
It pays to read our Classifieds.

HAZEL NEWS
Mrs. White Honored
Mrs. R. A. Pitt entertained at
her home in Paris, Tenn., Wednesday, with a potluck luncheon.
celebrating
the
eighty-seventh
birth anniversary of her mother,
Mrs. N. L. White.
Those present were Mrs. L.- W.
Clanton, Mrs. Ben White, Mrs.
Claud White, Mrs. Earl Dunn. Mrs.
William Jones, Mrs. H. 0. Brandon, Mrs. Darwin White of Hazel,
and Mrs. H. W. Smith and Mrs.
Roy Moore, Paris.
• • •••
Mrs. Ella Mayer and J. B. Mayer
returned home last week from
Clarksville where they have been
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Julian Mayer and family for
the past few months.
Mrs. Grace Wilcox and daughter, Billie Burk, Miss Verna White,
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Gipson were
in Paris Saturday afternoon to attend the funeral of Dan Wsise-,
man, an uncle by marriage of
Mrs. Wilcox and Miss White. He
is survived by his widow. Mrs.
Lanne Lannon Wiseman, who was
reared in Hazel community and
Mr. and
is well known here.
Mrs. Wiseman had raided tn
Cairo, US. for the past few years.
W. L. Jones of Paducah was a
Hazel visitor Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall
motored over to Memphis Monday to see the picture "Gone With
the Wind."
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Simmons,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Orville Simmons, Paris. Tenn., motored to Memphis last Friday to see
"Gene With the Wind."
Herman Bucy was in Paris Saturday on business.
Lettice Littleton and Frank Littleton, of Florida, were called
here because of the serious illness of their father, Dr. Joe Littleton, of „Puryear, Tenn., who is
in the Mason hospital and is in a
serious condition yet, the family
reported Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Clayton''of
Cottage Grove, Tenn., spent the
week-end in Hazel visiting relatives.,
Bob
Turnbow
and
Aubrey
Sheckels were Murray visitors
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Lue Housden spent Monday in Paris N.isiting relatives and
friends.
0. T. Mayer, J. B. Mayer, Mr.
and Mrs. T. M. Marshall were in
Murray Monday to attended the
funeral services for Mrs. Emma
Morris',
Charles Wilson was in Murray
Mohday afternoon on business.
Mrs. Frank Vaughn is confined
to her bed in North Hazel with

ber of years with her husband.
the late A. B. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Newport and
son, Richard, and Mrs. C. W.
Taylor, were in Murray Monday
on business.
Mr. Chess Scruggs, who was
carried to a Paris hospital last
week, for treatment, returned to
his home Monday greatly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Farris and
daughter, Miss Sady Nell, were
Murray visitors Sunday.
Mrs. Bill Newton. Herrin, Ill.,
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Anderson last Thursday
r„Sght.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell spent were supper guests of Mr. and
the week-end in Sumerville. Tenn., )Ir. Charlie Denham Saturday
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Earl night.
Rogers, and Mr. Rogers.
• Luther Robertson, Murray, was
August Wilson of Murray was in Hazel Monday afternelon on
a business visitor in Hazel Sat- business.
urday afternoon.
Will Cooper, who has been conMrs. 0. B. Turnbow and son, fined to his room with illness for
0. B. Jr.. Mrs. D. N. White, Mrs. several weeks, -is much improved
Bertie Grabs „rid sister: Miss at this writing.
Maude Walker, motored over •to
Pet Cole of the Oak Grove cornMemphis. Tenn., Friday to visit munity is in Hazel visiting his
relatives and friends. They re- cousins, Cleatus
and Billy Joe
turned home Monday.
Denham in west Hazel.
Mrs. Rose Outland was in MurMrs. Orville Jenkins, Mrs. Bonray Saturday to visit her mother, nie St. -John, Mrs. Robert Lewis
Mrs. John D. McLeod and daugh- and Miss Myers were in Murray
Wednesday,shopping.
ter, Mils Monelle.
.
The Rev. K. G. Dimn filled his
The Woman's Missionary Society
regular monthly. appointment at of the Baptist Church which was
the Methodist church here at 11 to meet Tuesday afternoon, was
because of the bad
p. m. and in the evening at 7 postponed
o'clock.
weather and sickness /until a
D. Lamb motored over to Mem- later date.
phis, Tenn., Monday on business.
I. B. Cayce, Hopkinsville, was
James, the young son of Mr. and in Hazel Wednesday on business.
Hazel
Lee,
east
of
Mrs.' Howard
Floyd Scott of Louisville was
on Route 2, is recovering from an a guest in the home of Mr. and
attack of pneumonia.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks over the weekMrs. Emma Miller Morris," wife end.
of J. F. Morris, who lives a few
miles southwest of Hazel, died in
Hopkinsville Sunday and the body
was removed here for funeral and
burial services. Mrs. Morris was a
Osteopathic Physician
sister of Bluff Allbritten of the Office, Room 8 Peoples Bank Bldg.
county and the late Mrs. P. AllPhone 515—Residence Phnoe 83
britten Mayer of Hazel. Mrs. Morris resided in Ham' for a-nuni-

13/i. P. A. WOOD
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WE CAN LEND "YOU'
'?"'"" MONEY
-

CHURCH

Preaching by the pastor morning and evening. Subjects: A. M.
—"ONE OF THE GREATEST
PRESENT NEEDS"; P. M.—"HINDRANCES TO THIS GREATEST
NEED'S.
Church School every Sunday at
9:30 sharp, with classes for - all
ages, directed and taught by faithful officers and teachers. The
classes meet in separate rooms for
the study of the
lesson for
the day. Every person of a certain age should be in that particular class, it is the duty and privilege of the class to secure every
one possible for their class.
Training Union
meets every
Sunday evening at 6:15 With a
splendid program brought by the
very best students of God's Word.
these programs are 'Well arranged
covering the entire church and
Christian life, and preparing both
for the very best possible work at
home and abroad.

o Remodel Your Home

aible

NOW

Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at seven o'clock.
This meeting is one of the very
best for deepening the spiritual
life of the church, it atko deepens
the spirit of fellowship, which is
so much needed by all. then, it is
marked by soulful singing of gospel hemns and Bible study. Come
and bring the family, friends,
neighbOrs and week-end visitors
with you., immediately following
this service, is that of the study
of the Bilale•lesson for next Sun•
day.
The church extends a most cordial invitation to one arid all to
attend all the services of the
church whenever possible to do so.
You will always find friends here
who will give you a hearty welcame.
Sam P. Martin, pastfir ,*

We Can Furnish All Materials and All Labor
FOR A COMPLETE JOB - - Sketches, Building Materials
Plumbing - - Heating - - Electrical, Etc. ONE
Contract and Full Responsibility for Satisfaction.
Enjoy Your Comforts While You Pay for
Them ...

Murray High School
Senior Notes

Remodel Your Bathroom for $5.00 Per Month
for 12 Months—Build any Outbuilding

At the seniors' Home Room
meeting Wednesday, after the roll
call and discussion of old and
new business, the program was
in charge of Carolyn Johnson. She
introduced the Rev. L. H. Lax
who read the Scripture and gave
a most interesting talk on the subject. "The Relationship Between
Students." After the conclusion of
the program, the meeting was adjourned by the president

COME in and See US For Your NEEDS
(Available For All Responsible People)

Calloway County.
Lumber Co.

,A V. Barnett was one of the
first Shelby county farmers' to in-stall artificial light in tobacco
stripping rooms.

COLDS C. 'cern'
For quick relief
from the misery
of colds, take 666
Liquid-Tableta-Salv• Nose

7

MONTHLY PAYMENTS--NO MORTGAGE
REGULAR FHA TERMS

Just North of the Water Tower, Murray, Ky.

Headquarters
for J-M
Products
Telephone 72

Draps
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PliONE 247, PLEA'S

MRS. HARRY 1. SLF.DD, Editor

1.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week_
Mrs. B. H. ensvforil Intertains
Missionary Group

p

to four forum- members of the
circle whe moved recently from
Murray.
The following social service was
reported since January a 51 sick
- visits, flowers to Mane individuals.
food to five. and reading ,,. materiel to one, plus reading material
to another society. Four members
cooperated with P-TA, while three
cooperated with projects of the
Murray Woman's Club.
• • • • •
Lynn Grove P-TA Meets

The Lynn Grove P-TA
met
Wednesday afternoon, February 7.
with Mrs_ B. C. Swann presiding.
The program was in commemoration of the founding of the ParentTeachers' organization. Mrs. Buron Jeffrey presented the guest
speaker, Mr_ Waylon Rayburn.
who gave an interesting outline,
the history of the organization
from its begiAning forty-three
years ago to the present memberClub Meets Saturday With
ship of over two million mothers.
Mrs. Wilson
fathers, and teachers.
Mrs. J. B WilSon kas hostess
At the conclusion of Mr. RaySaturday afternoon to members of burn's talk each member present
hex bridge Club. The prize for was asked- to answer briefly the
high score was awarded Mrs. question: "Whit does the P-TA
Waylon Rayburn_
,
mean to you?"
A party plate was served by the "- The meeting then adjourned and
hostess at the conclusion of the a very pteasant social "hour folgame.
lowed.

The Tear's at the Spring--Mrs
Beach, Elizabeth Rhea Finney.
Current Events, Marion Sher
borough.
Soaring—Schuman, Eleanor Hire.
A social hour followed the program during whit% the hostesses
served a dainty party plate carrying out the Valentine motif' •

Site Federation President To Be Guest
Of Murray Woman's ClubThe home of Mrs. John W. Carr being presented by Mrs• Diuwas opened last Thursday again. guid to the club house fund. Mrs.
W. J. Gibson was a close second
noon few the February busing. in the selling campaign. Although
meeting of the Murray Woeilkafg the contest has closed, the insurClub. The aanouncement of Oka ance is still available to anyone
a
who will telephone any club memmount interest to membere,l.
ber. ,
made by Mrs. Joe T. Lovett,
The club voted to sponsor, at an
man. that Mrs. "T. C. Carroll of
Shepherdsville, president of the early date, a black-laced
nsKentucky Federation of Wonalia's trel with local talent. The followor
Ale
the
guest
ing
committee
would
be
was
Clubs.
appointed to
Murray club on March 6. Inane; coMplete plans: Mrs. Hall Hood,
in which it is hoped that every Mrs. W. H. Fox, Mrs. A. Y. Yanmember will participate, are being cey. Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs.
Will H. Whinsell, Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
made for the entertainment
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs. F. E.
Mrs. Carroll during her visit.
A report was heard from the Crawford Mrs. L J. Idortin, Mrs.
committee, represented by Mrs. Roy Farmer, pd Mrs. Johe Ryan.
It was also decided to have an
George Hart, on the subscription
campaign to Holland's Magazine antique and hobby show in the
which netted subscriptions total- late spring, the details of which
big $178 50. Prizes, several of will be made known at a later
meeting.
which were donated for use in
club house. were awarded by the
Mrs. Carr and Mrs. Lovett
selling
magazine for
subscriptions brought reports from the' recent
G.
Dulaney.
Mrs.
J.
H.
to' Mrs.
state board meeting in Louisville,
C. Ashcraft. Mrs. Carmon Grata with high-lights from the address
ham, Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. Ethel of the national federation presiLassiter.
dent. Mrs. Sadie Orr Dunbar. A clever contest, sponsored by
The contest sponsored by the
Insurance
Hospitalizatian
Coin- Miss Meyrelle Johnaon, was a feapany was won by Mrs. E. S. Dial- ture of the entertainment followtuid, Jr.. the prize of ten dollars ing the business session.

Herten
MoCuietota Itts. 131111
Tucker, Mrs. Leslie Pittman, Mrs.
Truman Watts, Mrs. Thomas MeCuiston, Mrs. Wade Thompson.
Mrs. George Win* of Highland
Park. and Mrs. PUB Moody of
Royal Okk, Mich.
Those sending gifts included
Mrs. Tim Moody; Mrs. Tom Box
of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Everette
Oliver, Mrs. Taft Patterson, Mrs.
Luna Wilson. and Mrs. Andrew
Wilson of Hymon. Ky.
• • • • •

KIrksey Missionary Society
Meets

Mes. R. D. lAitgoten, Who Neva
CtFeY 141141140a, Mrs. Jean Weeks,
). K. Butterworth, Mn,
Butterworth, Miss Lorene
Swann Mrs. Paul Pierre, Mrs.
Wolter Garrison, Mrs. W. V. Kirkland. Is Mary Churchill, Mrs.
Florenca Moore, Mrs. Garnett
Jonas, Mrs. Mame Randolph, Miss
Katie Nast* litts. R. W. Key,
Miss Martha Sue Key, Mrs. M. E.
Keys, Misses Brie, Ilee and Alice
Keys, Mrs. W. T. Sledd. Sr., Mrs.
Nix Harris, Mine Barbaranelle
Harris, Mrs. H. L. Lawrence, Miss
Lula Holland, Mrs. E. E. Thompson, Miss Bessie Brandon, Miss
Dula Graham, Mrs. (lertie Bedwell, Mrs. W. A. Steele, Miss Bea
Purdom, Mrs. C. A. Hale and the
B and PW club.

116„;

East Almo News
We would like to hear from Carlie Elkins who was in the Mason
hospital with frozen feet a few
days ago. We were told that a
CCC ambulant)e came and carried
him to a hospital at Dawson
Springs.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
Nettie Duncan fell and injured her
right arm and hand, though, It is
causing her a lot of pain now, we
hope she will soon recover.
Miss Rhoda Neil Lee, Layman
Peeler, E. G. and J. C. Chapman
had measles last week. We are
glad to report they are doing nicely today- iTuesday).
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Trernan Duncan Was sick
with a severe cold last week, but
she as better at this writing.
, Mrs. Laura Duncan, who has
been ill this winter, is improving.
Well, our road has gotten so
muddy cars can't travel it and I
hear that mail terriers have a lot
of trouble going on their routes.
Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Manning! How are you getting along.
Let me hear from you. I can't get
you by phones—Kentucky Tiller.

ed
Jesi
will

wit

A.
Gm

The Kirksey Missionary Society
was entertained in the home of
Mrs. B. H. Crawford was hostess
Mrs. Elmus Carson last Saturday
to an all day meeting of the Lynn
in an all-day program. Regular
Grove Missionary Society Saturbusiness was transacted in the
day.
morning.
On Monday afternoon Miss TreA delightful lunch was served va Rogers was given a surprise
The bountiful lunch with the
Valentine favors *as contributed
at the noon hour.
shower by the P-TA of Lynn
by those present which were the
At I p. m., the pastor, Rev. R. Grove school, at which place she
Rev. and Mra. L.' H. Lax. Mrs, J.
F. Blankenship, conducted the Mis- is a teacher. Miss Rogers was
T Crawford, Mary Carter. Verbs
sion Study, "Methodists United called to attend a faculty meetRay. Clover Lockhart. Lucy Rudd.
for Action," by Dr. John R. Mott. ing which proved to be a lovely
Lottle
Crawford. Gerne
Story.
The day was observed as the array of gifts for her.
Lochie
Harris, Jennie
Rogets.
Day of Prayers
Ophy Swann. Miss Menon CraavFrank Allen Pool Has
ford, Mrs. E. E. DiYuglas, Mrs. E.
Birthday Party
Mr.
And
Mrs.
Garton
Honored
A. Smith, Mts. Hart and Mrs
Guests
Al
Frank
Allen Pool celebrated his
Breakfast
a .
B. H. Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garton were fifth birthday with a party last
Immediately ether .lunch the
honorees on Saturday morning at Thursday afternoon at the home of
group assembled in the spacious
a beautifully appointed breakfast his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kirk
•
• it •
living room and an impressive
and miscellaneous shower which Pool.
program was given on 'The World l Miss Manor Entertains At Tea
Mrs. Austin Has Buffet Supper
Mrs. Belle Zora Lovier was born
was giuen by Miss Berth? Manor
Games were played and favors
Day "cf Prayer" by Mrs. B. H.
Miss
Bente
Manor
was
hostess.
at the National Hotel.
presented each guest. Dainty re- Sept. 7, 1870, went to Heaven Jan,
Crawford, Lochie Harris. Lottie
Mrs- A. B. Austin was hostess
,rds and decorations on the small
at an informal seated tea Sunday Friday evening at a buffet supper_
30,
1939. She was married to G.
The
centerpiece
on
the
long
freshments, including the tradiCrawford. Clover Lockhart, Mrs. afternoon at four o'clock at her
bles where the guests were' table was of pink roses and baby
tional birthday cake with five R. Cochran Nov. 25, 1888. BecomDouglas and Rev. Lax. After of- apartment in the Zelna Carter The table held a cerrterpiece of
breath, and the place cards re- burning candles, were served to ing the mother of 8 children, 3 prered roses flanked by tall red
fering and a duet. Jesus Saviour home on Olive Street. '
Informal entertainment was en- peated the pink and white color
Nancy Lou Cotham, Vivian Sue ceded her in death. The living:
tapers. and a delicious menu was
Pilot Me". by Rev and Mrs. Lax.
Friday. February 16
yed during the -evening.
Dainty refreshments were served served.
scheme. During the course of the Havens, Freddie Whitnell, Tommie Noah Cifietnin, Mrs. Bessie Pasthe regular meeting was held. to Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. E. S:
The Friday afternoon bridge
Cards were written for Mr. and rilleal Mrs. Garton was presented Doran, Bill Sledd, Charles Wayne chall, Geo, Cochran, Mrs. Alice
Games and contests were enjoyed club will meet at two-thirty
The life of Young. Allen asea., Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. George Gatlin,
With , Mrs. Wells Overby. Mr. and Mrs. a corsage by the hostess.
Mercer, Dickie
and Frank Sheridan and Clessie Cochran; 4
missionary was discussed by Miss Mrs. E. J. Beak. Mrs. George Hart, during the evening.
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell.
George
Hart, Mr. and Mrs, A. V. ,Covers were laid for Mr. and Allen Pool.
grandchildren, Mrs. Lucile West,
Cards were written for Miss
Marion Crawford_ Mrs. Jennie-Rog- Mrs. G. B. Scott. Mrs. G. C. AshH
averts.
Mr
•
Paul Cochran. Adolphus Sheridan
and
Mrs.
Satin
Mrs.
Garton,
Mr.
and
Mrs. F. P.
Neal,
Ruth Sexton, Miss Frances Sex'
ers and Ophy Swann.
February
19
Monday.
craft. Mrs. Charles Hire, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Broach, Mr. Inglis. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fox,
and Faye Paschall: I great grandThe business session was in Zelna Carter. Mrs, John W. Carr, tosnaMiss Lula Clayton Beale. Miss
The Book Group 0 the AAUP
child, Maretta Dean West; 1 brothMargaret Graves. Miss Mary Las- will meet at 7:30 p. ms with Miss and Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kennedy,
charge of Mrs. Gertie Story. •
and Mrs.. iL I. Sledd.
er, Manuel Lovier, Harris Grove;
siter, Miss Ruth Lassiter. Miss Nellie Mae Wyman. Mrs. W. S. Mrs. G. ti! Scott Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. C. R. MeGavern, Miss
sitagular, r;_leetings area held each
.
., -in memory of Eudell Perry who I sister, Mrs. Dave West. Murray.
Mrs.- H. C: Corn. Mrs, Swann will led a discussion on Maurice Crass, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mayrelle Johnson. Mr. and Mrs,
-month -on Saturday fiefOre AcondMrs.
passed
away
February 9. 19211
A Christian from early childKennedy, and the hosts. .
A, M. Wolfson, Miss Margaret
C. C. Farmer and the hostess.
Sunday. The society. invites others Niece Of onor°up.
"The Nazarene."
-t
Signal
•••••
Campbell. Miss
Ruth Hepburn. "Two years ago today as the clouds hood, Mrs. Cochran was a devoted
.. ....... RecivsH
-to affenff t/fe Meetings.
were
hanging
low,
s
member
of the Baptist church at
alartins
Chapel
Mhalseary
Mrs. 'Mary 14 Mecoy. Hall, and
:Tuesday, --February
Chtli Meets
Miss Mary Nell•Porter of Mesh- Arts' And.
Our Minter called him ancf said, Oak Grove.
Society Holds All-Day Meet
Miss Bertie Manor.
Circle Number I of,, the Alice
With Mn. Beale
Mr. And Mrs. Baker Hods At
ph is, whd has often visited in Mur• • • • •
'It's time for you to go.'
Hers was a blameless life, and
rs Missionary Society will
Dinner Bridge
•
ray as the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
The Martin's Chapel Missionary Woodmen Circle Meets
Mrs. Ea J. Beale was at home meet at 2:30 o'clock at the home
her friends are numberless as her
last week
J.
R.
Duey.
was
honored
Society
held
an
all-day inciting
While we were weeping, and bid- quiet unassuming manner caused
yesterday afternoon for the reg- of Mrs. J.' D. Sexton with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George M Baker
Tuesday
when she was named "Maid of
- •.
ing him goodbye,
I
meeting of the Arts and Burnett Warterfield and Mrs. Al- Tuesday. February 13. in the home
were hosts'to a delightful dinner
one to feel in her presence the
the annual Memphis
Cotton'
for
of
Mrs.
Ed
Farmer
on
The'
Circle
He
West
Woodmen
met
had already crossed over,
Main
for
Needlework and bert Lassiter assisting hostesses.
Crafts Club.
bridge • lest Thursday -evening. 'a(
true womanhood that lay back of
car- •
Cotten Carnival. The honor
.Street.
business
session
last
the
regular,
And
was
being
welcomed
to
the
interesting
dihome.
tour
to
conversation
made
their
her every action of life. Thus she
Mrs. Henry Elliott , will be pro:
ries with it • a' publicity
home in the sky.
The regular program was con- Thursday evening in the B and
ersion, and many lovely pieces of gram leader.
The -table appointments were in
left a sweet memory, and to livie
twenty-four of the largest cities
PW
club
room.
ri;icted
in
-the Valentine motif. The centerhand-work were shown
the
the
morning,
in
the hearts we leave behind is
meet
at
following
Circle Number 2 will
in ha-a-United States, screen tests
Mrs. Mavis Hurt, guardian of I cannot say. and I will not say not to die. She gave what she
pieces- were lace-edged paper valA. party plate emphasizing the home of Mrs. Charlie Hale on which, the seven members and one
Hollywood, and a number of
in
visitor present, enjoyed a pot luck the grove, conducted the meet- That he is dead—He is jest away! had freely and cheerfully and perentines fielding old fashioned bouV.alentine motif was served .to North'Sixth Shwa.
complete, outfits for • the personal
With a cheery smile, and a wave haps many times it was far better
dinner featuer by St. Valentine ing.
quets of flowers, and the place
about . thirty-five members atd
Number 3 will meet with
wardrobe..
Miss
Porter'
will
'be
royCircle
There were thirty members presof the hand,
motif throughout.
cards were red hearts on which
guests.
than she knew, remembering well
ally entertained on her tour and
T. Cochron at her home on
Mrs.
J.
• • • • •
ent
and
one
visitor,
Mrs.
Ova
He
has wandered into an unknown the scriptural injunction, -Who
lines
of
familiar
were written
The
atternoon
program
was
will
beStreet,
defeatured .in Harper's and
North Sixth
Dixon
of
Fulton.
land.
aongs in which 'were hidden the
Historical -Birthday Pageant Is
giventh himself with his alms
voted to the "World's Day of
And left us dreaming how very feeds three, himself, his hungernames of the guests. A delicious Vogue,
Presented At Mother's Club
Miss Porter is a member -of this
The .Music Club will hold the Prayer", which is being observed Shower Compliments Mrs. Rogers
fair
three course dinner was served.
Meeting
neighbor and me" and rememing
reguiar, meeting it seven thirty by church groups everywhere this
And Miss Rogers
It needs must be, since he lingers bering the kindly spirit of her
Following the dinner, interesting season's debutant club irt Memweek. Offering amounted to apR.
of
Mrs.
C.
at
the
home
o'clock
TrainThe
Mother's
Club
of
the
there.
moving pictufet, . made by the
service we feel that she gave her•
•._. •
proximately WOO. The members
Mrs. Vera Rogers and Miss_Treva And you . . . 0 you, who the self with her efforts as wife,
ing School met Wednesday after- McGavern.
hosts, were shown and bridge was
reported a %Tr:: pleasant day.
Mettle
Belle
Hats
Rogers,
whose
home
was
recently
on
small
auditorium
noon
at
the
played. Prizes for high score were
wildest yearn
mother—the center of home, the
Wednesday, February 21
Circle Meets
destroyed by fire, were honored For the old-time step and the glad counsellor of. her children, the
the college campus. and were dewon by Mrs. G. B. Scott and H.
.
,
Mrs. G. B. Scott will open her Knight-Bailey Wedding
guests at a surprise miscellaneous
return.
I. Sledd. and for low score-by- A. °Tale February meeting of the lightfully entertained with a page- home for the regular meeting of
revered
of her grandchildren, the
Is Announced
shower Tuesday evening at the
ant based on JarnOus, men whose
'
H. Kopperud. •
love of her neighbors. and we
Mattie Belle' Hays Circle of the
UDC at 2:30 o'clock.
the
B
and
PW
club
room. Hostesses Think of him fairing on, as dear cannot know such a one with too
Included, in the hospitality were Alice Waters Missionary Society birthdays are in February. MemMr and Mrs. F. L. Knight anwere Mrs. Calista B. Jones. Mrs. In the life of there as the life of deep a reference, we cannot love
Mr. and , Mrs. George Hart. Mr. met Monday evening at the home bers of the iffth and sixth grades
• Thursday.,February 22
nounce the 'wedding of their
Carroll
Lassiter,
Mrs.
N. G. Coy. here;
presented
the
pageant
,Witti
Miss
and Mrs. G. B: Scott, Mr: and of Misses Ruth and Mary Lassiher with an aNection too pure
The Magazine Club will meet at daughter, hell, to Tom Bailey. son
Mrs. Price Lassiter. Mrs. Desiree
Ruby Smith and Miss ‘Thelni 2:30 p. m. with . Mrs. Tom Mor- of Mrs, Fannie Bailey of
Mrs. .A. H. Kopperud, Mr. and ter.
•
Murray. Fair, Mrs. Grady Miller and Mrs. Think of him still as the same, and fervent; we cannot remember
GlasseoCk as directors.
Mrs. T. H. Stokes. Mr. and Mrs.
I say,
her with a zeal too ardent.
ris at the B. and P.--W.. Club The impressive single ring cereMrs. Rue L. Bqple. circle chairA short business session wa-s room,
lames H. Richmond. Mr. and Mrs.
May you follow on in her footHe is not dead—he is just away!
mony was feed by the Reverend Laurine Doran.
Hall Hood. Mrs. C. L. Sharborough. man. presided over the business Presided over by Miss Bertie
The
honorees,
arriving
after
the
take up life bravely, bear it
—Written
by
his
parents
and
steps;
Mr.
Way on Thursday, Novemtlit.
•
.
meeting.
inciatIOss
Meadow
Huie
Manor.
other guests had assembled, found
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Sledd.
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- on cheerfully, lay tt down tri23. at Metropolis. III,
had charge of the program.
• • IF
Following the 'program jest a-as
umphantly. and remember day by
mond Perry and family.
Mrs. Bailey. an attractive bru- a table heaped high with attract, Miss Lula Clayton Beale led the served th the art room by fifth president, Mary Frances,McELrathe
Ilse Dowell Music Club
day that Death has only entombed
secretaiy. Joan Butterwerth; trees{ nette. Was attired in a lovely ive and useful gifts.
meeting
in
singing
"Jesus
Calls
and
sixth
grade
mothers.
There
Holds Meeting
Readings were given by Joanne
Colin H. Livingstone, first pres- the body of your loved mother
urer. Virginia Jones; chairmad grape-wine costume suit with fur
Us." The life of Young J. Allen were fifty-seven present.
trim, and her accessories were of ShroaI, Avadell Farmer and Suz- ident of the Boy Scouts of Amen- and companion, her soul has reprogram'- committee, Claire
• • • • •
Misses Mary Francesi McElrath was studied, and those who conanne
Miller,
ca,
held that post 15 years.
ceived Life Eternal
and
a
vocal
solo
by
brown alligator.
Ferton
and Manha Churchill were co- tributed to the study were: Miss Wednesday Club Meets With
After March 1. the couple will Margaret Lax.
The program consisted of , ta
heetesses,oSaturday afternoon at Frances Sexton. Miss Lucy Lee.
Mrs. Hughes
Tea was served from a beautibe at home to their friends at
on Roman writers.
the home of the fornser to -the Mrs.. La Verhe Wallis and Miss
fully appointed table with Mrs.
Refreshments were served 1 Eleventh and Olive Streets.
Oneida Wear.' For the devotional
The Wednesday _bridge club met
Mac Dowell Music Club.
Chesley Butterworth and Mrs.
The following program was pre- Kiss Huie real from H Corinth- yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Nat Bobby Sue Bagwell. Eva Carl BogPriee Lassiter presiding at the tea
Brewer._ Joan Mrs. Moody Given
ions, And the Bible questions were Ryan Hughes at the National gess. Thelma Jo
sented:
services.
Surprise Shower
Paper: Mazurka and Bolero. also from the same book.
Hotel. Prizes were awarded Mrs. Butterworth. Mary Frances alcEl- Those present and sending gifts
I Lovely rafrestiments. "carrying A. F. Yancey for high score, Mrs. reit', James Louis Johnson. Bill
Lotiise Putnam.
Mrs George Wilson of Highland included. in - addition
to
the
Turkish March—Beethoven, Mar- 'out the Valentine, motif, were Will H.. Whitriell second high, Pogue.. Bobby Garrison, Tom Fens
Park,
Mich.,
hostesses
and the honorees, Mrs.
honored
her
sister-injor
Arr,••
to 23 members. Valentine and Mrs. Vioodfin Hutson low.. -- ton, Claire Fenton, Marion Treon,
law. Mrs. Pink Moody. with a sur- Wade Crawford, Mrs. W. V. Jefl-eetings were collected arid aent
A salad plate was served at the Louise Shackleford. Gene Ryan, prise miscellaneous shower,
Janu- frey! Mrs. R. R. Meloan. Mta. H.
conclusion of the game to mem- Lois Sammons, Virginia Nell Wil- ary 27. at 2:00 p. m.
I. Sledd. Mrs. B. F. Berry, Mrs_
bers and one addftional guest, ford. Tom McLean. Miss 'Hazel
LASTEX FOUNDATIONS
The honoree received many nice Ben Berry, Mrs. H. P. Wear, Mrs.
Tarry. Mr. Filbeek. and the hosts,
Mrs.•C. J. McDevitt.
gifts, games were played and George E. Overbey, Miet Gracie
styled by
• • • r
prizes awarded to the winners, Nelle Jones, Miss Mary Martha
Children Of Confederacy Meet
Batik And Thimble Club Has
following which lunch was served Overbey, Miss Kathleen Robertson,
Valentine Party
Miss Rjbecca Robertson vial. consistin4 BY sandwiches. cake, and Mrs. T. C. Doran, Mrs. Luther
Robertson, Mrs. John
Overby,
afia. myrtle Farmer entertained nostats Saturday -afternoon to the coffee.
The following guests attended: Mrs. Ralph McCuiston. Miss Suzthe Book and Thimble, Club Wed- -Murray chapter of the Children
Mrs. Joe Smith, Mrs. Guy Ross of anne Miller, Mrs. William Whit- nesday evening with a Valentine of the Confederacy.
Hazel Park.,. Mich,, Mrs. Jim Ross net]. Jr.. Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Miss Ha
party. Games and contests apMiss Nancy Mellen, chairman,
propriate' to the occasion were cOnClueted the baftless •meeting, of Centerville, Tenn.. Mrs. lack Grey Linn, Mrs.-Julia Swift, Mrs.
1) Proper length, 2)
features of the evening's enter- Miss Mary Elizabeth ROberts gave Lawson, Mrs. Haser Driver, Mrs. Jack • -Beale...air., Miss Lula Claybyrt-measure, and 3) corBowden.
Ethel
Beale,
Mrs.
ton
Wavel
Moody
of
Dearborn.
Mrs.
tainment.
a report on the life of Sidney Larect bra-cup __depth fac
..The ,hostess.served a dainty Val.- nier, and Miss Leah Williamson Barnie Thompson, Mrs. Harry Miss- Mary Lassiter, Miss Ruth
YOU are all considered to
entine party plate to Mrs. Carroll: read a poem by Sidney Lanier, Moore, Mrs. Norman: Thompson of Lassiter, Mrs. I. H. Key, Miss Efa, •
Laanter. Mrs. Viron Beard, Mrs. Miss Nancy Mellen read a paper Ferndale, Mrs. Ewin Gerair,, Mrs fie Watson, Mrs. Laverne Wallis,
give you accurate 3-diC. E. Hale, Mrs. Luther . Jackson, on George Washington. The en.1VrAk
mensional fit. Porus Leno
Mrs. Carmen Grala.aria Mrs., 011ie tire group joined in the singing 'of
Latex sides trim your
Chambers: Mrs.. Hub putin, Mrs. southern -songs.
fft
Dewey ,Jones,
rs: Boyd Gilbert.
hips: The
The, Valentine motif was carried
DOUBLE 1/0•8/0.6,,,
t, PROCESSED
Mrs.. Herman MOSS, and ,Mrs. T. R. out in the daily refreihments.
panel controls,y,our t Joheit
my. Self edges
• • • 4. •
FOR LONG WEAR
Enzelian Class Holds Regular
smoothly.
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Three Good Reasons for the Name . .
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DEDICATED TO LOVELIER
LOOKING LEGS ccec

s The AAUW,met Tuesday even,mg at the college library. Miss
Suzanne Snook presideel and introduced the speaker of the .euening...aceorge M. Baker.'Who gave
a most interesting and instructive
discussion on the - Kentucky' Darn
at Gilliertsvillea Mr: Baker illustrated his lecture with pictures
and maps. and explained the, obin
jectives. of the Tennessee° Valley
Authority.
' Announcement was made by
Miss Snook that the picture loan
library sponsored by the . AAUW
'was now open to the public, and
that applications for membership
would be receieed by Mrs. Mary
Ed Mecoy Hall.
• • •••
Chili Meets With
Mrs. Rayburn ..,.
, The Thursday morning bridge
club met last week with Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn at her home on
West Olive Street.
The prite- for high score was
wan
Mrs. George Hart.
Guests .included members tied
Mrs. A. H. KopperUd.
a

2,3, and

4 threads in Tall.
Average and Small proportions. See the gay tew
Spring Colons --- "Racy"
and "Sunny"—by Phoenix.
Made with enalUSive Cus-

tom-Fit

89c to $1.36

top.

West

41.1

The Euzelian Class of the -First
Baptist Church held the regulac
meeting Monday evening at thq
home of Mrs. Graves .Hendon. Co.
hostesses with Mrs. Hendon were
Mrs: Joe Parker and Mrs. Jack
Kennedy.
.The business session was ,'presided over .by Mrs. Robert
Allies, and the devotional was conducted by Mrs: Dallier •McElratla:The reenaining hours -were de.
'voted to, needlework. ,
Refreshments were 'served by the
hostesses to the....twenty4wo, members present.
, •
• 9
Mr. And Mrs. Cochran Hosts
Al Buffet Supper

Out of the High

cI

Rent District

T
171/2c

Guaranteed Fast Color,
36 In. Prints, yd.
New Shipment 80
Square Prints, yd.

$2.50 Bates' Bed
Special

' Mr. and
Cochran were
Saturday evening hosts at a Valentine buffet supper.
A. color
scheme 'of red and white was developed in the heart-shaped cake
and tall red candles which formed
the centerpiece of the dining
table, and 'in the hand-made place

$1.75

Spread

Ladies' Galoshes, All Sizes
and Heel Heights, Made by

Ball Band .

lb.
Li

Foundation: Length best
suited to your height:
short, average, tall. Bras
cups to fit your bust-type,„
as well Ks bust-size: shallow, average, full. 32-33
odd and even. $5.
'Matching Girdle: Tailored in two lengths: 14-in.
—$3. 16-in.—$3.50.

79`
23c

29c Cotton Batts
Special

The Best 49c Work Shirts In Town

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefulry.
Compounded of Purest
Drugs_
•
ed•

g

FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS

Latin Club Meets Friday
Evening
The Latin Club of Murray filth
School met Friday evening 'it. the
home of Barbara Diuguid. She
was assisted in entertaining by
Virginia Jones, Hilda Farley and
.Bobby Patterseins
New officers were eltiejed as,folio-41e
President. Bobby Patterson;

Phone

Side Spuare

jacquard

YOUR TOBACCO MONEY
GOES FURTHER AT FITTS

Others

Adams Shoe Store
106-W

•• •

•10111

exact

I

I-

,•.,

HICKORY

PHO

1

GLADYS SCOTT'S

•AV. S. FITTS & SON
.

East Mafia Street

East Side- Court Square—Murray, Ky.

Murray, Ky.
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Not Everviiody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it/

SUNDAY AND MONDAY AT THE VARSrPY

s CarMason
Jew
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awson
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The Kentuoky Quartette, composed of Rudolph Howard, One Key,
Jessie Key, and Chester
Marine.
will broadcast next Sunday over
WHOP Hopkinstrille ram 9 to 9:30
A. M. They will give a 30 minute
Gospel program.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Martin of
Morganfleld, Ky., spent Sunday
with Mr. atisi' Mrs. W. H. Lemons.
Mr. Martin is a cousin of Mrs. Lemons and has been employed for
W.- some two years at Krogers in B&Wgantield, Ky.
As soon as the roads are safe for
driving Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lemons and sons, Ted and Bill, will
drive to Pineville, Kentucky, to
spend a feig days with Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Hoffle and 'little daughter,
Anabelle.
Dr's E. D. and Catherine Fisher
of the Mason Memorial Hospital
went to Memphis Tuesday to attend
meeting of Mid-South Post Graduate Association. They returned to
Murray Wednesday.
Dr. Ora K. Mason and Dr. E. L.
Garrett went to Memphis Thursday
to attend meetlmg of Mid-South
Post Graduate Association
being
hid there this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Williams spent
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Curd, Paducah.
Mrs. Frank Lancaster and daughter. Sandra Lee, spent last weekend at Paducah with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lenhard Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue ad
daughter. Edna Jeanne and Rose
Marie, visited relatives in Murray
and attended the Murray-Western
game last weekend._ Tom Wear accompanied them.
Mrs. Norman Klopp and son, Jimmie spent last weekend with relatives in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson, Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Butterworth and
W. Z. Carter were in Martin. Tenn.,
Tuesday to attend the funreal of
their uncle, J. B. Carter.
Mrs. Rob Mason spent the past
week in Evanston and Chicago with
her daughter, Miss Marilyn Mason,
who is a student at Northwestern
UniveasitY.
Miss Rebecca Farmer, a senior at
Bethel College in Kopkinsville, was
the` weekend guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Autry Farmer.
Misses Voline• and Clotile Pool
and Bud l Stroud spent Monday and
Tuesday in Memphis. They were
accompanied home by Mrs. Stroud
who had spent several weeks in
a
Memphis.
Mrs. Bill Bates was rushed to the
Fuller-Gilliam Hsopital in Mayfield
Sunday evening where she underwent an operation for a streptococcic infection of the ear. Mrs.
Bates is reported slightly improved.
Dick 13idewell of- Tupelo, Miss.,
spent the weekend in Murray.
John Overby of Athens, Tenn.,
joined letre. Overby at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Iltra.'LUther
Robertson, for the weekend.
- Pat Marris of Chicago was the
weekend guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Morris. Mr. Morris
was en route to Sebring, Fla.. to
join Mrs. Morris and children who
have spent several weeks there. i
Among those who went to Metnphis last weekend to see "cone
With the Wind" were Mr. and Mrs.
Ryan,
Nat Ryan. Louis Charles
Misses Mayme Ryan and Marjorie

INSTANT
NOT
STARCH,

Shroat, Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Overby, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone
and Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham.
Mac Stevenson has returned to
his home in LaCenter after a visit
with his daughter, Mrs. W. Z. Carter, and Mr. Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sexton,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Doherty, Miss
Beth Sexton and .Mrs. Tom Turner were in Nashville last weekend to see "Gone With the Wind."
Mrs. G. 0. Pace, Hardin, visited
her sister, Mrs. L. L. Beale, Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Theta Wachtel was the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Boone in Elizabethtown.
She was accompanied to Elizabethtown by Danny Boone who had
spent last week with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gatlin.
Mr. and Mrs.. Chaney Brewer
are on the sick list. Mr. Brewer
had flu and Mrs. Brewer pneumonia. It appears both are on
the road to recovery.
A 9-pound son Was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Richardson on
Route four Monday morning. He
has been christened Joe Price.
Morris and Wayne Wilson left
last Friday for Dexter, Mo., to
motor Doe Thomas' family for a
few days visit with relatives in
Dexter.

CLSSI VIEt The Best Used Car

AIDVIESITISIAl(1

WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy
Cakes, Pies, Pastries for pa-ties
and social functions of every description. Let us serve you. Murtf
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
FOR RENT—Three room furnished
apartment with bath, front and
baok entrance. 103 South 10th
lp
Street. Phone 225.

Used Car Bargains
'38
'36
'33
'31
'29

Oysters,

STREAML17.= 1939 WRECKER
SERVICE. New equipment. 24hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
512 WEST MAIN ST.
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
FOR RENT— 2,room Furnished phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
apartment, modern conveniences. Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
If
Mrs. Mayme Randolph, 505 Pop- and Service.
If
lar, Tale. 315.
FOR SALE—Four nice Gilts, 'will
-ROOFING: Walk a block and seve- farrow :in March. See - Hobart
lp
a Dollar—Free estimates. Phone Graham. North 13th St.
' 279-W. 1000 West Olive St., J
concrete
in
back
_am
NOTICE—I
R. Gethn, Roofing.
business again. Plenty of conFOR SALE-1937 Plymouth coupe crete tile at all times. All sizes.
own
My
in perfect condition.
Located same old place North of
personal car. Must sell at once. Murray Laundry on West Main.
Can be financed. Freeman Fitts. lc Phone 325. 0. W. Harrison, home
M28p
1206 West Main.
Allis-Chalmers
to the
LISTEN
Radio Broadcast, WSM, Nashville, FOR RENT—Two-room unfurnTenn.. 12:45 p. m. Have just re- ished apartment. Apply to Reubie.
cently unloaded a car load of
208 North 5th St., for intractors and car load of imple- Wear,
Fl5p
ments. Place your order now for formation.

Murray Motor Co.

Morgan.
Mr. and Mrs. Young
Boatwright. announce, the arrival
born
L.,
John
of a 10 pound boy,
February 14.
MT. and Mrs. Garnett Adams of
Coldwater are the parents of a
daughter, Phyllis Ann, born February 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story.
Alma. announce the arrival of an
8 pound daughter, Martha Clark.
February 12.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bailey are the
parents of a daughter. MeIita Lee.
weight 6 pounds, born on February 12.
Arrived, a 7 1-2 pound daughter.
Linda Lee, February 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Conley Wallace, Golden Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Richardson
near Sinking Springs announce the
birth of a 9 pound sop, Joe Price,
weight 9 pounds, on February 12.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Mosseberger,
Benton, Kentucky, are the parents
of a son. Rob Joseph. born February 11, weight 9 pounds 2 ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fox of Model.
The Young Business Men's Club
Tennessee announce 'the arrival of
5 3-4 pound girl. born February 12. at its regular meeting Monday
evening, voted to present Ralph
Wear. local Scoutmaster, ,a new
regulation Scoutmaster's uniform.
Max Hurt, club member, suggested that as practically all of the
patients admitted ie. the. Wm. boys making up the Scout troop
Mason Memorial' Hospital during had now secured new uniforms,
the Past week are as follows:
and because Ralph was doing a
James Oliver, Paris, Tenn.: June splendid job without financial reMobley,
Theobold, Paducah; Arvin
muneration, that the club should
Corydon; Aubie Burton, Knight: show its appreciation by extendMrs. Finis Weatherford. Hazel; ing this courtesy.
Wallace Gordon, Murray; Mrs.
The Young Business Men's Club
Toy Tucker, Newberg; Mrs. Bessie is sponeoring the Murray troop of
Thomas, Murray; Mrs. Mary Will- Scouts.
iams, Murray; Richard Self. New
The Scout movement in Murray
Concord; Miss Catherine Gatten,
Sabina, O.; Mrs. Robt. Moore, has made rapid and satisfactory
Hazel; Ralph Churchill, Murray; progKss during the past three
R. T. Farley, Murray; Dr. Kathe- years under Wear's excellent leadrine Fisher, Murray; Lula . King ership, and the young business
(coi), Murray; Sue Atkins. Mur- men's organization has actively
Mossberger, supported the work of Ralph and
Mrs. Joseph
ray;
McNutt, his boys.
Benton; Baby Gerald
"The Scout troop in Murray is
Murray: Baby Zane Moore, Hazel.
Patients discharged the past enjoying an unusually progresweek included J. W. -Hicks, Mur- sive year. It has cooperated in
ray; Mrs. E. F. Russell, Murray; numerous charitable projects, it
has presented Parents' Night and
Hobby Shows, it collected thousands of toys and reworked them
for Christmas cheer, and has taken
active part in all civic affairs of
the city," Scoutmaster Wear said,
"The boys have made fine advancement in their work and to
date have passed something like
150 Merit Badge examinations since
April 1. We have several Star and
Life Scouts and only recently.Fred
Wells completed his Eagle Badge
work and will be officially awardad this badge en Monday night.
We are planning great things for
the future and are assured of the
hearty cooperation of the Young
Men's Business Club and other
organizations in Murray," Wear
stated.

This Ancient Map (from Georg Braun's Civitatis Or6is
riders:a; Paris 1530) shows the island of the Clio elaan
which the cathedral of Notre Dome over shadowed the
island's twenty-one churches. It shows, upper part, a pliorlion-of the Town.and lower, pod of this University.sections
from which the great Paris of today expanded. For a vivid
description of the city in this period, read in Victor thrge's
grerp romance "Notre Dame de Paris' the chapter:
"A Bird's lye View of Purls".
A. The Cathedral ... B. The Pent Notre Dame...C. The Pontao-Chongei .. D. The Pont-ou-Meuniers ...E. The Petit Pont...
F. The Pent St. Michel .....G. The Saint-Chapelle ... H. The
The Grand Chanties ...K. The Reit
Patois-de-Justice
The Royal Gardens ...M. Charles laughton, as
Cheesier
Ouosimodo, hero of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" RKO
Radio Picture. . N. Notre Done (of a somewhat later period)

Post Office Boys
Y.B.C. Votes Wear
New Scout Uniform Dine and Talk at
Post Office Lunch

Hospital News

Allor,\
divait)

Fresh

V. Eugene Yopp, Paducah; Randolph Freeland, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Thos. Parker, Murray; Baby
Dona Kay Parker, Murray: Miss
Catherine Gatten, Sabina, 0.; W.
R. Garrison, Murray; Dwayne Dotson. liardin; Mrs. tinis Weatherford, Haiel; Mrs. ..hn Osbron,
Paducah; Dr. -Katherine Fisher,
Murray; Arvin Mobley, Corydon;
Mrs. Maty Williams, Murray; Mrs.
Toy
Tucker, Newburg; Ralph
Churchill,' Murray; Delores Anderson. Murray; Lula Walls (cola,
Murray.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Mossbergee
Benton, are the parents of a son,
weight 7 pounds and 101
2 ounces,
/
born Sunday, February 11.

Dressed Hens and Fryers, Turkeys,
Ducks and Geese

Highest Market-Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

Skroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET

1

now 214
----o

'.rims Dolivery

Porter Motor Co.
Murray, Kentucky

COST LESS NOW

•

Chevrolet Town Sedan
Plymouth Deluxe Coach
Ford V-8 Tudor
Model A Tudor
Model A Tudor

Buys in Town
1938 Chevrolet Town Sedan
1938 Chevrolet Sport Sedan
1937 Chestrolet Town Sedan, with
radio and heater
1938 Plymouth.
, Sedan
1938 Plymouth Coach
1946 Plymouth Coach
1946 Chevrolet Coach with radio
1935 Chevrolet Coach
1937 Ford Coach with radio and
heater
1937 Ford 4-passenger coupe with
radio and heater
1937 Gbevrolet Coupe
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1939 Chevrolet 1 ton truck
2 ton truck
1
1839 Checrolet /

'34 Chevrolet Pickup

We Congratulate

LIVER, lb.
BRAINS, lb.
RIB ROAST,lb.
2c
1
8 to 12/
MUTTON, lb.
2c
1
7/
LARD, lb.
6c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
15e
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
25c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER,2 lbs.
9c:
BACON BUTTS, lb.
11c
VEAL STEW,lb.
18c
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb. .
25c
FRESH SIDE PORK, 2 lbs.

ROOMS FOR RENT-3 or 6.
Would like to rent whole house.
Mrs. Maddox, 208 S. 9th St. tf

Several Knox countY farmers FOR RENT-6-rourn house. Mudern.
sold their tobacco on the Danville Call 226W.
lp
co-mingled market.
lam. Pat Brooks.' Harlan county, FOR SALE-s-80-acre farm,, good
is getting 25 eggs a day from her land and buildings, 1 mile northeast of Taylor's Store, wirte J.
35 purebred pullets.
B. Wrather, 226 Pilgrim Ave,
M7c
Highland Park. Mich.

'SUNDAY and MONDAY

isISTIttA,
e

assurance of delivery in time. As
you know we had several last
year who wanted tractors and
could not get them. Taylor Seed
and Implement Co.
1t

Ben Harrel and Robert Washarn,
proprietors of the Post Office Cafe,
prepared an appetizing meal of
fried chicken for twenty postal
employees of the local Post Office Tuesday. February 13. Short
talks were made by Harry I.
Sledd, postmaster; John Melugin
and H. A. Redden, and of course
you couldn't keep .. "Epp" Clark
Appreciation for
from talking.
the fine supper was expressed by
Max B. Hurt.
A most enjoyable evening was
had by the 'following:
Harry I. Sledd, Max B. Hurt,
Will H. Whitnell, "Epp" Clark,
Rudy Smith. Maynard Ragsdale,
George R. Williams. Clint Ward,
Orvis Hendricks,- Preston Jones,
Hillard Rogers. W. Z. Carter, C..
B. Ford, Stanley Futrell. Carnie
Hendon, "Greasy" Neal, Van D.
Valentine and . Wesley Waldrop
and retired carriers H. A. Redden and John Melugin.

—
Sharborough Returns
from Six-Day Meet

A new type of.. building service, designed to make it easier
for consumers to buy new -homes
and home improvements, was the
basis of a six-day training course
held at. Chicago _last week and attended by-Jack Sharborough of the
Calloway County Lumber CornPany.
Special emphasis at the school,
held under the auspices of JohnsManville, was placeif. on the Housing Guild system of consumer
service and selling, Mr. Sherborough said. The basic idea behind the &an,- according to Mr.
eharborough, is the coordination
of the varied services of the building industry so that its products
ranging all the way from a small
repair job to a complete new
home, can be bought as a unit or
"package" in the same manner
thSt automobiles, radios and other
products are purchased.
"The Housing Guild, while national in scope, is 1004' local in
practice," he said. "Guild memhers include architects. contra-C.
tors, material suppliers,- realtors,
finanee agencies, etc.—in short, all
factors whose services are required in the normal building or
remodeling job. The plan usurps
none of the prerogatives of each
factor in the industry, but rather
places a trained sales force in the
field to sell the materials and services of all."

Miss Alma Kimbro Marries
Rupert Phillips Wednesday
We want to thank our many
_bliss Alma Kimbro became the
Betterworth
bride of Rupert Phillips Wednes- 'needs aLso Dr. A.
chiY, February 14, with the Rev. for the kindness and sympathy
J. • H Thurman reading the cere- snpwn us during the illnets and
UKIIY. The marriage rites were' death of our darling mother. May
performed at Isfer Thurman's home God's richest blessings rest upon
each and every one.—Mr. and Mrs.
in Murray.
The popular young couple will Walter Davidson and sons, Mr.
make their home in Pottertown. and Mrs. Chas. Reynolds, Mr. and
Their many friends extend con- Mrs. Will Reynolds, Miss Belle
gratulations and best wishes.
. Rejinialds, Mrs. A. A. Fishbacke.

Card of Thanks
P.

FIRE : LIFE : CASUALTY': BONDS
We SeWSECURITY . ..
Could Anything Be More DESIRABLE?

I.

BERRY INSURANCE AGENCY
"TO BE SURE''
Purdom Buittling

Phone 81

FIRST
TIME

IN FOUR YEARS
LEAP YEAR
USar

It doesn't happen very often-Leap Year-but it isn't often we get such an excellent stock of used cam either! So, we're celebrating with a big leap year
sale. There are OldsmObiles, Pontiacs, Dodges, Buicks, Fords, Chevrloets
and a great many other makes. And,they're all bargain-priced to suit your
purse. Stop in today or tomorrow and see them!
P•

2 SPECIAL LEAP YEAR BARGAINS
-OLDSMOBILE-

-OLDSMOBILE-

1938 2-door, Trunk Sedan.
An exceptionally fine car
that has had the best of care.
Large trunk, original blue
finish is perfect. Spotless in.
tenor. Radio, heater, defroster. Good tires.

1937 Aldsmobile 6 Touring
Coach. Beautiful black finish. Excellent mechanical
condition. It's a shame to
call this beautiful car "used"

COMEIN AND SEE THEM!
Our bargains are the best in town-bar none! Be sure you get in on this great
used car sale. Come early for best selection!

WAYNE LAYING MASH
There is a valuable coupon in each bag of Wayne Poultry and
hog feed . . . redeemable on.
highest quality METAL FEED-

SAVE
Plant Bed
WAYNE Seed, Milling,
Fertilizer
COUPONS.
FEED CO.
ROSS
nt
North Third Street

J. Ti. HALE MOTOR SALES
Mayfield, Ky.

215 West Broadway

Used Car Lol on West Broadway. The Best Place in West Kentucky to Buy a Used Car
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Go to Forensic Tourney

COMMERCE GROUP
MEETS TUESDAY

Marriage Licenses

MURRAY HIGHTO
STAGE MUSICALE

A Thriving Murray Institution

Manage licenses have been issued to the following:
Rainey Lovinr., son of Mr. and
ew oncord,
Mrs. Ed Lovins,
and Miss Berline Wisehart, daughNew ConWisehart,
ter of Pete
cord.
Howard Weeks, Almo, and Mary
E. Janes, Almo.
Freeman Willoughby, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Friusk Willoughby, New
Concord. and Miss Jessie Minis
Allbritten, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs: Jerry Allbritten.

ES.EMMA MORRIS
DIES SATURDAY

Burial is in Martin's Chapel
Receipts from Admission,', Will
Cemetery Monday
Be Used to Buy Band
Uniforms
Mrs. Emma dorris, age 65, died
-------Saturday morning. February 10, at
The Murray High Schobl band
The Wc,t Kentucky COMMCYCC
7:45 at Hopkinsville from artisosuniform fund will- profit tomorCOArld I Will meet in annual session
clerosis, after a long illness. She is
gat topic for extetmPoratieous at Paducah, Tuesday. February 20.
row night from a musical extravasurvived by her husband, Jim Morspeaking as: Men and Issues in-the I 1940. The central theme of the proganza to be presented by the. high
ris of Puryear, Tennessee, 2 step
I gram this year will be methods'
1940 Prc•sidenteat -Election.
school at 7:30 p. m. The program
daughters, Mrs. Buford Houston,
This is the first time that this of publicizing Kentucky.
is. under the direction ibf Charles
Mrs. H. H. Overby, and two
and
tournament has been close enough
Farmer, music director, with apThe 'meeting is open to the pubstep sons, Harry and Chas. Morris,
State College team lic and all are cordially invited,
Murray
the
for'
T.
and
disease
100
proximately
students
particiBang's
Extensive
The varsity debate team of Murpating, from the first grade to B. testing has been carped on in and one brother, Blufe Allbritten oat'
to participate. In order to add in- to attend the program. Capable
near Murray.
ray State College will enter the terest and variety. it is the policy and interesting speakers will disfourth year high school. It will Estill county.
the of this - tournament tOselect a sub- cuss various topics dealing with
by
sponsored
toUrnament
She was a member or the Murconsist of comedy, stunts, and popOutbreaks of colds and roup
:Suasthern Association of Teachers ject other than the national Kap- the problem of effectively adverray Baptist Church,and the funeral
ular musical selections.
Funeral
of Speech. to be held April 2. 3. pa Delta subject. In as much as tising Kentucky's attractions to
The students having outstanding have been checked in Jefferson was held at the Churchill
at 11 A.
4. at Chattanooga. Tenn. They the debate team is changing to a American tourist.
parts in the comedy stunti and county poultry flocks by prompt Chapel. Monday morning
propoRusthe
Rev.
on
with
work
12th,
the
are starting
M.. February
T. T. Elkins. Secretary of
new subject. other students, as
musical selections are as follows: treatment.
sown for debate which is: Re- well as the debate club, are in- Murray Chamber of Commerce,
sell Scott in charge. Burial was at
Gene
Brewer,
Tom
Fenton,
GarChapel cemetery,'
staved. that legislation should be vIted to get in touch with Mr. stated that a group of Murray bushA
nett ones, Herbert Lax, Mary Jo Smith as "Alfalfa," Jerry Will- the Martin's
enkctrd providing for the con- LaFollete. debate coach. Murray ness men would go to Paducah for
Pentecost, Mary Edith Lax. Lochie iams, Fred Wells, J. B. Outland,
Folk music of this region is besumption of .capital in the event State College, and try out for the the meetingaThe program arfanged
Fay Hart. Jane Jones, Eva BlaFour special dance nalmbers have
.•
by Caldwell county
the United States becomes en- squad, which will begirt studying tor the business men is as follows:
lock. William Johnson, Jack Ham- been aranged by Crystal Smith, ing studied
the
a
view
is
of
Pictured
above
10:00 a.m. — Opening remarks,
homemakers.
heavy breeds of chickens. As well rick. Carolyn Carter, Clarence dancing instructor.
the new subject in order to make
INC
opand
Hatchery,
owned
Murray
Ed
Kerley.
Glasgow;
President
•••••,..
:is regular hatching of chickens he
the trip to Chattanoga the first of
Welcome, Hon. Pierce Lackey, erated by R. E. Kelley, located on handles a complete linemf poultry,
April.
mayor, Paducah; Welcome. Presi- South Fourth street opposite the
_Up to the present time. the Mur- dent Roy M. Prather, Greater Pa- Murray Milling Company. Mr dairy. and hog feeds and a full line
of poultry remedies and supplies.',
ray debate squad has been study- ducah Association. Paducah.
Kelley is a pioneer in the hatcher) Custom hatching is also a specialty
ing the question of isolation as a
year
last
and
Murray.
in
business
Kentucky
Dam",
10:15 a.m.--"The
firm, which is really a
foaaign policy for the United Mr. George Jessup. project man- built this modern institution in or- withs
thriving business for Murray and
Our .ersiees ' would
States. This question will be used ager. Kentucky Dam.
-der to take care of his rapidly ex- Calloway county. Mr. Kelley satrt
mu be complete stall
in the coming tournament at Manpanding business. He has been iii ed that he expected a heavy busi10:45 - am.—Open discussion.
out the aid of a lady
chester College, Manchester. Ind.,
11:00 a.m.—"Free Bridges and the hatchery business in this com- ness this spring due to the high
are
assistant. For there
23-24. This tournament Kentucky's Prosperity." Mr. B. J, munity for 25 years. and is well prices being paid for poultry and
February
man% little things that
at Manchester is the ,largest in Leruhan. vice-president, Kentucky known in poultry circles throughout eggs compared with tile present low
a moman intuitively
the world with over 500 debaters Free Bridge Association, Lexing- the Jackson Purchase, as well as cost Of feeds.
seems to knoss should
being a farmer.
present.
ton.
does
and
done
be
This modern hatchery is already
11:30 am.—Open discussion.
will
following students
inc
gracefully and tactfully.
12:15 pm.—Luncheon with Pa- in operation for this season and is
make the trip to Manchester Colthat the lady assistant
•
full capacity. The incurunning
Mr.
10 POUNDS
lege with Mr. LaFollette: Adron ducah Lions Club. Speaker,
is becoming an imporBULK
bators have a total capacity of
Whipple. LaCenter: Robert Carl- Anderson Pace, Industrial Engi- 000 eggs. Mr. Kelley has
tant factor in modern
ChiIllinois
Central
System,
neer
funeral service.
ton. Murray; Dewey Jones. Bens
:4.i
practice of hatching eggs from blood
ton; J. W. Wilkinson. Union City. cago: subject—"Industrial Develop- tested flocks only. This year he has
BOXES
ment for West Kentucky."
FINEST
Mrs. (•hurchill's servTenn; Billy Lipford, Murray; and
_time
.
introduced lor_ine_tirst.
,
L15.
„disceasase
p.m.—Open
Ono
of
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Was
BRAND
While
Ices are %twice -*exite.
'Ralph-Ctiatiell,--Ly1M-Grov
1:45 p.m.—"The Kentucky High- chickens, and he will sell either
'of Callossay's Prominent
able a henever a n d
at the tournament, the team will way Program." Mr. T. H. Cutler pullets or roosters as a party deFamilies
wherever the need
debate - with Terre Haute State chief state- ,highway
sires. _ lie does ain _extensive 'ma
No. 2
engineer.
+-Gesiece-. 'Iltutlee—UnWer,sity---io in- Frankiort.
'order business on both light and
A. Outland. 61, a
Mary
Mrs.
Cans
dianapolis. Franklin College at
2:15 p.m.—Open discussion.
member of one of Calloway's largSincerely,
I Franklin. Ind.. and Anderson Col2:45 p.m. — "Advertising. Kenest and most prominent families,
lege at Anderson. Ind.
tucky," Mr. John Hoagland, Coursucumbed Wednesday. Felunary
k. 65e
lb
ac
4
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0
N
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95c Ao
BEST'S 24
•
ier-Journal, Louisville.
ebs 24saclbk. 89c LYON
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K
14, at 12:30 p. m., at her home near
_ J. H. Churchil:
Orchard grass and lespedeza pas3:00 pm.—Hon. John Hunnicutt,
lb..bck
8.
Route
Elm Grove, on Murray
ture, not grazed until' late fall, representative from Ludlow, Ky.,
Funeral Home
Death came after two weeks illbrought 22 sheep to prime condi- "Legislation on Advertising Kenness.
Country Club Vacuum Packed
counPerry
Couch,
9c
tucky."
tion for T. W_
bg 3
Telephone 7
la
3b
T
Ic
s
LdIGIP
Tn
p?u
b. 55c SP
Livestock and Soils Are Discussed
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ci 3
91L.E N1C
surviving Mrs. Outland in9c FRb
Those
s 4
b.
lcaln
3:45
---Attracting
p.m,
the
Tourty::
By Experts at Two-Day
Outland.
W.
Murray, Ky.
W.
husband.
clude her
ist"—Mr. .Eugene Stewart, LouisFFEE 2
School Here
two sep-daughters, Mrs. Starkie
ville Automobile. Club, Louisvile.
two
Outland:
Gatlin
Mrs.
Colson.
4:15 p.m.—Open discussion.
CHOICE SEEDLESS
The Kentucky Extension Service step-sons, Floyd Outland, Flenoy
70-80 PRUNES, lb. 5c
4:30 p.m.—Recess.
Es lb.
HD
IE
Rc
DA
K 25cpE
ba
4UiL
B
in Agriculture, and Home Eco- Outland; three sisters. Mrs. Mat4:45 p.m.—Election of officers for
to Calloway coun- tie Owens. Mrs. Ella Owens, Mrs.
bfought
nomics
1940.
ty a two day extension school Rosa Adams. and one brother. Den5:00 p.m.—Adjournment.
for farm people, which was held ton Palwell; also a number of
KROGER'S C. CLUB
on the campus of Murray State nieces
No. 21 1 cans 27c
AVONDALE or
and nephews. • including
No. 2' Can 15e
College February 8 and 9.
Beckham Wells and Mrs Beatrice
a.
VITA
VAL
As many Caloway county farm- Houston that Mrs. Outland kept
ers were unable4 to attend the from early childhood.
state fares and home convention, in
Funeral- services will be conTomato or Mustard Sauce
Kroger's C. Club
Lexington-, farm experts from the ducted today, Thursday; February
c
oval
of :Kentucky
University
with
Church
Grove
*ere 15. at Elm
1
ig.cans
No. 2'' cans
H. T. Waldrop Sells Tobacco for brought_ to Murray for this meet- Rev. L. F. Pogue officiating. InterFebruary 8 was set aside as ment will be in the Outland ceme40c Per Pound to
livestock day, and, February 91 4ery, this afternoon. Mrs. Outland
No. 2, cans
Oklahoman
Packer's Whole
was soil day.
•
was a member of the Church of
Sour Red Pitted
the
on
appearing
speakers
The
The tobacco floors in Murray
Christ.
No. 2 can 1 Oc Gal. can 49c
Cans for
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
have maintained good prices "for two-day program included the fol.
HERRIES
T.
John
Cochran.
lQwing:
couotir
C. Club. Fey. Spiced, No. 2' can 23s
the weed this past week, in tact,
Couisii7 Club, 3 No. 303 Cans .. 25e
better
than markets of
other agent: Dr. James H. Richmotil,
9c
jar
25e
5-oz.
8c;
-oz.
3
Packer's, 4 No. 2 Cans
jar
Marschino -Cherries,
1-Pound Can
plafes nearby, but, even, they presideet of Murray State Col3-Pound Can
were topped considerably by a lege; Wayland Rhodes. George
KROGO, Pure Vegetable
sale made by H. T Waldrop, Harris. Prof. George Robert Robwhich reached the astounding fig- erts, H. G. Sellards. J. E. Humphreys. and W. W. Magill, all of
for 25c
PINK,
ure. 40c per pound.
3-lb can
32-oz.
COCOANUT YELLOW
In 1921. Mr Waldrop was a the University of Kentucky; A.
Will Pay Delivered
CHUM 10c
member of the firm organized for Carman, Murray State College;
20 oz. Loaves
12c
the purpose of "Grcewing and Dis- and W M. Landess. TVA. Agricul- Heavy Hens
16c
Fancy
Each
TUNA FISH, standard,. 14c
Loaves
tributing High Grade Leaf'Tobac- tural -Relations Division.
Sc
Hens
Considering the adverse weather Leghorn
co", with W. S. Tinsley. president.
6c
Red SALMON, No. 1 tall 23c; Oysters, No. 1 cn 11c
Kroger's C. Club Spaghetti, Elbows,
and H. T. Waldrop. agent and conditiens.- the meeting was well Roosters
Highest Market Price
manager_ The firm sent out order" attended by farmer§, all of whom
in 1 -lb. Cello, Bags
1-1b. Cello. Pkgs.
EGG
Alphabets
Shells,
Cane
blanks • to be 'used by would-be reported the meeting- to be highly
for EGGS
Bulk
farmers.
to
profitable
this
past week.
customers, and
Bags for
PKGS.
Mr. Waldrop received from Jeff
A profit of $16 on 112 hees was
Girggs.'Oklahoma City. Okla.. one
of these order blanks, accompa- made last month ,by Mrs, Charlie
Pound
Whok or Cala Style
nied by the rash at the rate of Hankins of Clint,a1 c nty.
10c
40c• per pound. Mr. Waldrop fill
ed the order.
Lb Peck
•
Pounds
OUNTRY
BULK
0. K., 7 for 25c
STYLE
SOAP, lg. Ivory, 3 for 25c;
Paducah to be Hoot to Council
Members This Year; Murray
Business Men to Attend

7Miitest

Scheduled
. in Chattanooga
April 2, 3, 4

Our
Service ...

KROG R
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

AT ADVANCED AGE SUGAR
1 MATCHES
mr;
tral-4— Corn
FARMERS ATTEND
FLOUR
DISCUSSION MEET

48c
13,-

6

25c

es4
Tomato
or

CO

THANKS

2

PEACHES

MURRAY MAN GETS
BELATED ORDER

For the grand opening YOU gave U-ToteEm February 10th.
National CHERRY WEEK SPECIALS:

APRICOTS 2

19
25c SARDINES- 2
PEANUTS 10c
SALTED
25c

SPRY 49c.

19c

HOMINY 4

C

••

temennolmoffloprz

Friday and Saturday,
February 16 and 17

LENTEN SPECIALS—

2

SALMON

LAYER CAKE

SUGAR

i'iure

47c

10 Lbs.

Notice of Settlement

Hortense P. Ellis, Administratrix
Vs.
Notice to Creditors of Final
Settlement
Heirs and Creditors of Leslie P.
Ellis, Deceased.
N,t.ce is hereby given that I.
Hortense P. Ellis, administratrix
of the estate' of -Leslie P. Ellis, do
hereby notify all persons having
claims against said estate to present and collect said claims on esr
before Monday, February 26. 1940.
the same being Fourth Monday in
February or be forever barred
fromasserting same
Hortense P. Ellis, Administratrix
- of Leslie P. Ellis. Deceas, •:1

Smoked Butts, lb. 9c

MEAT for boiling. lb. Sc;

No. 5
Can

HOMINY
CHEESE

25

15

POTATOES

Boggess Produce Co.
51,11510CJMOIOCIEJCICIP

50c

Factory Package

1 OC
41c

2-Lb. Family Size

14c

CRACKERS, 2-pound box

Kerosene 1'5Ppgirie.nt 45c
bag

MARSHMALLOWS' 1"

10

COFFEE

alac

Swann's Grocery
24—Phones-25

Pound

Great Northerns
10 Pounds
Navies
10 Pouhds,

for

ENGLISH PEA SEED, all kinds, 2 lbs. for

25c

COMPLETE MARKET-

Pound

Pounds

PEACHES or APPLES z.can 10
15
TOMATO JUICE
43c
39c
VANILLA WAFERS 2"35 25c

BEANS

2 Pounds

Carton

M
b AXWELL HOUSE
2-Lb.
Can

qoods and Banquet

Sweet Sixteen

.

Juicy Florid, Oranges, per
15 to 25c
dozen
Nice California Oranges. doz. _30c
large,
Apples,
Red Delicious
35e
3 for be, dozen
20-25e
Winesap Apples. doz.
12e
Nice Apples, gallon 4
2c
Good Turnips. pound
Half 1.13. Hershey's Cocoa and
Half Lb. Baking Ceobolste 2.5c
20e
2 Lbs. Mother's Cocoa
lk
1 Lb. Vanilla Wafers
1 Lb. Lemon and Oatmeal
12c
Cookies—mixed
=JO
Laying Mash. 100 lbs.
141 Lbs. Best Cane Sugar
4 Lb. (anon pure tard
11 Lb. Bucket Lard
3 Lbs. Prunes
(;allon Red Ribbon
Gal. Blue R4blyon Syrup
Our Sweet Rose Coffee,.
_
2 Lbs.
_
White House Coffee. lb.
White Joss, Meat. lb.'
G61' ,
,, 9
Smoker Jowl. lb. ' ...
i Fahey Side Bacon, kelt or whole ,
izo •
c..
pound
Pork Chops—Branded Beef
Wahl some White Peas
a

THaaVofii:rr
Griffin's,

Topmost' Quart

16 ounces

Red Robe Whole

KROGER'S
C, CLUB

BACON

POUND
10c
1 Cc
1J

SLICED
Pound

•
DRY SALT

4 Lbs.

e

12
/
Cut 6
porik
28` JOWLS
25c
10c WHITING FISH
15c CHEESE Wit,ocnrseian mFull 19c
Square

-LARD '3.49
SPARE RIBS

3 lbs.

PORK STEAK
LIVER 2

Pound

LONGHORN

Pound

LARGE

PORK

BOLOGNA 2
2
10

15c

Pounds

SNOWY WHITE

CAULIFLOWER
ONIONS
GRAPEFRUIT

Pounds
Heads

POUND BAG

YELLOW GLOBE

k

10 for
POTATOES 15-lb.
80 Size

Ess
S
L
A
D
X
EE
TE
S

HEAD

LETTUCE

Head

5c

1 Oc

4

peck

SWEET POTATOES 10c APPLES 6
CARAZOTS
_ 5r PARSNIPS
$7.09 00
FEED:

25c
5,

Pounds

POUND

SCRATCH
Lb
I

ba g
EGG MASH
100 lb.

25c
29c
25,

WINESAP

3 Pounds

NANCY HALL

25c
25,

$1.67

100--pound bag

LARGE BUNCH

For

Telephone 37

10c

Pound

Sugar Cured ire Lb.

50-lb. can

25c
23c,

93c

25.ti,

3

Whole or Half Slab

g 15c
a:n2
°
2 Nc

Prompt Delivery

25c

_

19:
23c
21c_
33c
35c
25
35c
35c'
15c

BEANS'
TOILET TISSUE 6 Rolls
CANNED TOMATOES
MATCHES OR SODA 3
$1.°° DUST MOPS

2Cn
GREEN

NOODLES 2

29c
MACARONI 3
PORK SHOULDERS
BOILING BEEF
EAT MORE OLEO

Topmost Canned
Beef

Large Size

39c
15,

LEAN
MEATY

FOOD MARKET

HEINZ CATSUP
OLEO
BACON
4-Pound
LARD
2
NUCOA
SHOE POLISH
WASH BOARDS
GRAPE 'JUICE'
FRUIT COCKTAIL'

SHORTENING
35c
BREAD 2

C
pork. Sausage

TOLLEY & CARSON

Armour's Star

19c

SALAD DRESSING, quart

I

10c

RAISINS

gED 81.79 BRAN1I b Bag
$1.33
Bag
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY FMK

CALLOWAY LEADS
WITH 235 LISTED
ON MURRAY ROLL
Twenty-Three States
Island of Cuba
Represented

and

COLLEGE HAS RECORD
NUMBER ENROLLED

Is beouray

If Calloway county were the
only region whose college educational wants were served by Murstay . State, the*. school would still
have an ennall'ine'ntof 235 studehts,
an enrollment equal to that of
many colleges in the United States.
But Murary serves a region vastly greater than just Calloway
county. Murray serves a ,nation.—
or' even beyond that.
A list of the enrollees of Murray State shows that 23 states and
the island of Cuba are represented
by students here.
States and the number Of students from them are as follows:
Tennessee, 81; Illinois, 30; Michigan, 1; Oklahoma, 1: Texas, 1;
Minnesota,, 1; North Carolina, 1;
Florida. 2; Massachusetts. 1; North
Dakota, I; Mississippi, 3; Alabama,
2; Ohio, 10; Wisconsin, 3; Pennsylvania, 8! New Jersey, 13; New
York, 5; Indiana, 10; Missouri, 13;
Connecticut, 5; West Virginia, 1;
Arkansas, 7; and several hundred
from Kentucky.
Miss Virginia Gardner is registered from Cristo, Cuba.
Murray's enrollment this spring
exceeds by 14 per cent that of a
year ago, authorities said. Thus
far, enrollment figures show a
registration of 1063 students in the
college proper with 436 in the
Training School.
Those counties of Kentucky

,C

11=1F-

1.nn a year in CaLloway
$
""'-' Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere NIL
$1.50 the
State of Kentucky.

t9 An

year to any address
v"'"""' other than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 15, 1940
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Local Ex-Service
Murrayans To
Man Gets Award
Colts Are Lone Winners For Purchase in Annual Net Tilt
Attend NEA
Pat Rutledge, local colored vetat St. Louis eran
who made himself conspicuous for braver and was wounded
Members of the Murray College in action at Soissens while serving
as a first class private in Company
faculty and administrators will atM. 370th Infantry on September
tend sectional meetings of the 22, 1918. received this week from
National
Education
Association the United States Army a Purple
which convenes in St. Louis, Mo., Heart badge in recognition of his
February 22-25.
service.
Among those who .will attend
Another Murray colored ex-solare Dr. John Wesley Carr, dean dier, Gladys JQIICS. is also wearing
of Murray College, who will be a Purple •Heali badge.
honored by a life membership to
the
American
Association
of
School Administrators, division of
.

Cherry News

Prof. Carmon Graham, principal
of the Traideng School, will act as
host at the conference' of the National Association of Supervisors
of Student 'reaching which will
meet February 26, at 2 o'clock.
Prof. E. H. Smith, head of the
extension department, will speak
to the National Institutional Teacher Placement Association on the
subject. "Determining of Demands
Through Contacts with Superintendents of Schools".
Others who will attend various
divisions of the_raeeting include:
Miss Nellie Mae Wyman, education department; Dr. James H.
Richmond, president; and Prot
M. 0. -Wralher.

FROSH URGED TO BE
READY FOR FUTURE

10,000 Rolls New 1940 Spring

WALLPAPER
•
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showing largest number of students here are Calloway with 235,
Graves with 86, and McCracken
with 70.
The mid-semester registration
will begin Monday, April 1, with
April 3 the last day for maximum
credit. The latest possible date
on which to register for any credit is April 6. The semester closes
officially Friday, May 31.
The summer term will begin
June 10 and extend eight weeks to
August 2. The normal load will
be 8 semester hours; the maximum
load will he 9 semester hours.
Students enrolled from Calloway county are:
Elisabeth Adams, Murray; Rebecca
Armstrong, Lynn Grove;
Murelle Blalock, Murray; Maurelle
Clendenon, Alma; Fred G. Furchess, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Hart.
Murray; Corinne Henry, Murray;
Jamie Ray Hopper, Murray; Mary
E. Hopson, Murray; S. Clyde Jones,
Murray; Rebecca M. Leiter, Murray; Rachel Mae Linn, Murray;
Celia E. Miller, Hazel; Mary Belle
Moore, Murray; Anna Elizabeth
Mohundro, Murray; Clarence H.
Perry, Murray; Margaret Rumph.
Murray; Lola R. Rye, Murray;
Hazel N. Sammons. Murray.
Sybil Simnions, Hazel; Harod F.
Starks,
Murray;
Urbens
Mae
Starks, Murray; R. C. Stewart,
Murray; Laurine Tarry, Murray;
Frances L. Wells, Murray; Jessie,.
F. Williams,'Murraii; Fowler Todd,
Murray' Ft: L. Cooper, Murray;
Hilda Ray Jones, Dexter.
Geneva S. Adam; Murray; Nell
Alexander, Murray; Herbert Groves Allbritten, Murray; William E.
Allison, Murray; James Riley
Bailey, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy R.
Baker. Murray; - Martha Lou Barber, Murray; Kenneth Bell, Murray; Alfred L Billington, Kirksey:
Vernon K. Billington. Kirksey;
Martha Blalock, Murray; Herschel President Richmond Outlines Plan
P. Blankenship, Almo; Margaret
for Happiness in First
M. Boaz, Murray; Vovela F.
Assembly
Broach, Murray; Nannie J. Bur- _
rWhat will you be doing and
(See "Calloway Leads", Page 2)
where will you be 10 years hence?"
was the question with which President James H. Richmond challenged the beginning freshmen of
Murray State College in the chapel
session Wednesday morning, January 31.
This question, he said, Is inclucl-
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Including the FAMOUS STYLE-PERFECT
WASHABLE WALLPAPER
'It's Durable 'It's Washable * It's Fadeproof
It's Beautiful * It's Inexpensive

TrA
ait
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ne
g as
rcehoo
pru
cro
ed
lts thwehoMu
craray
me
through for the only Jackson Purchase win in the annual PurchasePennyrile tilts held here Thursday
-night, February 8, in the John W.
Carr Health building. Coach Clifton Thurman's men won by a
score of 31-27 over the Wheatcroft
quintet. The Colts enjoyed the
largest victory margin on the
evening's card. Presenting a fastbreaking offense and putting up a
rugged defense, the Murrayans
won a well earned victory.
They are left to right: Front
row: Gene Graham, Wells Lovett,
Oliver Hood, Richard Armstrong,
Wade Graham, Coach Thurman.
Back Row: Richard Hood, manager• Guthrie Thurman, Paul Alexander. Hugh Perdue, and Joe
which he urges new students to
Robinson.
make use of their time in college.
"The corerct answer to that
question determines the happiness
of . your life," declared Dr. Rich,mood. "We want you to be happy
and- Mrs. Charlie aseha
herearid we Icnoce-that you ean't
visited Alvin McCree and family
be unless you work. The greatest Sunday.
tragedies in the world are wrecked
Puryear school is closed for the
brains, shiftless
bodies, twisted
Week because of bad roads.
characters and the deliberate wastAlvin McCree was in Paris Sating of, this glorious thing called
urday.
life."
Mrs. Modest Tyler and Mrs.
The president outlined the reg- Myrtie McCree assisted Mrs. Berclass
and nice Valentine in butchering hogs
4'ulationS • concerning
chapel cuts and also urged all Stu- Thursday.
Mrs. May Paschall visited Mrs.
dents to take the physical examin1tion given by the college, stat- Eunice Hart Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Stephens
ing that it not only is required but
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud Miller
is for the student's own advantage. Sunday.
He also expressed gratification
Charlie Paschall was in Puryear
over the fact that Murray's enroll- Saturday.
ment had increased by 100 stuMrs. Clifton Evan an& children
dents over the registration on a visited Mrs. Alvin McCree Monday.
corresponding day a year ago.
J. B. Paschall has been in this
Mr. George Jessup, project manager of the $112,000,000 Kentucky community for the past few days
stripping tobacco.
Dam now under construction by
Hubert Cole moved thir week.
ine TVA at Gilbertsville, will
Hazel
Stevens has
whooping
speak in chapel next Weaneeday. cough.
February 7, according.to Dr. Richmond.
"I ,stand in profotind admiration FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
of a great engineer and Mr. Jess16th and, Main
up is a great engineer . . He
Howell M. Forty, Pastor
knows life",
asserted Murray's
Sunday services-10 a. m., Sunchief executive, who is alact chair- day School for all ages; College
man of the board of the Lower
ible Class. 11 a. m., Worship Service. 7 p. m., Westminster FelTennessee Valley Association.
lowship.
A hearty welcome is extended
It pays to read our Classifieds. to all.

Puryear Route 2

T

MISS WYATT IS
ADDED TO STAFF

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m. and
7:15 p.ean. Young ;people meet at
6;30 p. m.
Wetnesday: Ladies' Bible class at
Former Instructor Returns 'To
2:30 p. m., prayer meeting at 7:15
Succeed Pennebaker Who
p. m.
Resigns
The topic at the Sunday morning worship hoor will 'be, "ELDMiss Grace Wyatt, curator of the ERS AND DEACONS—Their
QualMaria Mitchell Association Nan- ifications and Duties".
tucket, Mass., has been , appointed
There are- too many officers in
a member of the Murray College the church who have been put
faculty ,in the biology department, 'there by man without due regard
succeeding Dr. G. B. Pennebaker for what God has said about their
who resigned to accept the ,posi- qualifications and duties. The retion of head of the science depart- sult of such action is that instead
ment at Morehead State Teachers of helping Christians to become
better servants of God, they are
College.
detrimental to growth and are freAfter graduating with the A. B. quently a reproach to
the cause of
degree from Chicora College, S. C., truth.
Miss Wyatt received' the' B.S. and
"Ethics, Morality, Custom and
M.A. degrees from Peabody Col- Religion", will be the topic at the
lege, Nashville, _Tenn. She has evening worship.
done graduate work also at Duke
C. L. Franiis, Minister
ulversity.
'Miss Wyatt was a member of
MURRAY CIRCUIT. METHODIST
the college faculty, doing work
both in the college and in the
I will preach at Lynn Grove
Training School, from 1927 to 1932. next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
Her original home is in Easley, and at Goshen Sunday evening at
S. C.
6:30. We have been shut in by
. She resigned her position on the cold weather for a while, now
the faculty of Shorter College. let uslet us go to church and see
Rome, Ga., to return to Murray. who is there.
We are having our Mission study
at Goshen each Wednesday night
at 6:30 for four weeks. We will
finish eur study at Lynn Grove
Tuesday night of this week.

Well I am back again, didn't get
around to writing last week.
There is some sickness in the
neighborhood this week. J. C. and
Wilda Jane Russell are sick with
colds. Hope they will soon be
well again.
Mrs. Mollie Stewart. of Boatwright, visited in the home of ,Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew Russell the past
week.
We are glad ,it is some warmer
at this writing.
Hope the cold, weather is over.
Ray lioustore3eilled a nice porker the past week. Guess lie would
be glad .it it..didn't get_ Aria_ warm.
I am glad to report that Cosco,
McKinney's mother is much better at this time.
Beforelorget, • I--wurrt - tcr-suyhello to my grandmother, 4534
Sophia Street, Wayne Mich., who
n-'reader of the Ledger'& Times.
The Rev, 'J. H. Thurman filled
his regular appointment at Cherry
Corner
Missionary
Baptist
Church on.. February 3. with services at 11 o'clock, Sunday School
at 10 o'clock and preaching at 11
o'clock. We have Sunday Scheol
every
Sunday
morning at
10
o'clock. Everyone is invited to attend.
I don't know who writes the
news from Russell's Chapel, but I
like to reed it for I have a grandmother who lives down there, so
come on whoever your are and let
us hear from you every week.
-Guess this will do for me this
week.—Snow Bird.

At the Fair

MEMORIAL CHURCH
HOLDS INSTITUTE
Program Begin Wednesday and
Extentic Through Sunday.
February 18
The dates for the Bible- Institute
to be held at the MemOrial Baptist Church here in Murray have
been changed from Monday, February 12, through Friday. 16. to
Wednesday, February 14. through
Sunday. February 18. The time
fur holding the institpte was
changed in order to make it possible for the pastor, Rev. Carroll
Hubbard. who is studying at presents in the Theological Seminary,
Louisville, tti attend the institute
during the week-end.
'An attractive schedule of subjects and 'speakers has been at•
ranged for this meeting and all
are invited to attend. The complete program is as follows:
Wednesday. February 14
7:00 p. m.—"A New Testament
Church-, T. E. Ennis.
Thursday, February 15
10:00 a. m.—"Meditation", 0. M.
Shultz.
11:00a. m.—"Making Jesus Christ
Central", J. G. Cothran.'
2:00 p. m., "The Orphan's Home',
T. E. Ennis.
3:00 p. rri.—"Consecration", 0. M.

f

-P4'ssitkit
'
a'te TeE. Ennis.
8:00 p. m.—"A Great Salvation",
J. G. Cothran,
Friday,, February
10:00 . a. m.—"The Meaning of
Membership", Clarence
Church
Walker.
11:C0 a. m.—Sermon; E. C. Stevens
Tithe?".
2:00 p.
Clarence Walker.
3100 p. m.—Sermon, E. C. Stevens.
7:00 p. m.—"The Church and 4ts
Pastor". Clarence Walker.
8:00 p. m.—Sermon, E. C. Stevens.
Saturday, February 17
10:00
a.
m.—"The
Christian
Hope", W. R. Hill.
(See "Memorial Church", Page 2)

FACTS!
We safeguarded our spring requirements last August. Wholesale prices have advanced since then,
yet collars and harness can still be bought from
us at last year's prices.
Our harness is guaranteed 2 years against any
defect but they cost the buyer no more. Have your
harness and collars repaired now . • . Be ready
for spring when spring work starts.

BRAUSA,The Harness Man
_Across From The Ledger & Times

H. L. Lax, Pastor

To see the fair I went to town,
The sun was shining bright. '
While I was there I saw the clown,
When I got home 'twas nearly
night.
I rode the merry-go-round,
Many children were there.
The horses trotted up and down,
While the weather was fair.
The popcorn and the candy men
Were yelling veryeelaud.
Folks came closer to the stand,
And to be among the crowd.
—Written by James Coleman,
fifth grade, Kirksey School.
James E. West has
, served as
Chief Scout Executive of the Boy
Scouts of America since the early
days of the, mccement's organization.

RITROIRAMINI'NEWEST4NA9
;
SMITE iMPROYEAsfirNI.

FRIGIDAIRE

We have just es ltlarged our sample and display room so that you can choose your new spring
wallpaper and paints to greater advantage. We
invite you to come in, and inspect our redecqrated display room, and make you? setections while
stocks are ample.

"Cold-Wall" •

Wall Paper Per Roll as
Low as

siect
..:572,
Food's
Color and-Flavor
Days Longer

Sc

even
and you don't
food! ,
-have to covet

advantage of this 40-Point lubricating service. I'll warrant not to overlook a trick—from door catch

Greatest Advance in Home
Refrigeration in 25 Years!

See it 041cite %ta1/

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
North 4th St.
fl•

to water pump! Marfak is tough
because it is made with heavy oil so
it lasts twice as long as ordinary
grease—gives you full lubricaticn
protection a good 1000 mites. Thc.t
means peace-o/
:-mind driving and

more pleasure every mile.'
Complete Service on all
makes cars.
Get our Prices FIRST on
Firestone tires, and you need
look no farther.
TEXACO & HAVOLI NE
MOTOR OILS. FIRECHIEF
and SKY-CHIEF Gasolines.

HENDON'S TEXACO STATION

• Johnson - Fain- Appliance Co.hone

The Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store In Murray

Telephone 323

You'll never know what a swell car
you have till you've given it the

We're cost' showing the refrigerator that
will stay modern for years to come.,It's
the Frigidaire "Cold -Wall" built on an
entirely new principle of food.protection.
Brings life-preserving cold to your foods
in a new way that keeps them from drying out. Saves vitamins, saves
freshness, color. Saves vital food
juices days longer. Come in. See
this new miracleatour store today.

4,52
evece.4
Food's Freshness

•

*V.

Now at New Low Prieesl

is‘fxst"-€4
Food's Vitamins

It is important to the beauty of the interior
of your home that you use fine wallpapers, selected .
with cars' and discrimination. Our Selections are
unsurpassed in Beauty, Variety, quality and price.
'
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

I .wish you'd drive in one of these
days and let me Marfak your car.

Phone 82
56

South Side Court Square
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business
NEW YORK. Feb. 15—BUS!- !trary limit set in the dim past and
NESS—Even though ,general in- ; not necessarily banding under presdustrial &elegy slackened in Jan- ent "emergency" condItions.
uary. as was anticipated, trent the
'• • •• • a
•
peeks of last fall. operattosia' were I
some evPS•PAY—With
Sittrinti
I
levels
high
menritained at alioime
for January. This was in spite idence that this 'hard winter may
of an absence of the seasonal Jan- I be on the verge of breaking up,
and
home-owners
uary expansion. The adjusted in- ;thoughts of
dex of industrial production show- store-owners are turning to plans
storeManyed 120 per cent of the 1923-25 av- for spring spruce-ups.
erage, compared to 128 for De- owners now, though are gettIng
cember, the record high for any away from need for such seasonal
refurbishing by using new buildmonth.' On the retail side. January ing matcrials of a permanently
stock-taking revealed that stores' Ai-curative %attic in remodeling,. A
respect to the Thousand grocers int,ting in Chiwith
position
amount of merchandise of their cago last week heard how storeshelves is sound and leaves most front modernisation pays dividends
retailers in a favorable. "open-to- in new business Results of a sues
buy", position for Spring. Inven- vey ef 25 grocery stores moderntories generally are higher than ized with colorful structural glass
last year. but not out of line with showed average gains of 300 per
the uptrend in retail sales. Act- cent in .profits the first year after
ive January trade prevented ate- remodeling, or from $547 to $2,832.
cumulation of overstocks of stadle i Average annual sales increased
1
merchandise, which has been or- from $21.030 to'$28,628 The way
dered ahead fairly liberally since the grocers at .the Chicago conthe war's outbreak in September. vention reacted to this blueprint
for attracting customers indicated
to forestall higher prices.
likelihood of another wave in the
to
trend
nationwide
growing
WASHINGTeN—While it is fol- "dress -up- Main streets with
consistenttrend
a
fronts,
modern
ly to try to say just which way
the cat will jump, finally in the ly marked by use of new lightbig -economy vs. spending" bat- weight metals and colorful flat
tle here, the interest in devel- glass'
•
eipments of that fight overshadows
_
•
ithbasta everything else_ . The situ
BITS '0—BUSINESS—Did you
ation—to-date—is: Congress has
whittled $158.000000 from Presi- think. the Model T Ford was exWell, tire makers
dent a Boos '&a :'rock-bottom" tinct by now
budget estimates. With only about are still making -125.000 • tares a
a third of the whole program hay- year for 'em—which, at the- milethose jaloppies get out
k_of_ abotat
-ange-ateeiched_. A_ JZfejkle_tok stAte- of., T
meat plate a lot
a
. Observers believe. that. if this ratio
those tires
Incidentally
of reduction is maintained through- of cars.
out the budget battling. enough originally cost $29 apiece—now
Will be seved to make additional they're about 5.5 . . Employes of
taxes for the steppd-up national General EleCtric in 19119 were paid
c program unnecessary. an average of $2.40 apiece. with a
-d e fe
Meanwhile conservatives are • in- top of $525 for new ideas they
creasinly apprehensive that the suggested .on the biiStness. All
$45.000 000 000 national debt "eeil- told. 36.901. suggestions were turnler"
eas•-ked aa an tuba- ed In, of- which IO t2t veare ‘adop-

I

r
L

NOTICE
To Taxpayers!

itd- I

le Murray Friday and found three
aunts there whom she had
liot seen rill many years, Mrs.
is everybody this Lai. Owens of Paducah and Mrs.

Bad Road News

teei—and the total pair out was
Edison Electric
ccerding to
3a8Sla
.
Se:
Institute, water beaters offer tat
c.reatest field for electric houseaold appliance expansion; there's
an - average of three for every 100
homes now. ttarios have reached
the point where it's figured there's
an average of one in every home;
refrigerators. .57 of one for every
And there are more elechome
Inca washing machines than vacuum cleaners—the score being 11.to 11.700.000 . . . Men's
suit pieces going up—about 50 cents
to a dollar higher for late spring,.
but by fall, up byar $5

HAW

How

Sunny Tennessee
News

devoutly until death.
Besides her grand-daughter. Mrs.
W. S. Miller of Paducah, she is
survived by three sitsers, Mrs.
Etat James, Murray, Mrs. Alta
Mrs. Lula
McClain, Mayfield,
Humphrey, Murray. and two
brothers. D. P. McClain, Sedalia.
and J. W. McClain. Paris, Term., a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Nellie Pigue
of Paducah..
Although her eyesight had been
gone for many .years, she bore her
affliction bravely, never complaining bur alivays cheertul.
Mrs. Swann was a devoted wife,
mother and grand-mother and her
kind and gentle manner. endeared
her to a host of relatives, friends
and neighbors.

Lynn Grove High
School

I
tor

The sun is shining today and we
ow.Snlow
ss w
;uellim
n?
se
tust plenty otfun
evid.
th
: a
tilaji7
uireand
ek
rt
titteM
eLmle
a reL
o; oniv
is.
Phrs
a.
•
The grade department has Deets
Old Ground Hog went back ia his agn't veil her last name). Yes, are glad to see it. We %amid be
dismissed this week because of the
den for another long nap and I hear(1 those Memphis ladies wish- glad to see quite a Sit of sunbad roads. The buses have stopped
think from the looks Of the weath- ing they Were taking Ledger ae shine, and warm weather. This
because part of the roads are imweather is hard on the little chiler new he .will have plenty of. Lines.
passable and also to preserve the
dren that' have so far to walk to
time for his nap.
Weggit won't be long now until meet the school bus.
roads that are yet passable.
- Among thos.• hauling air-cured inszead of looking out of my winOne is reminded of the days of
Wilford. Hart and Scotty sold
tobacco to - Mayfield Saturday of si ‘.,, and "up to the hills front
old as the high school moderns
last week were Olin Sheitidan ant e molt 'my strength comeths and their tobacco last week. Several
come:to school in wagons, buggies,
son, Adolphus; Idobert Orr ant bort down the winding road folks are about through tobacco
and on horse back. Some few are
eon. J. B.: Shirley Lasepkl*a, ed
directs many cars to our stripping.
fortunate enough to be able to
Orr.
St.
to
going
is
Williams
Noveta
Darius
gareee. I'll be living on a hill
come in cars.
Meee Waldrsip. who is on the oasrlooking a deep valley on two Louis to slay with .her uncle and
sick list, is very little uniprovedoe sea, There's a compensation in aunt. Mr. and ,Mrs. Jerry SimIn checking on our different se' v
this time. lections to be entered in the In.
eat though, for spring is coming, mons. Noveta is Only 16 and she
Mrs. Tom Lampkins visited ih a:,1 those old woods over there do has lost her lather, mother and
VEGETABLES 'GROW—Not so
terscholastic contests, we find that
many years ago about the only Mayfield Saturday
improvement is being made as the
pretty in dogwood blossom two brothers. We will miss the
Shirk
are
assisted
who
little girl in Calloway, but we
Those
chance a city persen had to get
contestants are striving to de bet, .
tobacc,
wishing for her health 'and hapfresh fruits and vegetables was to Lampkins in stripping
ter each day.
Ad I'll be leaving the mechanic piness in her new home.
ot
Friday
week
last
and
Thursday
morn-1
Tiobinson,
Saturday
the
to
down
go
Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Students received
their grade
b.other in good hands. "When a
Mrs. Pearl Williarns and mother. Mrs. CalloWay and daughter and cards Tuesday. Another six weeks
ing market, to which the farmers. were Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Pas.
ways please the Lord, it Mrs. Downey and the two children
broughttheir truck crops. Some le/sell. Miss Clovis Bradley, Mrs nor 's
Demoy Roberts and has been successfully completed:
and
Mr.
Mrs.
rr.aketh even his enemies to be at will contine staying at the same
idea of the way things have Lewis Neal Pasehall. Tom Lampwere Sunday callers. of We hope to make the next one
Don't know place where they have lived for daughter
changed in the way of broadening kins. Mr_ and Mrs. John C. Pas- peace with him.Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Robinson and even rnoft successful than the last
all
at
pleased
is
Lord
the
whether
two
MI
asaisted
smitly years.
the farmer's market for such corn- chall. The latter
Afternoon callers ' were one.
Lollies ,Jten Burton_ and Ivie Bishop family.
moditieseinto a major source of in- and Mrs. Olin Sheridan strip thee times or not, but Rainey
Bob Morris, W. H. Holt and John
Thursday of last week, we were
and
enemy
his
nobody
considers
week.
last
crop
Mrs.
weed
and
Mr.
Grady
Visited
reNousjust
figures
in
seen
come is
and H. G. Bucy.
enteistained by "Mac's Comedians."
George Cochran hauled wood believes no one will steal from den and Henry Hutson Saturday
eased on the - 1939 ..purchases of
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis McNutt and We must admit that. Bob knew his
all fresh fruits-Land vegetables by one day last week for his father, him or cheat him, and I hope the nista
daughter have,recently moved to ropes.
Vic. and Sirs. Jim Simmons were the farm of Leland McNutt.
a large chain grocery. The pur- akann Cochran, who has been sick boy will never -have cause to lose
The FFA boys will have their
faith In his fellow man.
✓ tors of Mr. and Mrs. Tam Burchases totaled $90,000,000, and rep- with a cold.
and Prince Robinson regular meeting Wednesday night,
Henry
Will
Just heard that Mr. and Mrs. ton Sunday afternoon.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
resented a gain of about 11 per
February 14.
killed hogs Wednealaya
Bob Petty visited a few hours
cent in tonnage over 1938, and of Mrs. John Paschall Wednesday of Guy Wilson of Louisville are inPatrons, friends. and students
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wheatley are
son
baby
a
of
parents
proud
deed
Deering
with
Grover
the
were
and
Simmons
Bishops visiting Mc. and Mrs. Edd Holt and of Miss Tres-a Rogers, surprised
about 20 per cent in amounts paid last week
WilGuy
and
Patterson
Mildred
-daughter,
and
Jenkins
Sunday.
evening.
Mary
Mrs.
gains
to growers. The purchasing
her with a lovely miscellaneous
family.
son were former students of ConMrs. Sis Duncan, come right over
apparently reflect the company's Laura.
Miss Rubcne Taylor visited Sun- shower Monday afternoon at Lynn
and see what you think about these day night with her rparents, Mr. Grove School. Many useful gifts
Among those stung funeral ser- cord.
efforts' to increase consumption of
Mn. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland of children. Wait a minute! Bring and Mrs. Marvin Taylor and chil- were received by the honoree.
ail fresh fruits and vegetables, vices for Walter MeGeenee last
ash:eh took the form of venous week were Mrs. RederIck and son. Model attended the Tolu-Concord your roller skates along. Don't dren. ,,.
Athleltcs
worry . u-here to WC them. I often
producer-consumer campaigns to Tighsr, Mrs, Clintstine Woods, Dave game Friday night.
Friday night, February 16, ConMrs. Boyd Calloway and daughone
with
had
I
visit
and
more
my
Jenkins
think of what you told my Mother ter visited Mr. and Mrs. Demoy cord plays on our home floor. This
niece surplus crops—notably cit- Holland. Mrs. Mary
rus fruits, apples and cauliflower daughter, Laura, Grover Deering. parents Sunday. but .now until several years ago abileg what made Roberts and d'uu_gi4er. last_ week: is the last game of the season and
other
Wayne...
sun.
the
and
from
side.—Chatterbexa
year heir turn gray.
•Iesatiseatieediass
nous-relief
to host„general.
Miss Avi; and Waal. Holt visit- the boys parents and all persons
Grady Housden is much fat- ed Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wheatley ovehr the. age of 50 years will be
consumption of products listed and ethers from near the Pasproved after, being ill for several Thursday night.
.
prides the government's food stamp cball cemetery.
admitted free.
days.
Visitors in the home of Adolphus
plan. Biggest gains in amounts
Last Friday night, February 9.
—Drue Nell Robinson
Truman Oliver and Jim Simpaid to farmers were in cauli- Paschall Friday night of last week
the Wildcats went to Kirksey and
mons were in Providence Saturflower. up 49 per cent, potatoes, were Raymond and Dewey Hall.
An Eagle'Scout ranking is often were defeated by a score of 26-14.
School week is progressing nicelast
tdbaeco
.
They'
stripped
day.
came home while the considered the equivalent of two The second team won by a score
Adolphus
36 end peas, 30 per cent.
ly' at this writing, although, we
• -asnow was falling rapidly.
• week'
”
of 10-6.
years of egollege training.
area having six weeks exams this
News is scarce -over this way.
home of week.
Recent visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dearine-of • Several pupils are absent this fdlks. The weather is so bad I
Murray, were Mr. and Mrs. lehri week on account of influenza. can't visit about. And I think
Paschall-and James Miller Deer- nisaiales, and colds. Bad roads are most everyonif is staying at home.
—Sweet Pea
also obstacles to many. •
Paschall, James Miller
John
Mr. Baugh and Miss Jones have
Mary .Etta Blakely Tucker was Deering, Cecil Paschall were guests
. practice with the mixed
born May e. 1869, and died Janin Roy Paschall's home Friday chiaus for the contest which -will
-•••uary 31,.1g40, having lived almost night- to hero- a radio program, •
- • Improved Standing Up Burley Tobacco Seed—
hld at Lynn Grove. The con- -Mrs Fainly Corilla Swann was
71' years. On November 15; 1891.
as
Sunday
spent
Paschall
L.eland
The Long Leaf Cigarette Type
tenants for the speaking events born March 20; 1864. in Calloway
she was married- to J. E. Tucker.
Paschall and .are working hard also. The
`KELLEY—Originator Smoking Tyre.
becOrning sase•mother of 6 children. the guest of John
mix- county, making- her near 76 years
family.
ELLEY—More Leaves per Plant.
-K
Oakland
ed chorus will be composed of of age at the time of her death
The five' daughters. Mrs.
Cecil Paschall was Sunday dinner about 30 pupils.
'KELLEY—More Weight per Plant.
Cunningham. Mrs. James W. StradFrio'clock
which
6:a0
at
occurred
'KELLEY—Standing l'p Leaf.
Mr. Lassiter and the debate team day-. evening. February 2. at the
:T. Mrs. Reginald Butterworth, of _guest of his parents, IfIr. and Mrs.
•KELLEY—More Easily Celtioliged
lurieay-. Mn. R. C. Moore, Detroit. Chesley Paschall.
went. to Kirksey last Friday after- home of her granddaughter, Mrs.
•II„ELLEY—In Production for 411 Years.
Mrs. Martha -Paschall and tam- noon. where our affirmative team,
snd Mrs. Jess Eggner. Benton, and
'KELLEY—Constantly Improved.
S.
W.
Paduceh.
in
Ky.,
Miller,'
a son. Lloyd Tucker, Detroit. all sly were Sunday dinner guests of composed of Neil and Josephine with whom she made her home.
K ELLE1 —The Tops Today.
Paschall.
Quitman
Mrs.
nd
a
Mr.
of
memory
the
live to carry on
Sinter, met the negative team
ounce igickage. 50e; One-half ounce pack-'
She was the daughter of Joe
The community was sorry to from Kirksey.• We have some new
‘.rier mother arid to comfort a beage, $1.00: One ounce package, $2.00. In lots of eight 181 or
McClain and Jane King McClain
reaved and aging father. Seven learn of the death of Will Burt debaters coining out. and we think of- Calloway county and had been
more ounces, cash with order. 51.50 per ounce.
arandchildren survive to remem- Friday. LJanuary 9., He will be their possibilities are, very gooti.
REMEMBER! That through 40 ,rears of experience and cona residgent of Calloway many
a
ber their grandmother's tender greatly Alissed by his Many legends
stant Improvement. KELLEY'S SEED produee more poundage
years.
his
especially
and
neighbors
. of be:ter quality that brings you more money per acre.
fondness and her warm, welcome and
Boy Scouts of America was , She was tnarried February 17.
ep the old home. She is also sur- relativess: •
See our AUTHORIZED AGENTS, They are over the ENTIRE
incortiorated ander District of Co- 1881: to Jas. Porter Swann, who
Hello to the Deeriog and Pis- lumbia-cavils efir February-- 8. 1910
litg,RLEY BELT and make delivery trim their office,
'..ved by two sisters. Mrs. Guy
passed away about 19 .years ago.
or orrice direct from
Farley and Mrs. Rupert Hendricks. chall families and the Nance chil- and_reeeieed a Federal_ charter To .this -union-were buret thee
afid by two brothers. Walter Blake, dten— bi Detroit. • lare writer- it on Jon? 15, 1915,
children, Homer. Bertha arid Hoyt.
wishing you good luck. Maybe•
ly and Gilbert Blakely.
all now deceased. e
Mrs. Tucker was a faithful mem- most all of you read the Ledger
B. H. Anderson. ,McCreary counWS. Swann was 'converted in
Lancaster, Kentucky
Phone 110
Box 573
oar of the church all her life & Times. You missed news of ty, grew 2.200 bushels of apples early life and joined the Baptists
She was a thrifty and substantial "Sad Roads" last week.
last year in his 7-acre orchard.
Church in which faith she lived
As the weather is bad and the
nousewile, and k good neighbor.
•
As a mother her teachings 'wilt roads worse, news is real scarce
.e.e long in the hearts of her chit- for this time. Hope there will be
Maybe the
'Iran. Today she sleeps. She rests more )next • time.
from all 'her earthly labors. The weather will settle sometime and
eaod of her life will live on in there will be more pews stirring.
finished
Paschall
Fleetwood
*he hearts of those whb knew her.
stripping tobacco last week.
I It pays to read our Classifieds.
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State, County, and School Taxes are Past
Due. If Not Paid on or Before March
1, 1940, I Will Be Bound to Collect
6 Per Cent Penalty and 6 Per
Cent Interest
Please Pay At Once and Avoid the Rush
DON'T FORGET YOUR DOG TAX

B. L. KELLEY and SONS
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Attention Home Builders!

J. I. FOX, Sheriff
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Across the River I
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SEE US FOR THE BEST

USED CAR
TOWN
BUYS IN

GENEROUS ALLOWANCE
on your old car!
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SAVE
All used cars
priced to sell feat
in order to make
room for more
trade-ins.

SAVE

SAVE

Buy now—before prices rise
—aria save the
•
difference.

Save depreciatitan On your old
car. Trade up
now.• -

SAVE

SAVE

a Inter con- Save costly re•
Pairs on your
ditioning
old car.
pen se.
004.468.14 DO*111n, ana Maori:aorta" for
USW TRUCE Volvo*,

One,' Chevrolet dealers
offer used ears wrier, are
"01( 11101 Covats" too.

Phone 97

West Maple Street.

It's unwise to pay too much, but it's worse to pay too little5.When you pay too much,
you lose a little money, that's all, but when you pay too' liAtle, you sometimes lose
everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it was
bought to do.
Tlfe'common law of business prohibits paying a little and getting a, rot, ,it can't be
done. If -you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you
run, and if you do that you will have enough to pay for quality,-

Therefore Be Wise
Let The Murray Lumber Co. Take Care Of Your Building Needs And Problems, And
GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
S.

Remember This Also
The Recollection of Quality Remains Long..After The Price Is Forgotten
Don't _Let The Year 1940 End Up With This Regret,
"I Wish I Had Considered Quality Rather Than Price Only"
an—

Be Wise, Economize By Buying Your Building Materials From A Dealer The Quality
Of Whose Material And Workmanship Has Been The Ifoundation
And Success Of A Business Which Has Proved Itself Worthy
In Murray And Calloway County
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Murray Lumber Co.

For Economy and Quality Have
Your Shoes Repaired at

DEPOT ST

Dutch's Shoe Shop
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Do you buy on price alone? If so, just this thought—When you 134'on price You
can never be sure.

•

PORTER MOTOR CO.
.•

Think This Over and Act Wisely!

I thought winter was over. but
Tve about changed my mind since
the last snow. But it had its
merits. It kept me from having
to move quite so soon.
s, Yes, I had stity-tds in Stewart
co-ways-414. felt quite at home,
but the few months back in Callq_way changed things. Now. I've
dt to go all through that adjustwent period ••t. But somehow
We _just
%eta
things. -will _
have to walk by faith instea
•
sight sometime.
g hosts
I had the pleasiwe
to an
ess - in my own' little
informal little • ner party" given
brilluOyy mother's
in honor of
ay.
last Th
Tha4 present wee4 mA. and Mrs.
. and Oury aniefiainey Loving:
Mrs. 'Otis- Levins and ,children,
Mrs. Guy Lovins, Mrs. Ethel Blalock. Mr. and Mrs. Porter McCuiston, Mrs. Emma Nance and
daughter. Maud, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
McClure, Mrs. Gardie - Lassiter,
Mrs. Perry Allbritten, and Glenith
Wisehart.
•Friddas,-night Coach•-.Lloyd Spice
land brought his Tolirat. eam down
fb-filay the Concord boys. Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Kirks and Mrs. Lloyd
Spiceland accompanied -the boys.
But Concord won back the victery they lost to Tolu years ago
in the tournament at Murray. Tolue. star_ player who had recently
brokenhis leg in a game, attended
the game with his crutches. The
boys all stayed in Murray over
night to witness. the game 'With
Western,—
1
* --Mr. J. F. -Young suffered a severe attack of something like -c-7Mgestion one night 'recently and Dr.
Houston-was called. But he lived
through it uftew alarming all the
neighbors, and seems no worse for
the Wear.
Lious_Spiceland spent. part of
last week at his mother's, lie recently lost a good cow.
The Chatterbox happened in
far lunch at her Aunt Lela Millers
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PAGE TWO
_
lEagles Dalai Lynn Grove 26-14
Our boys continued their victorious campaign by defeating
our great rivals, the Wildcats from
Lynn Grove, 29-14. last Friday
night. The score found Kirksey
leading at the quarters 6-2, 10-5,
20-10, 26-14.
The lineups: Kirksey: Paschall,
forward, 2; Copeland, forward, 8;
Billington, center, 6; Story, guard,
4; Ezell, guard, 6.
Sub: Rose,
Lynn Grove: Armstrong, forward,
6; Miller, forward, 1; Reeves, center, 7; Smith, guard; , Wright
guard.
Subs: Lassiter, Erwin,
Woods.
On Friday night we meet the
Faxon five on the Faxon floor for
our last regular scheduled game.
English Club
The English Club met February
12. Sue Johnson was in charge of
the following program: Bible reading, Sue;Johnson; reading of Constitution by' Frances Fuqua; piano
SOO by Ola Mae Cathey; history
of English language, Evelyn Palmer.
It was decided by the club for
each member to pay five cents
dues to purchase library books.
The club adjourned until Its next
regular meeting date, February 29.
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Mildred Prince, Martha Fulton,
Mary Sue Garland, Mary Elizabeth Kemp.

CALLOWAY LEADS

Mr. Swifth and his students in
the fifth and sixth grades are
haying a Valentine party Wednesday afternoon. The party is
given the winners by the losers in
a scholastic contest.
Mr. Walston and the freshmensophomore agriculture boys visited the hatchery at Murray last
Monday.

(Continued from Page 1)

The Futhre Homemakers 'met
Thursday morning, February 9. The
program consisted of a quiz contest sponsored by Laura Lynn
Radford. The club was highly
honored in having Miss Ronella
Spickard, supervisor of vocational
Home Economics, from Lexington,
Ky. The draperies for the home
ec room have been paid for except for 45 cents which will be
paid by the club. The next program will be directed by Eva
Pearl Hargroves.
The senior girls, in cooperation
with the home economics department, are serving lunch at the
noon hour. The proceeds from
this activity will be used in financing the annual yearbook.

Eagles Defeat Concord
Doris Workman and La Verne
Last Friday night, February 2,
Edwards; Sue Johnson and ,Angie our boys defeated Concord on their
Dean Myers, representing the af- floor 29-13. The second team was
firmative and negative teams of also victorious by the score of
our debate squad, debated Murray 20-6.
Training School Monday afternoon
EAGLES WALLOP SHARPE
at Murray. Tuesday, February 13,
Kirkeey won over the mighty
we met the Hardin debaters at Green Devils from Sharpe 26-24
our school.
1
e.
last Saturday night_
Honor Roll
The Eagles proved that they
First grade: Sue Glass, Harold could still play basketball even
Jones, Paul Blankenship, and though they have only had a fair
Charles Pat Ross.
season. The score at the first
Second grade: Linda Swift, Zann quarter was 4-4, at the half KirkPatton, Norma Jean Crouch, Jean- sey was leading 16-12, at third
ette Walston, Eddie Riley, Joe Pat quarter, Sharpe was ahead 20-18.
• Glasse and Harald 1.10Sd DunnWith two minutes to go in the
Third grade: Betty Jo Holsap- final quarter, Kirksey was leading
plc. Roy Ray, Allene Tucker, Lil- 26-20.
lian Suiten Betty Sue Workman ,
Alvin Ursey, Mary Elizabeth
Blankenship, Damond Carson, Fred
Cain.
Fourth grade: James Jones, Doris Ann Poole, Clarice
Palmer,
- - feontizetted from Page II • Charles K. Cochran, Anna Prances
Smith.
Firth grade: Clara Neil Barzell,
11:00 a. m.---.
Some Truths About
Emma Jean Boggess, Elizabeth the Holy Spirit". H.
Woodward.
Glass, Glynda Meadows, Mary Jo
Abundant En200 p.
Workman, Martha Sue Workman. trance". W. R. Hill.
• .
Mary Alice Wilson, James Coh,3:00 .p. m.--"The Days of Thy
man, Billie Max Darnell, Jewell' Youth", S. T. Skaggs.
•
MeCallone Roy Marine, Junier
7:00
p. m.-"Some
Messages
Hooks, Bobby Watson, Rob Staples. From the Cross", H. B. Woodward.
, Sixth grade: Leonard Meadows,
8:00 p. me-'When Thou Shalt
Virgil Fulton, Myra Edwards, Bet- Be Old". S. T. Skaggs.
ty Jewel Lyles, Naomi Hughes,
Sunday, February IS
9:30 a. m.-Sunday School, C. S.
Maim superintendent.
10:30 a. m.-"The Super-human
Origin of the. Bible", W. R. Hill.
6:00 p. m.-Baptist Training
Union, Noel Melugin, director.
'7:00 p. m.-"Christian Heaviness
Don't let impatience lead you into and Rejoicing", W. R. Hill.
harsh measures for the relief of
All are cordially invited to atconstipation!
tend the sesisons of this institute.
The
church gladly provides free
There's no use, for a little spicy,
ell-vege MN.: BLACK - DRAUGHT, entertainment for all who, come.
All of these men are able ministaken by simple directions, will ters of Christ
and will be discussgently persuade your bowels.
ing throughout the meeting subTaken at bedtime, it generally jects of vital importance, officals
allows time for a good night's rest. of the local church said.
Morning usually brings punctual,
satisfying relief from constipation
and its symptoms such as headEvervVody ix
aches, biliousness, sour stomach, no
appetite or energy.
BLACK - DRAUGFIT'S main ingredient is an "intestinal tonic-laxative" which helps tone intestinal
muscles... 25 to 40 doses, only 26c.

MEMORIAL CHURCH
a.

Need Laxative? Tale
All-Vegetable One
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Not
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

keen, Dexter; Talmadge W. BUrkeen, Murray; Virginia Ray Cable,
Murray; Dorothy J. Cain, Almo;
Charles C. Canon. Murray; Rebert
Carlton, Murray; Ruth A. Carter,
Lynn Grove; Jeanne F. Chambers,
Murray; J. W. Clark, Murray.
Maya Jewell Clayton, Hazel; Lucian M. Coleman, Murray; Mary A.
Coleman; James E. Collie, Murray; Dentis A. Colson, Murray;
Imogene Colson, Murray; Frances
A. Cook, Murray; Novice Copeland, Kirksey; John G. Corbin,
Murray; Mary E. Crass, Murray;
Clyde L. Crider, Murray; Ralph
B. Crouch, Lynn Grove; Clara
Nelle Cunningham, Murray; John
F. Curd. Murray; M. Dorothy Currier, Murray; Elizabeth I. Dalton,
Lynn Grove; William H. Douglas, Farmington; Reba E. Dunn,
Hazel.
Wayne Dyer, Murray; Helen
Eaker, Murray; Martha Stark Ellis, Hazel; Robert 11. Ellis, Hazel;
Edna P. Erwin, Murray; James
W. Erwin, Murray; Denver Erwin,
Murray; Alice N. Evans, Murray;
Desiree Fair, Murray; Ann Lee
Farley, Murray; Marynee Fanner,
Murray; Sue Farmer, Murray; Etta H. Fenton, Murray.
Harry J. Fenton, Murray; William J. Finney, Murray; Vera Mae
Fisher, Murray; Dorothy .L. Foeabet'. Murray; E. A. Fooshee, Murray; Martha M. Fox, Murray; Olga
K. Freeman, Hazel; Henry M. Fulton, Murray.
Georgia FurgersOn, Murray;
Mary M. Futrell, Murray; Wilson
Gantt, Murray; Lena G. Gjjeles,
Murray; Eleanor 0. Gatlin,,
ray; Melba Eloise Headder, Murray; Ann Eva Gibbs, Murray,
Frances E. Gatlin, Murray; J. D.
Hamilton, Murray; Pat leGIngles,
Murray; Robert G. Gingles, Kirksey: Martha Lee Hays, 'Murray;
Emma S. Gibson, Murray; Rella
A. Gibbs, Murray; Thomas M.
Gantt, Murray; Harold Gilbert,
Murray; Geraldine Hurt, Murray;
Helen Margaret Hire, Murray.
Shelby Mason Hicks, Hazel; Bob_
Irvan, Murray; Harlan K. Inglis, Murray; John T. Irvan. Murray: A. Helen - Johnston, Murray;
Nellie R. Jones, Lynn Grove; Tassanilla Hopson, Murray; James C.
Hurt, Murray; Joe Jones, Murray;
Henry B. Jones, Murray; Mae Hopper, Murray; Jerlitie Howard, Murray; Albert Jack Herpy, Murray;
Iris Dan l Key, Murray; Conrad H.
Jones. Lynn Grove,
Alvis E. Jones, Lynn Grove;
Georgia Johnson, Murray; Eva
Johnsdn Kennedy, Murray; Martha
Sue Key, Murray; E. M. Jones,
Murray; W. D.
Kelley,
Lynn
Grove; James R. Jones, Murray;
Evelyn L. Lockhart, Murray; Robert Miller.. Haeet E. B. Morgan,
Murray; Hattie L. Lamb, Murray;
Sallie Lemons, Murray.
James P. Lassiter, Murray; William T. Lamb, Murray; Martha Nell
Lassiter, Murray; Billy FL Lipford,
Murray; Rutherford B. Morgan,
Murray: William Max Miller, Murray; Richard Franklin Mills, Murray; George S. Mills, Murray;
Dorothea C. Miller, Hazel; Bob
Melugin, Murray; Virginia Miller,
Hazel; Dale Melugin, Murray:
Wadie G. Miller, Murray; Marian
Mayfield, Murray; Nancy Mellen,
Murray; Patricia G. Mason, Murray; Mrs. J. 0. McMillan, Murray;
Virginia Lee McDougal, Murray;
Thomas J. McClain, Murray.
William R. MeCape, Knight:
Angie M. McNutt, Murray: James
E. McDaniel. Murray; Bess Mc-

We Serve Them All!
The Poor
a man whose faith was
his best asset

The
Average
You, the Average Man and
Woman, Are
Our Best Friends
. • . For Upon
Your Good Will
and Business,
The Success of
This State
And Nation
Depends . . .

The Rich
a businessman and
lover of freedom

/n Memory

Two Hearts Beat As One

Order Of Reference

Luella Davis, Adaninistralrlx of
Shelby C. Davis and Lucile Deets
Plaintiffs,
Vs. Petition in Equity
George Hart, Guardian for Shelby
Davis, Jr., George Hart, Guardian
For Bettie A. Davis, Shelby Davis,
Jr., Bettie A. Davis, and Bank of
Murray,
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart, Master
Commissioner of this Court to
take proof 'of Claims against the
Ohio county farmers have form- estate of Shelby C. Davis, deed plans for doubling strawberry ceased, and all persons holding
claims against said estate will preacreages during 1940.
sent their claims
against said
estate, duly proven, before this
Court's Master Commissioner, on
or before the 8th day of April,
1940, or be forever barred 'from
collecting same in any other manner except through this suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
said Court. this the 31st day of
Calloway Circuit Court
January
1940.
Dora Waterfield Ward,
OTIS LOVINS
Plaintiff,
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
VS.
E. C. Ray, Et Al.,
Defendants
ORDINANCE NUMBER ONE
M. T. Morris,
HUNDRED THIRTEEN (ILI),
Plaintiff, BEING AN ORDINANCE DEVS.
CLARING THE NECESSITY FOR
Bela Galloway and Scudder
ANNEXING TO THE CITY OF
Galloway,
MURRAY CERTAIN TERRITORY
Defendants
ADJACENT THERETO. AND DEBy virtue of a judgment and
SCRIBING SAID TERRITORY BY
order of sale of the Calloway CirMETES AND BOUNDS.
euit Court, e rendered
at the
April term thereof, 1938, in the
above cause for the purpose of BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY
payment of $450.00 and interest COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
thereon from January 6, 1940, and MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
costs herein expended, I shall proI. That is it necessary and desirceed to offer for sale at the court
house door in Murray, Kentucky, able that the following lands lying
to the highest bidder at public adjacent and contiguous to the
auction, on Monday, the 26th day present boundary limits of the City
of February, 1949, at 1 o'clock or of Murray be annexed to said City
thereabout (same teeing county and become a part thereof:
ceurt day), upon a credit 'of six
"Beginning at a stone at the
months, the following described
property, being and lying in Cal- Northwest corner of the Northloway County. Kentucky, towit:
east quarter of Section 27.
Beginning at the Northeast cor- Township 2, Range 4 East, same
ner of the N. W. Quarter of Sec- being the Northwest corner of
tion 1, Township 1, Range 3 East said City; thence South, 4 deat m stake; thence running South
grees and 5 minutes East, 5154
thirty-one (31) rods, ten and a half feet to a
'stone marked "SW",
(10½) feet to a stake; thence
West seventy-lour (74) rods, elev- said poled -being 15 feet North
en and a half (111
/
2) feet to a of the South line of said Secstakei.fhenee North thirty-one (31) tion 27; thence North, 84% derods, ten and a half (10%) feet to grees East, 2712 feet to a stone;
a stake; thence East seventy-four thence North, 84 3-4- degrees
(74) rods, ten and a half (10%) East, 2000 feet; thence South, 4
feet to a stake at the point of be- degrees and 5 minutes East,
ginning, containing fifteen (15) 250 feet; thence South, 84 3-4
acres, more or less, and being the
degrees West, 2000 feet; thence
property conveyed to Rea Gallo1j degrees West, 2962
way by M. T. Morris by deed South, 84
dated April 24, 1924, and of record feet; thence North, 4 degrees
in the office of the County Clerk and 5 minutes West, to a point
of Calloway County, Kentucky, in 250 feet South of the South side
D. B. 51, page 301.
of West Poplait Street (extendFor the purchase price the filar- ed); thence in a westerly 'direcchaser must execute bond with tion, parallel with the South
approved securities, bearing legal side of said Poplar Street (exinterest from the day of sale until paid, and having the forte and tended) to a point 250 feet West
effect of a judgment. 'Bidders will of the West side of what is
be prepared to comply promptly known as 'South 15th Street;
with these terms.-George S. Hart, thence North, parallel with . the
Master Commissioner,
West side of South 15th Street,

In memory of E. M. Haneline
who passed away February 23,
1939.
One year ago today, dear Papa,
you were with us on your eightyfirst birthday. We have shed
many tears since your going away,
but those sweet memories of the
past will linger with us until the
end. Sleep on Dear Papa, take
thy rest, we hope to be with you
again some day.-Mrs. Evie Armstrong, daughter.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Basil Rathborne and Sigrid Gurie provide new romantic interest
Universal's production of "Rio," today and Friday at the Varsity.

in

Nance, Murray; Luther F. Nance,
Lynn Grove; Aurdey Rose Oliver,
Hazel; Lovis Nell Outland, Murray; R. II. Outland, Murray; Ernest Howard Oakley, Murray; Gee
The junior play, "Grandma's
neva D. Outland, Murray; Williarre Twin Sister,"
will be presented
F. Pollard., Murray; Joe D. Pas-' Saturday
night, March 2. Be aura
chall, Hazel; Sylvia Packman, and come.
Murray.
Rev. J. Mac , Jenkins of the
Nov. imogene Parks, Murray; Methodist Church
of Murray visitClifford C. Phillips, Jr,, Murray; ed us on
Thursday of last week.
Hilda H. Street, Murray; Margaret He spoke to us for
about 30 minE. Stubblefield, 10Iurray; Robert utes on "Being
Ready". Within
J. Stubblefield, Murray; Clara F. that were
three, important facts:
Suiter, Murray; Braxton A. San- Being ready
in body, mind, and
ford, Murray; Mary Margaret Rob- character.
erts, Almo; Kathryn LaRue SaunEdward Hendon and Hubert Pittders, Murray; Margaret Sue Saune.iman were
the two players selectders, Murray; Earl F. Scherffius, from the first
five to play- in the
Lynn Grove; James R. Scott, Mur- All-Star game
Monday night, Febray; Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Mur- ruary 12.
ray; Jane Sexton. Murray; Barbara
Our net team have received new
Shackleford, Murray; Frances W. suits and
are to play in them for
Shelton, Murray; Dorothy Skultz, the first-time,
Tuesady night, FebMurray; Jane L. Shultz, Murray. ruary 12, with
Hardin here.
John Ed Scott,. Murray; Mary
The game with Aurora Friday
Evelyn Russell. Murray; Robert night, Februar3, 9. was won, by
Charles Reichelt, Murray; Dorothy Concord by a score of 40-22.
Nell Stark, Kirksey; Joe, A. Ross,
The Concord 'Redbirds will play
Murray; Charles Henry Stamps, Lynn Grove Friday night, FebMurray; R. H. Spiceland, Knight; ruary 16, onelthe Lynn Grove Floor.
Hera Jane Spiceland, Knight; Re- It will be then' last game before
becca Jane Robertson, Murray; the tournament.
.
Wilson Rogers, Lynn
Tennie
The honor roll for the first
Grove; Mary Evelyn Russell, Mur- four- grades is as follows:
•
ray; Trucille Reeves, Almo; James
First grade: Brooks Baucum,
Redden, Murray; Sybil Odine Sammie Ben, Martha Parker.
Swann, Lynn Grove; Louis Charles
Second grade: Betty Jo MeCuisRyan, Mufray; Donald Skaggs, ton. James Valentine, Maggie Faye
Dexter; LaNelle Siress, Murray; Foviece, Robert Gregory, Juanita
Fred Thompson, 1),Iurray; Anne Flotteree. Euple Turner.
Ellizabeth Thompson' Murray; Bil- -•Tterd grade: Joe Pat Coleman
ly Utlee, Murray; Martha Sue Dore Faye Ftattarree, Alice Fielder,
Upchurch, Murray; Ben Thur- Dorothy Ann Hendon, Dorothy Sue
mond, Murray; John
David Stubblefield.
Thompson, Murray; Elizabeth Fay
Fourth • grade: Charlie
Op
Upchurch, Murray; Charlotte Owen Smith, Tommy Winchester.
Taylor, Murray; Lattie Laverne
Venable, Murray; Bessie Geneva
XI:RESET cistern
Thurman, Brandon; Mary Leah
Williamson, Murray; Sidney BradThe Methodist advance meeting
for our conference will be held
ford Williams, Murray.
Frankie Leneil Williams, Mur- in Memphis First Church next
ray; Charles Hilton Williams, Mur- Monday. We should have a car
ray; Theda Wilkins, Murray; Mary load of our leaders there fole the
Frances White, Hazel; Charles day.
Elmo Williams, Murray; Charles
Hebron
Next Sunday: Church School at
Franklin Waldrop, Murray; A. B.
Waters, Murray; Rubye Carolyn 10:00 a. ine preaching service at
Weaks, Murray; Heron West, Mur- 11:00 a. m.
ray; Joe Marshall Ward, Murray;
Kirksey
Third Sunday night service at
Mildred E. Winchester, Brandon:
Claude C. Wilson, Hazel; Ned L. Y. m.
Washer, Murray; Hugh Thomas 'Conte and worship.
R. F. 'Blankenship. pastor
Met:Math, Murray; Porter Martin,
Murray; Jetties H. Blalock, MurA
final
check-up on club work
ray.
in Casey county for 1939 shows
that with 1,065 4-H boys and
CARD OF THANKS
girls, 86 per cent completed projects.
I want to express my very deep
appreciation and thanks to the

New Concord High
School News

doctors and nurses for the very fine
treatment and courtesies extended
to- me while I was a patient at the
Glinic Hospital. Also,_ _I_ want to
thank my neighbors and friends,
particularly Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Smotherman, who were so good to
care for thy little boys and keep
them in school during my absence. I shall never forget your
kindness, and if the occasion ever
arises that you are in need of
similar aid, I assure zou I shall be
happy to respond.
'
Leo Caraway and Family.

to a point 250 feet South of the
South side of Highway 94, or
what is known as Main Street
(extended); thence in a westerly
direction, parallel to said Highway 94, or West Main Street
(extended), to a point in line
with the western boundary (extended southward) of the Normal School Addition to the
Town of Murray as shown by
plat recorded in Deed Book 47,
County
Calloway
page
Court Clerk's office, said westtern boundary being the West
side of the westernmost street
of said Addition; thence in a
northerly direction, along a line
running through and being (in
part) coincident with the entire
length of said western boundary of said Normal School Addition as platted, to the Northwest corner of said Addition;
thence East, along the North
side of said Normal School Addition, to the Western boundary
of the Stebblefield Addition to
the Town of Murray, as shown
by plat of record in Deed Book
61, page 257,'c,elloway County
Court Clerk's office, such western boundary being the West
side of Kentucky Avenue as
shown on said plat; thence North,
along the West side of said
Kentucky Anenue and along a
line made by extending the West
side of said Avenue northward,
to a point 250 feet North of the
North side of a street or road
which runs East and West
through a place called Five
Points (said street or road being
an extension of Chestnut Street
of said City); thence in an
easterly direction, parallel with
the North side of said street
or road (Chestnut Street Extended) to a point in line with
the East side of North 15th
Street: thence South to the point
where the East side of 15th
Street intersects the South side
of said Chestnut Street(extended);,
thence East, along the South
side of said Chestnut Street (extended), to the present western
boundary of said City of Mur'ray; thence North, along Said
western boundary, to the begins
fling."
2. That the aforedescribed territory be annexed to the City of
Murray and become a part thereof, and that all steps necessary
and proper to effect annexation
thereof be taken forthwith.

t34,

3. That this ordinance be published in the Ledger & Times for
three consecutive issues, beginning with the issue of February 8,
e..
1940.
Adopted. this 2nd day of February, 1940.
GEORGE HART
Mayor
ATTEST:
CHAS. B. GROGAN
Clerk

ACT NOW!

MARCH 2nd.
a.

IS THE LAST DAY
T HIS

SENSATTONAL OFFER

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

THE
DAILY.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST MORNING NEWSPAPER

COURIER-JOURNAL

Creomulsion relieves promptly be,cause it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to loosen germ laden phlegm,
Increase secretion and aid nature to
soothe and heal raw,tender. Miriamed bronchial mucous membranes.
No matter how many medicines you
have tried, tell your druggist to sell
you a bottle of Creomulsion with the
understanding that you ate to like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

$4."

Delivered For a Full
Year by. Mail For Only
OR

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST AFTERNOON NEWSPAPER

$4.00

Delivered For a Full
Year by Mail For Only,

•
With so many important
events taking'place every
day . . . both in local,
national and international affairs .. • it is highly
important that everyone
. particularlet people in
rural sections, keep posted
on the affairs of the Stale
and Nation every ,day,

(February Is
The Month of
Great Men ...
Be One)

I ,

You May Not Be a Lincoln or a Washington, But You Can Try

-BANK OF MURRAY
Big Enough To Take Care of )(ouSmall Enough To Be Aware of You
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation-Accounts Insured Up To $5,900

COUPON
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription for() THE DAILY COURIER-JOURNAL, for which I am inclosmg $4.50.
( ). THE LOUISVILLE TIMES, for which I am inchning 54 Oe
I

Don't Lose
This
,Opportunity!

LIES7Hot Spinnas Markin& POOL Arkansas
. Little Rack . Arkanso,
.•01 &MOW
ipc.igetjar, HOTEL
..Vickirberof. Aok,sUrssipp•
Coy, MOSSOU,

DIricilon -SOUTHWEST HOTELS INC.
rgaNa M. FANNIN. vies Prot nod Gin. Mgt.

If you want the Sunday CourierJournal. "chock here and add
$2.50 to your remittance.

and Times

Act TodayOT4ER
SnoTHWEST'HOTELS

Orders in connection with this offer wig be
accepted only from bona fide ,R. F. D.
patrons who can furnish an R. F. D. box
number address, and from those residents
in towns in Kentucky. Indiana and Tennessee where these papers do not maintain
. carrier service.

•
The ('ourier-Journal

Narne

Postoffice
Route
'SIMe
IF YOU ARE NOW A SUBSCRIBER, ATTACH: TO THIS
I
. ORDER. THE LABEL CARRYING YOUR NAMt: AND ADDRESS WHICH .IS PASTED TO YQIJR PAPER THIS WILL
.1
AVOID ANY ERROR IN RECORDING YOUR RENEWAL.
' If you are already a subscriber, the term of your'subscription
, will be added to your old one.
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PAGE FOUR
What few people have not subscribed or renewed for Ledger &
Times (next two years for only
$1.001. please do so. Less than, one
Semarkably strange things oc- cent a week. High grade. refined.
curred irielast 40 days: At_padu- instructive illustrated newspaper.
cah giqund froze 20 inches deep to
Washington's birthday, ThursNow the • "thaw" day, f„..ebruary 22. All presidents
water pipes.
my
mud is a loft deep. Mud on
from "George" to now are known
clothes. must on my nose. Lube by their given name that their Pa
Thurmond sent. me a ton of Coal and Ma gave them—as Tom. Dick,
mired—down within five feet of and Harry. Not G. T. or J. F. or
coal shed. The deep ruts are J. T„ Never do I write initials of
quite an ornament under the big any one. I sign my own name.
weeping willow tree.
just plain "Joel" then other "J's"
, County Agent Weeks said in do not get my duns. Right, pro.
Curd's "S o 11111 fessor"
'In looking over History of CalReporter", Hol- loway while the snow was on the
ly Springs. Mis- ground, I read'"Miss" Lochie's desissippi. that scription of my old .,. home town
"Another
the big freeze "Coldsdater".
Thusly:
down in Dixie man operated farther west ,and
damaged . Mar- Sold no.'whiskey (hot water) just
shall county to served only Coldwater. Hence the
extent pf $100.- name "Coldwater". Tee, bee! 'Ole
000. Andy Hinds Eagle's" version is: Capt.. Earl, in
also lost 40 fine 1859. said 'Coldwater' in honor of
head of cattle, an ice cold spring north of his
absolutely froze store-postoffice.
Was demolished
to death. While on the other hand. by Civil War. '.Then Morgan Duninbachelor)
begun West
and
other
boll
weevil
eotton
away (ole
of Clark's River. beside Postoffice.
sect Pest got their death doom.
"God moves in a mysterious way, He sold whiskey in his general
store. By and -by- he. passed out.
His. wonders to perform."
Then in 1874, Paid Ezell reestabThere has been less sickness qut
lished Coldwater • •where it now
Stella way this winter than tomstands. With more than a hunmon. Mrs. Joel Cochran. ,77, was
inhabitants.' 2 .big general
afflicted with pneumonia in De-- ,dred
blacksmith and carpenter's
cember. Medical science has dis- stores,
shop. corn mill feed store, modern
covered a new remedy for pneu-,
garage, three substantial church
monia. which is almost a miracle.
houses. Half has not been told.
Of course us old people are vic"I'll sail the wide seas no more".
tims of all kinds of ailments, in
- —"Eagle"
consequence of old age and gen'
-eral debility. This old gent is
compelled to take medicine daily.
Four-horse power (?) balsm!
-I ask a lady: "What time is. it by
the town clock!" (My eyes- i'nd
ears have isuit). She said "Five
In county court here aSturday
minutes past 2 p. m." Now don't Quincy Sttibblefield, charged with
laugh and snigger. When you ap- striking Thothas Lamb -over the
proach my age (80) you will be head ,and robbing him of money
laid upon the shelf, out. of date. and other possessions on January
Our times as a stream, our life 13, waived examining trial and was
as a dream pass swiftly avSay. Are held over to the action of the
you listening?
grand jury in April.
I read in my Ledger & TImes
It was charged in the warrant
of the big demonstration set forth that Stubblefield. accompanied by
by Boy 'Scouta. I wonder if Ralph Buddy McNutt and Lamb, had been
and Denver could 'admit "Oie out riding in a car, but when the
Eagle".
Perhaps so. in .conse- attack Occurred they bad left the
.to lake a drirfk:
quence of his superior (7)

Stella Gossip

Youth Waives Trial
To Next -Grand Jury

4.

Log Splitting
and Milk!
44.

The honesty and integrity of Abrahim Lincoln has
never been questioned. We would like to point
out to yoy that never in our 11 years has the quality
and purity of our milk ever.been questioned. We'
invite ybu to try .

Around Paschall
School
Hubert Orr Dies of l`nenmonla
Hubert Orr, one of South Pleasant
Grove's
young men, died
Thursday. February 1, of pneumonia.
Hubert leaves a griefstricken wife and little baby; a
mother. Mrs. Luther Orr: one sister and one brother, Chettie Mai
and Leon, to mourn his.going. We
can speak of Hubert as being one
of our county's upright young men
and a member of Oak Grove Baptist church. The Revs. R. F. Gregory and Hobert Miller were in
charge of the funeral services
held at South
Pleasant Grove
church with burial in the church
cemetery. The
floral
tributes
were many and beautiful. Our
sympathy goes out to the entire
family.
Our sympathy is also extended
to Mr. and Mrs. John Fletcher and
family of Jones Mill in the death.
of their little boy. We want to say
to you that your loss here is
heaven's gain, and makes heaven
much brighter for you. We can
picture the little one budding
here on earth, and then blooming
in heaven, -how beautiful heaven
must be. •
We are sorry to hear of the illness' of Critic Paschall who was
injk.ired while working in timber.
Here's hoping a speedy recovery
for Cratic. (••
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Orr were
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall Wednesday. Mr. Orr
and Mr. Paschall spent the day in
sawing wood.
Bud Key is not feeling well
lately. He was to see -Dr. Miller
Wednesday. Mr. Key was informed that .he was to do but little
work until he regains- his health.
We hope this
soon.
Ben Byars assisted Adie Morris
in moving logs out of the. woods
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. PasChall
killed hogs Thursday.
- Miss Ethel Paschall of---Murray,
it would be a 'IgOod time to pa 'em
a visit!
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Orr and
Mr. and Mrs_ George Pitman and
little daughter, Georgia Ann, were
In Murray Thursday.
Commodore Orr -and daughters,
Lei-line and
Dorothy. were in
Plaris Tuesday.
' Fleetwood Paschall and Houston Paschall bought some hay
from 0. T. Paschall Thursday. Mr.
Paschall sold the hay for Miss
Ethel Paschall who resides at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanzy Paschall assisted. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Edwin
Paschall in stripping tobacco last
week.
Mrs. Jennie Jones has been ill
with a cold lately. Hope she is
soon well again.
Mrs. T. Brandon and daughter.
Beauton and Mrs. Lewis Cosby
were all-day visitors of Misses
Connie and Beulah Lamb .Saturday.
Oat Paseltall. Leroy Key. Tosco
BedwelL Terry • Smotherman and
son, Jimmy, Were in the home of
Mr. Jennie Jones and family Sunday.
Must compliment the poem written by Nelle Walker. eighth grade
Hazel High School student, on
Abraham 'Lincoln's life.
—Golden Lock

to the beach where we weekended." The brother on the farm
wrote back: "Yesterday we buggied to town and baseballed all
the afternoon. Today we milled
to the cornfield and gee-hawed
nntil sundown, then we s-uppered
and piped for a while; after that
we stair-cased up to our room and
bed-steaded until the clock fived."
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Culver and
children
visited Mr: and
Mrs.
Lowell Culver and family in Paducah Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Howell Smith
Mr. and
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Steele Saturday night.
I want 'to say he110'to Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Steele and Topsy. I
will be seeing you .soon.
News is as scarce as hens' teeth
on Gordon Ridge. so I will rinf on.
—Pop Eye
CABIN CREEK

Democrats to Meet
In Chicago in 1940
For Big Convention
The 1.940 Democratic Convention
to select a nominee for president
will be held in Chicago at a date
to be „ selected by Democratic
Chairman Wiles A. Farley, it was
announced this week.
Although a keynote speaker has
not been selected, Senator A. B.
Chandler said' he would support
Sen. A. W. Barkley, who has delivered /he address for. the last
two contentions, for the speaker.
HAZEL ROUTE 3
The Weather seems to change
rather frequently here of late. Rain
and snow one day. and the snow
melts and,. disappears the next.
The tobacco season was greatly
appreciated by all out this way
as it enabled many to finish stripping, including Hubert Wilson,
Mason Wilson, Fate Wilson, Curtis
Craig, John R. Stubblefield, Lunie
Clark, Conley James, Calvin Wilson. Hughie
Ralph
C4ark
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron
and'son were Monday njght guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Rata Clark and
helped them finish stripping tobacco Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Stubblefield
galled on Mrs. Bob Moore Sunday.
She is a patient at the Mason Hospital. Mra. Stubblefield also called to see Dr. Rob Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark were
guests of Tosco Wilson Sunday.
Tosco Wilson was a' caller of
his Dad's, Fete Wilson, Sunday.
—Tilda

From the hills of Old Tennessee
where we have plenty of fresh air,
sunshine, and snow just thought
we would write to let you know
we're still on the globe.
Lorene Barrow was the guest of
Nannie Ruth Lyons Saturday.
Ruth and Estelle Barnes and Edna Lyons called on Larue Tharrett
Sunday.
.
Sorry . to report that C. D. \tension Jr., . fell and broke his arm
Saturday.
Hillman Lyons, Delroy Mittou,
James Noel Barrett, Jessie Russell,
Carl Miller, and Oscar Champion
and family were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. R. Gs Robertson Saturday
afternoon.
Jewell Barrow was the guest of
little Miss Letha Lyons Saturday
night.
Hillman Lyosis • was in Model
Sunday.
Louise Gibbs, teacher of St. John
school spent the week-end in
Clarksville with her husband,' HuCHILDREN
bert' Gibbs.
Mrs. Jenny Whitford is visiting BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crutches this
Holidays
27e
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lyons vis- LOWER FLOOR, Mina, Sundays.
and Holidays
7130
ited their daughter. Mrs. Uordon
Greenup. Saturday night.
. Wiley Phillips has been visiting
in this community this week.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Dewane Milton visited Mr. and Mrs. Will Barrow
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Barrow gave
a party for all the young folks
Friday night. Every one reported a
very nice time.
&Come on Crip 'and Topsy tett
send in plenty of news for we really enjoy reading them.
Well as news are scarce I'm going. to the wagon, these shoes are
killing me.
—Jitterbug.

- -advertising, stock control, annual economy day sales—now they
and semi-annual, end of month, never make money. What is the
dollar day, founder's day, rummage, world coming to?

THIS CHANGING WORLD
Contributed
Sixty years ago, women wore
hoop skirts, bustles, petticoats, corsets, cotton stockings, high button
shoes, flannel night gowns, and
puffs in their hair. They did their
own cooking, baking, cleaning,
washing, ironing, raised big families, went to church on Sundays
and were too busy to be sick.
Men wore whiskers, handlebar
mustaches, top hats, ascot ties, big
watches and chains, chopped wood
for stoves, bathed once a week,
drank ten gent whiskey, five cent
beer, rode bicycles, buggies, or
sleighs, went in for politics, worked 16 hours a day and lived to a
ripe old age.
Stores burned coal oil lamps,
carried everything from a needle
to a plow, trusted everybody, never
took an inventory, placed orders
for goods a year in advance, always made money.
Today women wear silk- hose,
shortened skirts, low shoes, no corsets, an ounce of underwear, have
babbed hair, permanent waves,
colored finger and toe nails, smoke,
paint, powder, feed their babies on
a bottle, drink cocktails, play
bridge, drive cars, have pet dogs
and go in for politics.
Men have high blood pressure,
wear no hats and some no hair.
shave their whiskers, shoot golf,
bathe twice a day, drink poison,
play the stock market, ride in airplanes, never go to bed the same
day they get up, are misunderstood at home, work five hours
a day, play tennis—die young.
Stores are air-conditioned, have
floor walkers, electric lights, cash
registers. elevators, never have
what a customer wants, trust nobody. take inventory daily, never
buy . in advance, have overhead,
markup, markdown, quota. budget.

SATURDAY and SUNDAY,

HERE COME ROY AND "GABBY"
Streaking across the plains on
the trail of McBride's raiders,
the most fearsome band of ban- dits that ever rode the prairie.

ROY ROGERS
ai

RIZO

PICT US(

pasteurized!

• Jt

• l" s rich in cream!
•

s Safe!

Telephone 191 ... Order a Quart a Day
For Each Member Of Your Family

Murray Milk Products
Tick me byikep
4

IN MY OLD
KENTUCKY
HOME
130)x;e HOSprtality in the etrnOsphere Of the Old South. CanSortable beds - St>060(.1$ MOM

sEiTlacH

500 ROOMS froty1.7
.
5

WINIPARB

Mighty Spectacle! Astounding Adventure!
mmortal Drama! Amazing Characters!
eroic Romance! Tremendous Cat!
THRILLING BEYOND BELIEF!
100 name roles by featured players!
.. 3,621 in the castl .. 15 staggering climactic sequencesl .. 2 hours
of unbroken wonderment mid thrill!,

SHADY HILL SCHOOL NEWS

•
SATURDAY ONLY
with

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
THOMAS MITCHELL
'MAUREEN O'HARA
EDMOND O'BRIEN
ALAN MARSHAL
WALTER HAMPDEN
KATHARINE ALEXANDER

WALNUT AT 4

STREETS

IIVILLE

Hero corn* those horel-boiltiel
horoos of Ow big city, boll-bont
for trovbio...flirting with death
—ond danwsi

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
'MR.SMITH" HAS A BLIND DATE—
and you'll discover a new wonderful
Lubitsch surprise!

TRAPPED A
UNDERGROUND as dynamite
terror rips Wesel
'Ye

Ct
A basswood Pat..* sitb

William Henry • Louise Campbell

Richard Denning•Robert Paige•Dir•ct“ bylaws/1.d Dowtryt

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

THE SEASON'S SCARIEST AND
SCREWIEST THRILLER-DILLER!

4,THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

A great, gay mystery
yarn about two murdered blondes and
gyratious brunette
who unmasked
the Lady •Killersl

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

Here's a love story that glows under the
famed Lubitsch "touch"! If you liked
"Ninotchka", "Goodbye Mr. Chips" and
"Pygmalion"—there's romance and enjoyment for you just around the corner with

WALTER WANGER

Margaret

SO* SIN,

lames("Mr. Smith")

SULLAVAN•STEWART

VISIT THE DERBYROOM
Spend pleasant hour in this
justly famous Bavarian Bar'
and Cafe Lounge —thoroughly
AIR CONDITIONED—always 70'

les
CHILDREN
ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Except
16e
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
576
Sundays and Holidays

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Gordon Ridge' News

„Catt),4t-

THE

SITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

Our school term ended January
26 We feel that this was a very
successful year.
We had an average attendance
of 95 per cent for the year, although, the weather was &Cadfully cold during the last mouth
• Thoee present each day were: J.
C. Godwin. Charlie Burkeen.'Reba
Dell Hopkins, Alice Burkeen. Kathleen Ross, Willodeani Goodwin,
Robert purkeen, Jane Ross, Mary
Nell Hopkins and Nina Burkeen.
Students making, the most head
marks for the term were: grade
one: J. C. Goodwin: grade three,
Willodean Goodwin and Kathleen
Ross; grade five. Jane Ross.
In our reading contests the following students won: third grade:
Willodean Goodwin; sixth grade,
Russell Jones; eighth grade,
After being absent last week, Charles Fennel'.
Cordelia Burieen. Opal Evelyn
will come back with a little more
news hoping all the correspond- Williams, and Charles Fennel reents and readers feel better than seived their diplomas.
Cordelia entered high school at
Pop Eye.
Those of this community on the Faxon at the mid-semester.
The health nurse visited uS the
sick include Mrs. J. C. Culver,
near Dexter: Mrs. Kenneth Red- last week of school.
The following pupils were on
den; Mrs. Ray Steele was taken to the
seventh month honor roll:
the Clinic-Hospital Friday for first grade:
J. C. Goddwin, Charlie
treatment. She is better at this Burkeen, Prentis
Williams; second
writing.
grade. Raymond Burkeen, Gary
(Sorry to hear of Mrs. Sam -Jones; third grade,
Kathleen Ross,
'Stotts' being ill. She is a patient Willodean Goodwin; fifth grade.
the the Mason hospital.
Pattie Jane - Ross; sixth grade,
MI
6 Edison Harris was at the James Fennel; eighth grade, Charbed e of her sister, who is very les Fennel, Opal Williams.
ill
the Mason hospital, Suhday.
We certainly appreciate - the
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Duncan and splendid coolieration of the patrons,
children visited Mr. and Mrs. students, and teacher.
Clyde. Schroader Saturday night
We wish to thank the Ledger
and Sunday.
& Times for publishing our school
Charles Steele visited J. C. news each month.
Schroader Saturday - night.
Howell Smith and Ray Steele
C.
./92.13 OF THANKS
were in Hardin Saturday on busiWe wish to express our heartfelt
Solon Dunenii-tiOld a 'Title- cow thanks to our many friends, neighlast week. • '
,bors and relatives, for their many
A boy who had left the farm expressions of, kindness both in
and got a job in the city wrote a word and deed during the illness
letter to his brother who - stayed and death of our dear mother. We
on the farm telling him of the also thank Dr. Jones. Dr Hal
Joys of city life. He said: "Thurs- Houston and nurses, also Dr Wood
day we autoed out to the Country for their untiring service. May God
Club where we golfed until dark, bless and keep you all.
then' picnicked and later • motored
J. E. Tucker and Children.

PITOL

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

IN ERNST LUBITSCH'S

161111
SI

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
,/

Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations
a

"THE SHOP AROUND
.THE CORNER"

GAPNITT PSCOU 'ION

PAT 0BRIEN EDWARD ARNOLD

with

RHOMBIEK(RAMO RUTH TERRY

FRANK MORGAN

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

•

'LA

••

•

•

